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PORTLAND,
THE PORTLAND DAiLS PRESS is published
every day, (Sunday excep+ed.) at No. 1 Printers*
Btchange, Exchange Street, Portland.
N. A. FOSTER, Proprietor
I erms:—Bight Dollars a year in advance.
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Rates of Advertising.—One inch oi space, in
oi column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily lir6t week. 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; contmumj every other day alter first week, 50 cents.
Hat ('square, three insertions or less, 75 cents: one
week, $1.00; 50 cents pe week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
Special Notices, $l.v5 per square for the hrst
insertion, and 25 cents per square :or each subse-
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length
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And see their Large Stock of

Parlor, Drawing-Room ami Chamber Furniture,
Hair,

*s State Agent tor the Press, Daily and Weekly,
is authorized to appoint local Agents, receive
to settle bills.
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LAW.

Dry

140 Middle

AND

FALL
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Now

Co, j

of

kind, will SAVE

any

by giving

Order

us

84}

PORTLAND, MAINE,1

Oct 22-d&wtl

CHEAP

PL.U M BING !
R. E. COOPER &
Plumbers,

Practical

11

CO.,

jE^Orders solicited and promptly attended**o.
No# 109 Fedetal Me.# Portland, Me.

SMITH,

AT

COUNSELLOR

LAW,

Arcade, Wo. 18 Free Street,

Houfiic,
BOSTON, MASS.

''

«ep9’68dlyr

IMPORTERS

WALTER

OP

Iron, Steel, Tin Plates, Sheet Iron,
and Metals,
HO North St., doston,
OPPER FOR

iate of the firm

Spike

agents tor the sale ot

Naylor <1- Co.’s Cast Steel,
Muntz’s Yellow Metal Sheathing-.
Sept &• d6m
CHAW. STAPLE* A

Pounders

<*nd

anil

Fire Proof

sep8-d3m
Chas. Staples,

Pafea,

COMMERCIA, STREET,
PORTLAND, ME,
Sfap’es, Jr., Geo. L. Dam >u.

Chas.

EASTON,SAMPSON & TENNEY
DETAIL.

AND

Order.

Conductor** made to

Me.

Street, Portland,

Plum

WM. G.
Nelson Tenney.
fy Repairing neatly done.

UoKiTIO P.

EABTON,

E.

CHARLES

T.

!

and

awl7dtf

MR.

tinue every MONDAY
notice. All are invited.

No.

made, and

j

Oct

-AND

Graham Flour,
Crk’d Wheat,

F.

BALE

LO WELLE &

_

Your

Moisey!
Dyed

can have theii Dresses
manuer jor One Dollar at the

ful
LADLES

in

a

of any
and at short notice.
Oct 21 eod2m

description dyed

And
at low rates
II BURKE.

RKFIIHED TRIPS takes the
lead oi anything of the kind ever ottered in this
a determinati n to make TRIPE
with
and
market;

STEAM
luxury,

1 have been to a great expense to impr .ve
my appaaratus and mode of preparing TKIPE tor
the market.
I have been in the busiues, twcnty-eDht years and
I do believe no one can produce an article of TRIPE
that can equal inv STEAM REFINED.
It shall oe my constant endeavor to make TRIPE
a luxury, the verttic. 1 leave to be remitted bv the
consumer.

N.B.

Cali tor Belknap’s
is fit tor the Table.

No other
Portlaud, OcL27,186-<.

STEAM

REFINED!
dtt

Medical Notice.
G. H. CHADWICK, M. D., will devote special at
teution to Disea esotthe Eye. No. 30H CoDgressSt
Office hours trom 11A.M. to 1 P. M.
tt
May

RENT,

ot hei

old friends and
as lormer-

styles

\\

Hats, Bonnets, Flowers, Feathers,
everything in the Millinery line.
October 21,18G8. dtf
and

MALI.,,

Bankrupt

Sale!

oc22dlm

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers
IMMENSE BANKRUPT STOCK

THE
store

Repaired

now

,

4

At.,

tattous,

having purchased

an

entire

New

Messrs.

have

JO 15DAIV

A

our

will be prepared to fill all orders for the trade
same

stock ol

terms

Sept

Patent Medi-

bv us.
CHARLES A.

on

the

as

9-dtf

CROSBY, Secretary.

Concrete Pavement,

usually kept

Is
in

a

the best and cheapest in

use

for

Sidewalks,Carden Walks. Carriage
Floors,

| And for any place where a solid loundation is reCan now offer to the trade of tlna City and State, | quired.
goods on as reasonable terms as can be bought in
Orders Left at
No. G Mouth Mlrect
lloston or elsewhere, and parlies betore purchasing
will do well to
promptly attended to.
Call nud
and
Friers
Slock
Examiue Oar
L t'l LhV.MIII KIUty & GRIFFITHS
Junel eod&wti
March 31-eodtt

Hussey Plow_Still

flnd U da"y- frCBh

Leads I

LZfS.Wslfe'"
FIRST PRIZE
to the work done by these Plows, at
Mrs Ulmer, 131 Pearl Street. AWARDED
the trial at the lafe Dfniuc tttnte I'nir.
Price Cards.
tar Also, Oysters fresh and nice
han,1‘

Also

conslantlv
octldtf

on

I

New England

Ad licss for Circular,
&c.,
TIMOTHY B. HUSSEY, Proprietor,
North
oc!3w4w
Berwick, Me.

Neat
we

and

Mutual.

SOFT

WOOD !

good assortment ot

Match_ Corporation,

Star

w. &

milllkbs

0. B.

Me.,

ottering to the public the Star Match, we claim
lor them the following advantages to the censumover
er,
any other Match, viz:
Each bunch is lull count, one hundred.
Each gross contains 576 more than the common
card matches.
The till! count is equals to about six hunches more
in a gross than other matches.
They keep in any climate.
They have less odor than any other Sulphur Match.
They are longer lhan any orher Sulphur Card

Match*.
They
They
They

city, and
making it the

Chariere.t 1835.

both for Splint and Card Matches
do not black flic wall wlen rubbed on it.
are packed in tine shipping order, in rases
containing 10, 20 and 30 gross each, in 1-4 gross packages.
The above named firm are the sole Selling Agents
tor the corporation.
E. P, GERRISH,
)
J. S. MARRKTT,
Directors.

J

MANASSE1I SMITH, )
dti

Hard and’White Pine Timber.
on

hand and sawed to dimensions.
PLANK.

HARD PINE
HARD

PINE FLOOR IN €3 AN II STEP-

BOA RUN.

by
STETSON
Wliart and Dock, First, corner
No. 10 State Street, Boston.
For Sale

POPE,
of E

Street.

Ottice

may27d#m

FLOUR!

Barrel*
200
17 !i
IOO

4,500 Bushel*
400
IOO
ol

“

Baltimore Extra Flour.
«

“

choice BLiIu Dried Meal.
Prime tints.
<•
Yellow Corn.

«

Schooner

Family

Bye.
Hud and Frank,”
Also for sale,

just arrived.

CHASE BROTHERS,
Head and No. O

Long

VI

hnrf.

Notice.—We shall continue to make a specialty
of supplying families with Good Flour, all ot
which we warrant.
^October30, 1868. dlwteodtf

MADAM

ARMA

ND,

New York, wishes to inform the ladies
ot Portland that she has just
opened her New
Establishment, at IOO Middle Mtrcct, opposite
the Falmouth Hoi el. where she Intends to carry on the Newest and most

OF

Office 166 Fore St.. Portland.

John W.
Oct 2l-eod3m

Munger

Son, Agents

&

Albany City Ins. Co.
Statement of it* Condition
the 1st day of January, 1868.

On

Cash Capital,

PORTLAND S
Fashionable Stationers
-IN-

00
151,877 42

Surplus,

have made arrangements with

We

$200,000

NEW
to

Total Assets,
Cash

hand, in Bank

on

and in

course

of

transmission,

$42,682 81
Bonds, market value, 127,239 05
Bonus and Mortgages (tirst
liens), property
valued at $202,750,
8^ 681 71
Bills Receivable (prem. notes not
50 3 5 46
due),
Loans secured by Collate als,
12,645 04
Personal property, Office Furniture, &c.,
10,0<.0 00
N

Y. State

Du3 from other sources,
Interest accrued but not due,

22,099 85
4,163 50

$351

LIABILITIES:

Net Asseis,

Commonwealth

Styles in

Dress & Oloak

Making,

and hopes, by keeping the Latest and most Fashionable Patterns always on hand, and strict attention to
business, to be able to suit her Customers, and re>
ceivethe patronage of the Ladies ol Portland.

^TApprentiee
oct

28-dSm

with the

wanted,

and

new

of

of the

I

Day

Xiso with

Messrs. Lowell & Brett,
for

CARD

877 42

$200,838

ol

Boston,

receiving orders ior

PRATES, MONOGRAMS, &c.

We also call the attention of the

15
1

Massachusetts,

Insurance

merchants

Department. ]

Insurance Commissioner.

to

•

our

FURR ASSORTMENT

Blank
and

Books !
facilities for

manufacturing.

John W. Mlinger & Son. Agents.
October 21-eod3w

ORDERS

~

A.rri J^iVrjr:i o
Wall St,

5J

Company.

William, NEW YORK
January, 1868.

RECEIVED
FOB

The company has A suet*, over Thirteen
Million Dollar*, viz:
United States and State of New-York Stocks, City.
Bank and other Stocke,
6,864.485
Loanssecured by Stocks and otherwise, 2,175,450
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable.

Philadelphia,

H. Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,

receive all the late

to

PUBLICATIONS.
W* shail also keep ©n hand

FULL

STOCK

Fletcher Wcslrav,

Minturii,

David Lane,
Bryce,
Charles P. Burdett,

James

Daniel S.

Miller,

Rubt. B.
Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham,;
Fred’k Chauncey,
James Low,
Geo. S. Stephenson.
Wm. H. Webb
R L. Taylor,

Paul Spofford,
Sheppard Ganby.
Rob’tC. Fergusson.
John D. Jones, President,
Cnarles Dennis, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.
J. H. Chapman Secretary.

Application* tor Insurance made to
John W. Hunger,
Office 166 Fore St., Portland.
Feb

Standard

Gift Books,

and

Perkins,’

Royal Phelps,

Caleb Barstow,
A. P.Pillot,
Win. E. Dodge,
Francis Sklddy,

a

OF

U—dlm&eodtojanrG9&w6w

and

to call and

examine

STOCK AND NEW STORE.
IVe

are

they buy

glad to

them whether

see

not.

or

LORING, SHORT

&

HARMON,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
nou9

OFFICE 201

New-York,

CAPITAL,.$150,000.
LEMUEL BANGS. President,
GEO. ELLIOTT Vice Pres and See.
EMORY M’GLINTOCK, Actuary

Asbury claims to offer unusual advantages
the pub ic in taking policies.
Comniencing business only in Apr:! last, it ha*
been received with so much favor that us assurances
already amount to over $1,000,000 and rapidly in-

THE

creasing day by day.
From the character of its Directors—all ol whom
are personally interested in its stock—and from its
method ot d*daring dividends—upon the PARTNERSHIP PLAN—a full explanation ot which is
given in the circulars—it is honestly believed that
persons insuring in this company, will, alter a few
have decidedly better chances lor dividends,
yearst
than in any other company.
Policies are issued iu all the form* in present use.
and on the most liberal terms with respect to rates,
division ot profits, restrictions on occupation and

travel.
A loan ol one third male when desired, or commutation made in lieu ol dividend, and all policies
von-forfeit able after second annual payment.

Kimball,

General Agent for Maine.
Office 88 Exchange Street, opposite Portland Saving* Knnk, Portland*
Biard of Local Reference in Portland:
Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr., William Deering, Esq.
Hon. Samuel E.
Spring, Charles H. Breed, Esq.,
Hon. Augustus E. Stevens, J. S. Kicker, Esq.
GOOD

INCOME
can bo secured in everv
county by earnest, active
canvasdng agents* Apply to the above agency.
October 23. >868. eod«Srw3iu

NEW ENGLAND
Mutual Lite I us. Co.,
BOSTON.

Incorporated

in1835.

James

HI.

Palmer,

General Agent for Maine and Sew

Hampshire.
Office 74 Middle St., Portland,
Cor. Exchange Si., op. P. O.
A gents wanted, both local and travelling, to
whom good commissions will be giveo.
octl9ti

Peas and beans will be nearly

an

everage

they are
general-

The

name

.__aoricola.

of Harriet Beecher Stowe was
introduced and always with

(12W.

have been licensed by the Portland Water
to do Water Plumbiug under the
guaranty ot the Co. We are now prepared to respord to all calls in our line, and to supply pipe ot
all kinds upon the most reasonable terms
Persons
wishing to obtain water cannot be too early in applying, as no services can be put in during the winter.
CHAflLEN PEARCE *r. CO.,
5 Union Street.
v
August 26th, 18C8.
au27d3m

40,000
—

DRY

Worth

OF

—

Parisian ladies are

gay

at

are

stake Cuban

coming

out in costumes

Watteau’s pictures.

as

Double-skirted

Reds of the most brilliant hue

are

in

vogue and also stuffs with changeable colors
Then the old style of the soutane—a sort of

Bishop’s surplice dress, whose long, broad
plaits tailing from above the shoulders sweep
into the long train—still keeps in fashion.
Watteau costume is seeD, too, in the
and arrangements of the hair, flowers, feathers and ribbons being worn very
high on the forehead instead of at either side.
The Jloniteur has just published the report
of M. Duruy, Minister of Public
Instruct'on,
upon “Zes cours il'enseignement secondalre
des jeunes filles” M. Duruy says, “The number of young girls who follovv the lessons is
The

unequal;

To be Sold

at a
—

threat

AT

Sacrifice!

—

M. 0. BOYNTON, 120 Middle Street,
oc28

Under

Falmouth Hotel.

STEELING SILVEE

d&wtl

THE

Electro-Plated

Ware!

GORHAM MANUFACTURING CO., OF

Silver Ware in the world, with the most improved machinery, and employing Ihe most skilled
labor, are enabled to offer an unequalled variety ol
new and bo utitul designs in Dinner
Services, Tea
Services, and every article specially adapted for HolBridal
Gilts.
iday and
They offer also their well-known and unrivalled
Nickel Silver Electro-Plated Ware, in which
they
have introduced new patterns ot rare elegance.
The
is
Solid Silver
guaranteed to be of sterling purity bv
U. S. Mint essay. The Electro-Plate is guaranteed
to be superior to the finest Sheffield
ware.
Orders
received tram the trade only, but
these goods mav
be obtained Irom responsible dealers
everywhere.
Trade
ran

ol Solid

Silver.

unJ

p—,

wjj®

w

Mark

aBBAMWw^j^roPlate.

GORHAM MANUFACTURING CO.,
»o3eod&w4Jmo Salesroom No 3 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Advances made on Ctoods to the
Island oi Cuba.
Mesara.OHUBOHLL, BEO WN 8 A MANSON

liberal advances on all kinds
Are prepared to make
and Provisions, to any el the
of Lumber, Cooperage
Portsoi the Island, and their connections with the
lirst class Houses ol the Island, make this a desirable mode lor parties wishing to ship Goods to that
market,
Portland, 16 Dec. 1867,

who come to draw from

serve

them

as an

the

knowledge which

may
honorable means of liveli-

hood.

It is not necessary to say while the
first class pay, the second are admitted
by the

professor, free.
Men toning these indications M. Duruy
adds, “These facts apparently of no great importance wiil bear great results; because an
instruction more rigid will raise the dignity
of the wife, increase the authority of the
mother over her children, and will aggrandize
the legitimate influence of the honest woman
in our society.”
Wanderer.
The Crops.

The October report of tbe Department of

Agriculture gives

us many valuable statistics
in relation to the condition of the crops in
the United States and in Europe. It seems

that tbe

promise of the early

been realized in
tbe crop is

summer

has not

the wheal harvest, and yet
means a small one. A larger
with wheat this year than

by no

sown

last, but in the aggregate production this lact
is nearly neutralized by a small diminution
in

some

of

tbe

States,

in the

crease

in tbe total

yield

principal wheat-growing
per acre; so- that the inis scarcely more

quantity

than three per cent.
And it is a notable
tact that this increase is obtained mainly

California, as wc
previous articles, is fast becoming a great wheat-growing cour try, and
some portions of it now take the lead of our

have noticed in

PROV1DENCE, R. I, having the largest manufactory

Trade Mark

other persons

professor’s lessons

from the Pacific coast.

WAEE

AND

Fine

a

some years at a boarding
school;
average from sixteen to eighteen years.

area was

GOODS!

do!6tf

V urietiew.

X

deafening applaute. Madame Perry, towards
—A clean paper collar and purple necktie ii
the close of the meeting, was called to the
platform and immensely cheered. She again, the daily adornment of the pet poodle of a
Philadelphia engine company.
with great emotion, recited a sonnet.
—Hows, the New York artist, is painting a
The abolition of slavery in. the Spanish
ot the birthplace of the poet Bryant,
picture
colonies appears almost a fait accompli, only
near Cummington.Mass.
as immense

But there is scarcely a course of lessons where
one does not see sitting side
by side with
these young pupils belonging to rich families,

our

than last

ally deficient, but in some of the States the
yield is large. Sorghum has been more success! tjl than last year. Both buckwheat and
words,
inscrip- sorghum were injured by irosts in high latitions such as Massachusetts abolitionists tudes. Potatoes in Southern New England,
might have coined; the names of Harriet New Jersey, Delaware, the Gult States and
Beecher Stowe, Chauning,
Buxton, Clark- California are reported a full crop. In some
son, Alcoler, Broglie, Bolivar, Arguelles, other States there is a deficiency. SugarSumner, Tappan, Schoalcher, Laboulaye, cane, according to the returns from LouisiGarrison, Brown, <fcc. The inscriptions were ana is abundant—an increase over last year
all of the following color: “Mow
of 42 per cent.
you are tree,
make us free 1 Cuba and Porto Rico
We are glad to learf that the stock of
800,000
slaves”—"The baptism of the Gos[>el corrodes beeves in preparation far market is larger
than last year west and south of New Jersey.
and destroys each ring of a slave’s chain!”—
Thete is however, a deficiency of 2 per cent,
“A people holding brethren in
are
boudage
neither free nor deserving of Freedom”— in Illinois, and 5 per cent in Indiana, but the
“Slavery debases the master as well as the condition of fattening cattle is almost universlave”—“Slavery is the basis on which des- sally superior, giving promise of better and
larger meat supplies than usual. We think
potism rests.”
our own market shows better beef than usuIn the centre of all these
inscriptions was
al ; although it must be confessed that many
seen the name of Abraham Lincoln.
Olozaga proposed that the government cattle are slaughtered and brought to this
should be petitioned to abolish slavciy in her market which might have been much imcolonies, by declaring tree all the children of proved by longer and better feeding. There
are too many poor cattle killed, but we are
slaves from after the 30th of September.
The distinguished poetess, Carolina Coro- I glad to believe there are not quite so- mary
this tali as in past seasons. On the whole,
nado, the wife of Mr. Perry of the American
we congratulate the farmers ol Maine on the
read
two
pieces of poetry. A priest
Legation
improvements and progress they have made
of Malaga (Saul among the Prophets!) St.
Jemines, made a speech in favor of abolish- in agriculture and on (be crops they have
gathered into their storehouses this season.—
ing slavery.
In suiveying the whole ground, we think
A proposi* iou was offered to form a
society
Maine may well be proud of the position she
of women to further the cause or abolition, at
bolds among her sister States in relation to
the 'head of which as President, should be
agricultural interests.
Madame Perry.

they

Invite the Public

larger

crop all over the country. In Maine
more than that.
Buckwheat is very

have passed

we

Licensed Plumbers.

L.

meeting held in Madiid
spirit of Faneuil hall seem-

small in some cities, in the
reasonable average “suffisanl’’
in some lew the number is large. Almost all

Plain nnd Nice Binding,

the Atlantic

of

geous ilowers that adorned the columns
appeared names most of which are dear and familial- to us as household
and

greater part

Life Insurance Comply THE undersigned
Ce,
BROADWAY,

George

the

ed transferred!
It was the great abolition
the 23d instant, where

very

Dennis
Jos. GaMlard, Jr.,
-1. HenrvBurgy,
C. A. Hand.
B. J. Howland,
Beni. Bab jock,

verily

most

A good crop should exceed one thousand
millions ot bushels. Last year’s production
was little more than three-lourths of that
quantity. The area in cotton i» somewhat
less than last year, but its culture has been
better, and the labor more regular and reliable as a general rule. The returns indicate a
smaller crop, possibly by 15 or 20 per cent,
than last year, but a complete estimate has
not yet been made.

account of a

an

where

in

The corn crop is somewhat
The report says:

bonnets,

373,374

Cornelius Grinncll.

given

and

year.

goes to England where now, at Windsor the
old Carlist general, Cabrera, is living with his
family ot five children; and La Epoca, one
of the prominent newspapers of
Spain has

terial.

New York & Boston,

*13,408,177

Chas.

Wisconsin,
States.

contrasts ot color preserved
tn the two—are caught up so as to make a
very coquettish bag behind with a sort of
apron in front trimmed with folds ot the ma-

HOUSES

3,694,*68

Wm. Sturgis,
Henry K. Bogert,
Joshua A. Henry,

relative product of oats. The barley crop is
somewhat deficient in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

dresses—pretty

We have alio made arrangements with

IX

Moore,
Henry Coit,
Wm. C. Ticket sgill,
Lewis Curtis,

ting mixed up with rough Brown-Stout-Saxondom.
Men’s schemes, ITke eonseivative
Dame Partletl’s eggs to which she lends for
many a day her vital warmth, hatch so differently from what a shortsighted ptevision
prematurely announces. Ex Queen Isabella

tion.

Binding, Lithographing, Printing and Euling.

Insures against Marine and Inland Navigation Risks,
The whole profits ol the company revert to rhe
Assured, and are divided annually, upon the Premiums terminated during the year; and tor which Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
Dividend of 30 per cent, tor 1867.

rye crop in most of the States, is marked by
figures, very similar to those which show the

a

get-

planters implore that the work be done slow,
ly and in order; their plan will probably look
towards the freedom of the coming genera-

cor.

Mortgage,

wished to lead off with drum and fife as
of Gideon’s bund are running in and

interests

Portland— Office ICG Fore St.

Mutual Insurance

a
whisper, that ExQueen Isabella II was received recently in
strict incognito at St. C’lond. The
incognito
was only broken by the
guard of the four
d'honneur when the Ex-Queen
passed their
station, presenting arms.
IIow the Latine race that Napoleon 111

several times

Insurance,

CURRENT RATES.

TAKEN AT

YORK

us

Leading Styles

Losses adjusted, not due,
$4,002 88
do. (reported, but not investigated,)
Marine, inland and Fire,
47,036 79
-551,039 07
Total

furnish

$351,877 42

ot

Fashionable

Select

and

success.

meeting held on
Olazaga—the present
Emperor of France’s great friend—presided.
The hall was magnificently decorated and
out Irom the greeu
twining leaves, and gor-

trade

Non-Forfeiting !)
Cash Dividend* Paid Annually,

A

New Graham Flour, Rjc Flour, Oat Meal
and Buckwheat, by

Intend

we

THU-

Fashionable, Literacy

All Policies

absolutely

Oah, Corn, Bye* Ac.

Store

HEADQUARTERS
-OF

Capital, $5,300,000.

answer

October 1.

Attractive

venient of any in the

BOSTON.

Purely

and distinguished
philanthropists ot
Euiope. His experiment last Monday, with
his assistants, Mr. and Mrs.
Craddock was a
savans

sort

have Just opened. Our store has been fitted
up
especially for us, which makes it the most con-

Mutual Insurance Co.,

W.H. H.

Pine and Spruce Lumber.
JAMES & WILLIAMS,
Perlej’a Wharf, Commercial Street.

LATE

THE

VI ill led Corn*

!

the Greatest Security, the
Lowest Rates and the Largest Dividends ot
in
this
country.
auy Company
W. I». LITTLE At CO., Agent-.
oe30tf

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,

YNOR the convenience of our cu-tomeis, we have
made arrangements to have orders taken at
Hat ttfore. corner of Middle and Exchange Street, which will be promptly attended to,

AND

VEERING,

Ajfentat Portland,

We wish fo call the attention ol' the
RE I'AIL
TRADE oi PORTLAND to the

TRUSTEES :

HARD

F.

Commercial St.

X1

drives, Csllars, Warehouse

First Class Drug House,

$30,000,000

Assets,

Co.,

COAL.

Cargo

THE

Oils, Varnishes, die.,
And all the stock

Haven, Ct., Aug. 15,1868.

appointed
ot Portland, Me., sole agents for
W'.BLAKE,
the sale of
Hooks for the city of Portland, who

Street,

new

McAllister &

OFFICE OF THE

American Fish Hook and Needle Co.

NATJI’L

1843.

affording

Thus

•teal Estate, Bonds and
and other securities,
dash in Bank

ill

STORK!

cine, Faney Goods, Paints,

C. W. BELKNAP’S

a

Tongues,
Pickles,
Ketchups l

Drugs, ^Chemicals.

EXTRA

STEAM REFINED TRIPE!

aT~A.

the

Nos. 47 & 49 Middle

kee

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS.

patronage
SOLICITS
customers, hoping to give satisfaction
1
She has all the different
ot

Have taken the spacious store,

st.

shall

hand Hard and Soft Wood.

Portland,

Afreet,.Portland,

No. 40 Center

Lard.

E. L. STANWOOC & CO.,

beauti-

Old Portland anti Saco Dye House,
Orders received at: 28 Congress St., No 9 Pore fat,
5£gr*Goods

vi;w

v

___

on

order at

H. & G. W. LORD,
Commercial Atrcef, SOSTOW.

No.

NEW

BLAKE’S,

No. 10 Cross St., Portland Me.
aeptl&dM
Ggir' Sales Room loot ot Temple St, opp. Falmouth
Hotel.

hand and inanuf ictured to

on

MIIjLINEKY!

BY

WORKMEN, at

we

IN

Hams,

and

E£lF*For Furnaces and Parlor Stoves

sepv8-d6m

WILLIAM BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal
Casco
street, is now located at his new store No 64 Federal st, a few doors below Lime street, will attend
to his usual business ot Cleansing and Repairing j Will he boll at retail at less than wholesale pi ices by
the case. “Loud talk,” but true. Do you doubt it?
Clothing ot all kinds with his usual promptness.
Come and see.
IV"Second-band Clothing for sale a* (air prices.
Jan 8—eodtt
Cook Here! Cadici* K libbers which cannot be bonglii nt wholesale for lean
than 70 ct» will be nold for OO
ccut*i per pair.
|3T“The whole stock in proportion. Call and he
shod tor the winter lor kss money than you ever before paid lor similar goods.
Remember the place, 4 Casco st.
oc22TT&Slm

sep2d6mop

Show Cases and Ofllce Furniture,
Of Hivcry Description,
Made trom the best material and by EXPERIENCED

Coi stress

Hft

14 Market Street*

Cleansed

SENTEII,

Exchange Ht.

Coffins, Gaskets, Desks,

and No 432

Constantly

O L O T H I TV O

BY

DIAMOND AND LORBERY.

Premium.

CART WRIGHT, Jr., President.
OLIVER H. COLE, Secretary.

ing Coal,

COTTON, FLAX, AND LINEN

MRS,

C3T* Consignments of Produce solicited.

We sell the Johns Coal at the same price as anv
other good White Ash Coal. We have lor free-burn-

JLowt Mt Prices, by

ASNOKTMLNT

FOR

Save

]P
Ko.

Tailors Shears!

ISLAND

Seinp Rope,Cork Buoys, Leads, &c,

FOR SALE BY

HEINISCH’S

est tor domestic use of any White Ash Coal mined.
In preparation and quality it has always been kept
up to tbe standard. It the Johns Coal suits once, it
will always suit; because there is no mixture. This
we claim as a particular advantage over other coals.
Consumers by buying the Johns Coal will avoid the
continued trouble and annoyance of getting every
other year bad slaty coal. Every one has had tli 's
trouble. Johns Coal we will warrant to suit in every
case.
We give a few reasons why the Johun Con I
i» the BEST.
First—It is the Purest White Ash Coal mined.
Second—It is the most Economical and gives the
beat heat.
Third—It will not clinker, and lor durability and
strength it is unsurpassed.
Fourth—It always comes the same.

Cotton Net, Seine and Patent Twine,

--

Buckwheat,
Oat Meal,
Hominy,

•STUCCO & MASTIC WOKKERS,
NO. a SOUTH ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.
jy Prompt attention paid to all kindsot Jobbing
our lice.
apr22dtf

II.

|

GRO CEBIES!

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Mackerel, Pohagen, Herring and
Jilue Fish Gill Netting.

Produce

Country

Before you lay in your Winter’s Coal, be
sure nudTry the Johns Coal.
This celebrated Coal has for years stood the high-

Harris’

manner.

GIDLING TWINE.
Sea Inland Colton Mackerel Ciuen.

long, swing 27 inches.
Algo one New Drill Lathe.
KNOWLTON BROS.,
Enquire ot
june 30dtf
Saccarappa.

fitialmTHS,

Fiirninhed and Fitted Complete in the best

/

t8 leet

Fitters !

HE undersigned having been appointed Agen s
for the sale ot the above Coal, would say to (lie
citizens of Portland

June 27-dtt

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

SEA

_SALE

Agents

Seines, Weirs, and Netting

I

One Secood-Hand Engine Lathe,

PLASTERERS,

C.

of Mmifh’a

5, 1868-eod3in

FOB

JST"' Houses fitted with Pipes tor Gas, steam or
in a workmanlike manner, and satisfaction
warranted.
mayl dtf

ti l

GREENE,
Mi, bead

Wharf.

Water,

PUI-L

&

COAL,

60

3VETS,

HARD AND SOFT WOOD,

Cash

IN

Marine and Fire

dc6codly

Damage by Fire

Under Falmouth Hotel,

for Johns Coal.

Co, Agent**

A:

on or

reasonable rrtrs of

on

It is declared under

Capital $300,000.
at

makes a

second appearance, tothe Seine, and it is expected
that ho will attract a very distingue
crowd;
representatives from his own countryfolks,

morrow

great

GREAT

OO JlJLu I

F* Sweetzor and CroNmnn

Also

|

!ll Union Hired. Portland.

A

OF BOSTON, MASS.

Come of Middle and Plum Streets.

LIFE

Be it known unto ad to whom these presents come,
that the Albany Cily Insurance Company,of die
City
of Albany, in the State of New York, Laving be^-n
admitted to do business in this Commonwealth
under the laws thereof, and having dulv complied
with all said laws,and being possessed of the
requisite
tuiflfUiYind investments, isfti ly authorized to transact the business ot Fire ami Marine Insurance within this Commonweath. JOHN E. SANFORD.

eases.

Randall,

orders for Coal or Wood left with him will
attended to with promptness and dhpatch.
On hand a good assortment of Coals, also

EVANS

W. H. PENNELL & CO.,

and

Hide and Leather Ins. Oo.,

NEW YORK,

L. b.

and

ii9 ^market Square.

No ‘-is:* Commercial

No. 1 Cures Fever*, Congestion, Incarnations, 25
2
Worm*. Worm-Fever, Worm-Colic, 25
•*
3
Crying Colic or Teething ot infants, 25
4
Diarrh«rn of children or adult4*,
25
5
Dysentery, Griping, Billious Colic, 25
**
6
Cholcra-MorbnsNausea,Vomiting,25
7
25
Cough*, Colds, Bronchitis,
8
Neuialgia, Toothache, Faceache 25
“9
II eadacbes,Sick-Headache, Vertigo,25
10
25
Dy*pcp*in. Billious Stomach,
“11
25
Bnppre**ed or painful Periods,
“12
White* too profuse Periods,
25
13
Croup, Cough, difficult Breathing, 25
14
Balt Khenm^Erysipelas,Eruptions,'-25
15
Rheumatism. Rheumatic. Pains,
25
IB
Fever A* Ague, Chill Fever, Ague, 50
17
50
File*, blind or bleeding,
18
Opthalmy, an*l sore or weak eyes, 50
19
Catarrh, acute or crouic, Iniluenza,50
“20
W hooping Cough,violent Coughs, 50
“21
A*t hoi a, Oppressed Breathing,
50
22
Ear Discharge*,Impaired Hearing,50
“23
8cr«fula,enlargedGlands,Swellings, 50
“24
General Debility,Physi alWeakncss.ro
25
50
Dropsy, and scanty Secretions
“ 26
Bea*ickiic*«, sickness from riding, 50
“27
50’
Kiduey-Di*ea*e, Gravel,
28
Nervous Debility,
Bcminnl
Kmi**ion*.
Involuntary Dis100
charges
29
Bore Month, Canker,
50
“30
Urinary Weakne**, wetting bed, 50
*
31
Painful Period*, with Spasms,
50
32
100
Buffering* at Cluinge of Lite,
‘33
Epilepsy,Spasms, St. Vitus’ Dance,! 00
34
Diphtheria,ulcerated Sore Thro«.i 50

tlifl HArMffh

sep21dtf

All

be

Dice at the Drug Store o! Messrs. A. G. Schlotterbeck & Co.,
3071 Cengres* Nt, Portland, me.
One door above Brown,
Jal2dtf

Scissors

luriher

TIIE

P A 9 NiTE.lt.

8 RERID All

until

Mr, C. C. Tolman, Stove Dealer,

Jo SCHUMACHER.

No.

EVENING,

15,1867._

subscribershaving made arrangements for
the convenience ol the Public, with

ARCHITECTS.

and Steam

commence

Coal and Wood*

GEO. B. PELHAM. Architect.
Canal National Bank Building. Middle st.
dtf
Portland, April 20, 18G8.

Gas

shj cannot

1 hereby certify that I have been deaf for twentyhis Fall Term j five wars; have had perpetual noises in my head,
tor Instruction in Vocal Music at Brown’s Hall, j and have been under treatment of many different
without receiving any benefit. I have
(now occupied by the P. Y. M. C. A., corner of Con- |! physicians
been under the can of Airs Manchester for six
gress and.Brown sts,) on iVlouday livening, Oc- !
months
and
my hearing is completely restored; the
tober 5th, at 71 o’clock.
noises in rnv bead have ceased entirely, and my genTERMS, TWENTY-FOUR LESSONS.
eral health Is perfect. 1 heartily recommend her to
Ladies,...$200.
all similarly aflicted.
Gentleman,.3 CO.
MRS. LUCY CARR.
noldti
Tickets for sale at the Hall. The School will conLisbon, Me., Oct

Office

F IS ESCO

if

Lewiston, Nov 26, 18G7.

School!

GARDINER will

To Parties about to Build.

C.

advise every one to go and see her;
cure you slie will tell you so at once.

M.

SARAH GETCnELL.

Singing

Bonnell & Pelham.

and Estimates

a

treatment; consequently they told me they could
doi do anything forme.
Hearing of the wonderful
cures of Mrs. M. I
thought, as the last resort, I
would consul* her. I did so on the 26th ot June, and
at this time my arm is as well as the other. 1 have
no appearance ot cancer or any disease of the arm.
I must truly say I think her a Great Physician.
I

Oct 19,18G8-eod3m

PORTLAND, Mfe

Specifications

6 A M to 10 P

irom

Rose Cancer ou my arm.—
physicians said I must have my arm
I did not feel willing to submit to •that

taken off

accomplished

an

experienced Apothecary.
Si ore open

SAMSON,

Chamberlain,

Chas. O.

call

physicians
Five different

Toilet and all Fancy Article*
j
Perfumery,
(usually kept in a retail Drug store.
N. B Physicians’prescriptions caretully prepared

Controls all the best Boards in Portland and vicinty, and is always ready to Bill the Towjp.
Programmes, Circulars, etc., failliitillydistributed.
Oroers lef t at this office, or at the office ol the Daily
Press, 109 Exchange st, or Eastern Argus 113 Exchange st, will lereive prompt attention. Baggage
rucked to and irom the Depots. Ushers and doortenders provided when desired.
juneG-dtt

Plans.

what

CIGARS and TOBACCO,

SHAW,

/Buildings Superintended by

public

gentlemen

Fire Insurance!

Insure agaiDHt all I

the

But to
crops. The averages for October appear to show a decrease in production
in Maine, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts,
Connecticut, New Jersey, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama and Texas, the latter having only half a crop. The
other States indicate an increase, but a slight
one in most of the States east of the Mississippi, and (,uite large in those West of that
great river. In California it is 25 per cent.
In our State the decrease is not large, and
this may be attributed to the shrinking of the
kernels and to bad cultivation mote than to
the insects which have in years past so much
troubled our farmers.
Tlie crop of oats is light in the Eastern,
Middle and Southern Atlantic States, and
not a full average in Michigan, Wisconsin
and Iowa. In the other Stales thr product
is above the average. Nebraska takes the
lead, her increase being 21 per cem. The

ed over the fact as Mr. John B. Stover looks
in his floating apparatus.
By the way this

W1NTHROP G. GAY, AKent.
Porilaud, Nov. 9,186a. M&Thti

accommo-

duly

Cures*

Very Remarkable Care-of Cancer.
This is to certify that I called on Mrs. Manchesthe
ter,
Clairvoyant Physician, last summer, with

Drugs and Medicines,

6

of

THE

personally or by

A

would

i

by Mr.

YOUR

Parisian Gossip—The Anti-Slavery Meeting
in Madrid.
Paris, October 21,1868.
The sun shines fair on the poor man's wall.
The price ot bread in France lias gone down.
To-day it sold lor four sous a pound. Speculators in crain, who since the days of Joseph
have lost none of theiravidity, are long-faced,
but the poor laborer whose sous are as

planks to shipwrecked men feels as light-heart-

3300,000
989,000

Mutual Life Ins. Co., Loring, Short & Harmon,
OF

Office and Dopot No 562 Broadway, New York.
DR. HUMPHREY is consulted daily at his office,
letter as above, for all forms of dis-

t

Tliln ie to certify that Mrs Manchester has doctored
in my family for six years, with marked success.
She has cured my wile ol dropsy in its worst form;
My daughter of spinal disease of five years standing;
a sister of deafness and catarrh; my lather of blindness. And I would recommend ner to the public as a
skilful physician, and every way worthy of patronJOHN HODSDON.
age.
Portland, Maine. June 29th 18t>8.

Congress Street,

the Jatc Capt George L. Eickelt,
invite the old customers, his friends and the
to a select assortment of

Corner Conjtrci**i nu«i market Ms.,

AND

Certificates

JOHN A7 MONTGOMERY,
purchased the stock and
TAKEN STOKE
Having
No. 143

Physician

Has returned to Portland, and taken rooms at the
UNITED STA FES HOTEL, Idr a lew days only.

sep 22-dtf

POSTER,

ENGINEER’S

AND

Eclectic

JAMES S. WILLEY.

Occupied by

Manchester,

CL A I JR VOYANTl

!

entire

an

Of 33 large vial*, moroeco ease,
containing n *peeific for every
ordinary di*ca*c a family i* subject to, and a book of directions, 810,00
Smaller Family and Traveling cases,
wiih 20 to 28 vials,.from $5 to $8
Specifics for all Private Disease*., both
for Curing and for Preventive treatment, in vials and pocket cases,.to $3
S^g^These Remedies by the caseor single Box arc
sent to any part of tbe Country, by mail or express,
free of charge on receipt ot the price. Address
Humphrey9* Bpecidc
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMP Y

THE INDEPENDENT

warranting them to be ot the first quality. His long
experience in the business, and tlie satisfaction his
manufactures have given to the customeis ot Jones
& Willey, is the best guarantee that all who call uphim will be suited.
on
1
His terms are cash upon delivery of the goods; and
bools will be manufactured at one dollar less than
market price.

ample experi-

THROAT.

Mrs.

Fashionable Boots & Shoes,

from I he most

FAMILY CASES

assortment of Men**

an

removed the Manufacturingdepartment of
♦lie
late firm to the above named place on Exchange
1
street, be will pay part cular attention to the mamw
of prime
I
facture

(The oldest and only well known)

tJlLIv

Catarrh

Exchange St.,

Having

WARE

Ot every Description

WHOLESALE

of Jones & Wil-

QUEANTUR,

-and-

s

Manufacturers of

TIN

Eye, Ear,

The

keep
Boot* and 8hoe*, of the best and most subWHERE
stantial kind.

Machinists,

IRON VAULTS, VAULT DOORS. EXPRESS
CHESTS, t nd MONK Y BOXES,
WORKS 215

he will

•

J

SON,

Manufacturers of
Bank House

No. 82 Fox Block,

I

I* OH 1'HvHYn.

oetSdtf

subscriber,
THE
ley, lias taken the store,

BALE

Rivet Iron. Swarf Iron
Iron,
Bolt Iron,
Russia and RG Sheet Iron
Iron,
Ship and Railroad Spikes, Imitation and FrenchPolislied Sheet Iron,
Oval and halt round Iron,
Shoe Shapes, Horse Nails, Galvanized Sheet Iron,
Norway and Swedes Iron Sheet Copper and Zinc.
and Shapes,
Ranca, Straits & Eng Tin
Norway Nail Rods,
Copper Bottoms and Brass
Steel ot every description, Kettles,
Tinmen’s furnish’g goods, Iron Wire, &c., &c.

Iron

]

lew Shoe Store.

Tin Plates,
Best Refined Bar Iron,
Hoops, Bands and Scrolls, Terne Plates tor Roofing,
Plate, Angle and T Iron, Eng. ••nil A merit an8heet

Also

COREA,

I
DEXTER1
H^r'iCK.’ i

& FITZ

FDLER, DANA

tor

I

Old Slate

40,

Room

SmiLlBUS

Cts,

PORTLAND.

STREET,

NEW YOU".,

Mnrplnx,

terms.

INSURE

success; Simple—Prompt- Efficient. ami Reliable. They are the only Medicines
perfectly ad ipted to popular use—so'simple that
mistakes cannot be made in using them; so harmless
as to be free from danger, and ho efficient as to be always reliable.
They have raised the highest commendation from all. and will always render safcisfacion.

FURNITURE!

d&wtt

HYDE

HAVE
ence,

WALTER COREY & CO.,

Wash Travg.and

All. kinds of Plumbing Materials.

IIENKt

OF

..

Block.

Street

PROVED,

all descriptions oi' second-hand House-Keeping Goods.
W. LOWELL.ocl2dlmL. F; HOYT.

5^“Highest price in cash paid

and dealers in

sep28

call.

a

Humphrey’s Homeopathic Specifics,

CHEAPEST I

THE

A8

PREBLE

l^end Pipe, Brass, t opper. Iron Force
and Lift Pump.«, Bathing Tubs, W ater
Closets, Iron Minks, Marble Wash*
Mtand Tops, Moap Mtcue Minks,

reliable offices, may be

with us at the LOWEST RATES. DWELLINGS, and FARM PROPERTY, insured for ONE,
THRE
FOCRor FIVE YEARS, on highly favora-

ENTABI.ISHED

Monse-Furnishing Goods,

And

Wired, next Uoui to ('mini Bank,

Middle

Lamar Fire Insurance Oo.,

Traders. Ruilders, an 1 others, wanting
Merchants,
with

large lines

ble

SIMILIA

FURNITURE!

Counsellor,

Ilnropcau twiripeuilfncr.

3300.000.
133.000.

Surplus,

Cnxh Capital paid
in,

Atlantic Fire and Marine In*. Co.,
OF PROVIDENCE,
Capital and Surplus, $.'100,000.

WITH

LOWELL & HOYT,

ION.

a

OK NEW YOKE.
Cash Capital paid in.

Surplus, $133,000.

Enterprise Ins. Co. of Cincinnati,

No. S.

VIlk TON,

and

and

will be continued

Howard Five Ins. Co.,

Union Insurance. Co. of Bangor,
Capital and Nnrplu- $450,000.

CROCKERY

or

JOSSELYN, Free

&

EVANS

308 Washington Street, Boston, Mass,
d3m
sept23
Opposite Boston Theatre.

Attorney

Merchants' Ins. Co. of Hartford,

dated

MONEY

Nov 10-dtt

ZOEBISCH,

11.

Costs

at

Wholesale Manufacturer of Furs!

W.

Office 4Dj Exchange Street,
Represent the following FIRST-CLASS COMPANIES, and are prepared to issue Policies tor $50,000
and upward, on all good property.at the most favorable rates of other sound offices, viz.: the
Phoenix Ins. Co. of Hartford,Conn,
Capital and Surplus, $1,330,000.

CAHROLL,

country are despoiled of their tatuess
and their yield shall be reduced to ten or
twelve bushels per acre? But may we not
hope that better cultivation will prevail all
over the land at no
very distant day, and
that farmers will not make such havoc of our
rich virgin soils ? 'jliey must learn the important lesson that they must
give back to
mother Earth, a
part of that which they take
from her, or she will
cease to furnish them
with lull supplies.
great

Friday Morning, November 13, 1868.

lt>0 Fore Street,

agents,

Capital and Nnrplu- $450 000.

OOOD8!

FURNITURE

purchase

about to

oct27-2m

OF EVERY DESCRIP J

insurance

JOHN W.

Persons

J. li.

tion comes up, where will the spoiler
go lor
fields to ruin when the vir-ln
soils of California and other sections of our
new we eat

fOUTLAjjjD

lire Insurance Agency

A— ets, $1,400,000.

GOODS

B3P“\A. ttill assortment constantly on hand.
tram the countiy promptly attended to.

THE

LITTLE tk CO.,

City Fire Ins. Co,, of Hartford,

Selling

UPHOLSTERY

of Maine

Opening.

&

WEIS

the Paramount CouNiilcration.

No, American Ins Co. of Hartf ord.
Capital and Ourplng $430,000.

IM MEDIA i ELY to make room Jtor

SOLD

BE

MUST

Street, Portland.

WINTER

Insurance !

Oi the late

Goods,

Invite the spec al attention ot the Iradt
to their large stock of

DAILY PRESS.

Capital and Nnrplu- $400,000.

Mare

Cilass

and

Crockery

JOBBERS OF

Fancy

i»

W. D.

lot of

Large

A

Middle

Prince &

r,rm^H.oo

INSURANCE.

Metropolitan Ins Co. of New Fork,

Strei t,
Corner of Middle and Exchange Sts.

Merrill,

Nccuriljr

Establisment l

Furniture

First-Class

LOCKE,

AT

Mattresses {

Excelsior

Here you will find everything pertaining to

A

Reliable

Capital

:

I

anu

74

ami

Sponge,

Husk,

subscriptions and

No#

1868.

NB471KANOB.

general

EVANS & JOSSELYN S, Free St. Block,

W. AKERS

COUNSELLOR

AT

CALL

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
oi the Slate) tor $1.00 per square lov first insertion
and 50 cents per square lor each subsequent inser

A.

FURNITURE!!

FURNITURE !

quent insertion,

JOSEPH

13.

_

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
same place every Thursd v morning at $2.50 a year;
it paid in advance $2.00 a year.

JOSEPH

NOVEMBER

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

5#* Single copies 4 cents.

tion.

MORNING,

FRIDAY

Western States.
It is interesting to mirk the progress or
wheat culture in the direction of the West.
As

Joes wheatpopulation goes Westward
use*1 l01' wheat
and the
so

lands once
laid down to grass.
The yield of this gr»W on virgin soils extanners.
cites the astonishment of Eastern
the Mississippi river
between
The territory
ocean which yielded in 1859
and the Pacific
of bushels, lias grown about
25,000,000
about
65.000,000, while the country East of the Mississippi has made no increase notwithstanding its accession of population and the wide
distribution of agricultural implements and

growing,
are

labor-saving machines.

The October report

says:

A similar progress in another decade will
carry the centre of wheat production beyond
the Mississippi, and were it possible tor the
Pacific coast again to quadruple its yield,that
distant wheat field will give a larger product
than the aggregate production cf the United
States in 1850.
It has not yet entered into the heart of
man to conceive of the immense agricultural
products which our country is deetined to
yield with wis« cultivation. But the ques-

—W. Gilmore Simms is at work on a rowhose character may be interred from
the title, "The Cub of the Panther, a Mountain
mance

Legend.”
—On opening a bag of buckwheat at an
Iowa city (Iowa) mill the other day, the miller
discovered a supplementary bag containing
8370 in gold and silver. A few nights afterward the miller was awakened by the owner,
who said that he had had this buckwheat on
hand some four years, and about that time
made it the place of deposit ot this money,
but lorgot all about it when he took his grist
to the mill.
a

—The new Prussian torts aie to be made of
combination of earthwork, masonry and iron;

but chiefly iron. The plates cast for the purpose are gigantic, and it seems would resist
any calibre of ordnance brought Xo operate
against them.

—Brigham Young proposes to educate the
young Mormons only in the "Deseret Alphabet,” so that their minds may not be contaminated by wicked hooks of Gentile authorship
—The decree of fashiou which has banished
straw bonnets from ladies’ heads has caused
much distress among the English strawbraiders.
—The cable announces the death, at the age
of 2fi, of the notorious Marquis of Hastings.
Since attaining bis majority, five years ago,
he has managed to squander a princely fortune aDd become in debt tor what would have
constituted another. The inheritances of the
deceased Marquis combined those of his father, who married a wealthy English lady, and
those of his grand-parents, and were of great
amount. The ruinous expenses of the turf
swallowed all, and honor too; and the Marquis
of Hastings died poor in all
in

tbings^even

reputatiou.
—Miss. Carpenter, the English Dorothea
Dix, has departed for a second visit to India,
for the purpose of founding a system ot schools
for

girls.

Bears abound in Michigan this foil. A
on the Midland State Road, going
out of Traverse City, at Boardman river on
the 29th tilt., met four of the varmints in going*
a few miles.
—Sir John Young is not to leave England to
become Governor-General of Canada until
Lord Monck arrives. Tbe latter is to sail from
—

teamster

Quebec on Saturday.
—Nicholas, the late emperor of Russia, tssald
to have done his courting in a novel and expeditious manner. During a visit to the King
of Prussia, while at dinner, the emperor rolled
a ring in a piece of bread, and handing it
the princess royal said to her in a subdued
voice, “If you will accept my hand put this
ring on your finger." She didn’t lose any
time. She put it on.

up
to

—There is a story about an
how “going the rounds,”

English geolo

which would
Miller. The
gentleman had spent some hours one hot day
last summer in collecting specimens. At the
close ol his investigation he returned home,

gist

have

delighted Bnckland

or

Hugh

donkeya well-filled bag by a
driver. This genius, thinking it was a pity to
overload his animal* and that stones could be
section of the parish, emppicked up in eve-y

despatching

at the station refilled It
wi|£
tied the sack, and
and semi-pulverised bricks. The
paving stones
moral for geologists is evident—“Put not your
trust in donkey drivers.”

—Isabella has been on her good behaviour at
A correspondent says that when the approaching arrival of the fallen monarch was
announced, the English residents, who were
very numerous, resolved firmly that the bad
Pau.

conduct of the Queen should be punished by
ostracism. None of the English ladies wonld
be permitted to see her. Whether Queen Isabella heard of this, or was gontly warned by
those who did, is ao open question—certain it
is that her behaviour hecatye very circumat Pau has been a model
spect. Her conduct
of reserve, and yet of affability. She is con-

tinually surrounded by her children, and appears to seek the society of her husband. Senor
Marfori is now obliged to hold aloof, but he
still performs the duties of his office.
—We have alwitys entertained a high respect
for Mrs. Edwards, the novelist, and the foelln.'
is increased on hearing that she denies with
that she wrote the Girt
the

indignation

report

of the Period” articles in the London Saturday
her new novel
Review. The Galaxy will print
as they have done with
sheets,
from advance
two of hev former books.
to be preparing a
—Walt Whitman is said
of Grass."
second series of “Leaves

ttcaeiol Bade an'* Waate-Baafcet.
8ome enterprising newspaper man has been
fishing for pearls iu the waste-basket where
Grant’s aide, Gen. Badeau, throws the letters
directed to his chief. They are evidently authentic—in spirit if not in letter. We have
room for only three specimens:

THE PRESS.
Friday Morning,

November 13, 1868.

Beleaguered.
It is a grand thing to be President, no doubt,
but whether on the whole it excites ecstatic
in
emotions to have one's letters
Uranl

presented

It may
bushel baskets is another question.
hand
not be entirely satisfactory to have one’s
shaken two hours in succession on public occas
sions, even if one realizes the country boy
chickeu
“has
and
bliss
dream of Presidential
Neither
pie for dinner every day of his life.
that
would one suppose on general principles
to
it wou’d tend to promote sleep o’nights
their
in
opening
have Congressional Chaplains
assassination,
prayers refer to one’s probable
was pleased to do with
as Rev. Dr. Boynton
reference to Grant in the House the other

day.

But this isn’t the worst of it. OtBee-begging
letters, hand-shakings and vivid impressions
of huge fellows dogging his footsteps with imknives and a small armory of revolvers,
might possibly be endured by a gentleman 0/
But how
Graut’s philosophical

mense

temperament.

he endure that last torment that Ins enewith
mies have devised?
How will he bear
as belonging
them
patience to be claimed by
who have
to their dark
an imbecile—
painted him as a butcher, a sot,
“Hiram Simpson
they who have dubbed him
worst of all, how will
Ulysses Sam?” Bast and
of being
his “marble soul” support the pang
leader against
claimed by the Blairs as their
van

companionship—they

the Radicals?
The manner in which it came about that the
Democrats claimed Grant immediately after
election is well described by a contemporary
who says that it is the old sceue in the larce:
“Tell me, in mercy tell me, have you got such
on your left
Then you are my long
Having lost the election there
was nothing for Democracy to do but to sec ii
they could not manipulate Grant as they did

thing

a

as

a

strawberry mark
“No?

arm?” “No."
lost brother!”

The first scene opens thus: Are
you, in mercy tell us, in favor of “a white
man’s government,” the overthrow of reconstruction and the payment ot eovernment
bonds in greenbacks?” “No." “No? Then
Johnson.

you are our long lost brother!”
Now there it no more danger of Grant’s
apostatizing than there is of Mt. Washington’s
losing its equilibrium. That firm Napoleonic
jaw of his does not belong to a man whom all
the Blairs assembled in solemn conclave at SilSprings, or the suave diplomacy ot Seward

ver

can

with all his

flattery

and

chicauery

move

from his settled purposes.
Gen. Rawlins, Grant’s Chief of Staff, who
speaks for the great soldier if any man in the
world does, made a speech at Galena the Saturday night before the election, which may be

regarded as in some sense foreshadowing the
policy of the new administration. That speech
such a one as Sumner himself might have
delivered—full of the spirit of the most ad-

was

vanced Radicalism
At the same place Hon. E. B. Wasbburue,
Grant’s intimate political and personal l'riend,
made the following declaration: “The electiou
of Gen. Grant means that the country shall
have peace; that the people shall have an honest and economical administration of the government; that the flag shall he everywhere respected; and that the rights and liberty and
property of all men of all colors and climes
shall be protected and vindicated throughout
the length and breadth fjfour land.”
But for those who have studied the character
of Gen. Grant nothing more is necessary than
his own words in his letter of acceptance:
To Oen. Joseph R. Hawley, President National
Union Republican Convention:
In formally accepting the nomination of the
National, Union Republican Convention ol the
21s< of May, instant, it seems proper that some
statement of views beyond the mere acceptance of ihe nomination should be expressed.
The proceedings ot the convention were marked with wisdom, moderation and patriotism,
and I believe express the ieeliugs of the great
mass
of lho-e who sustained the country
through its receut trials. Iindorse the resolution. If elected to the office of President of
the United Stales, it will be uiy endeavor to
administer all the laws in good faith, with economy, and with the view of giving peace, quiet and
protection everywhere. In times like the present, it is impossible, or at least eminently improper, to lay down a policy to be adhered to,
right or wrong, through an administration of
four years. New political issues, not foreseen,
are constantly arising; the views of the public
on old ones are constantly changing, ami a
purely administrative officer should always be
left tree to execute the will of the people. I always have respected that will and and always
shall. Peace and universal prosperity—its sequence—with economy of administration, will
lighten the burden of taxation, while it conLet us
stantly reduces the national debt.
HAVE PEAOE.
Karri* To be Executed.

The rumor in regard to the proposed execution of Harris, the Auburn murderer, proves
to be true. The Rockland Free Press says
that the Governor has issued his warrant for
the execution which is to take place on Friday,
the 4th day of December. There is, however,
a difficulty about the warrant which is directed to Sheriff Laughton who has disappeared,
and there Isa question whether his deputies
would be able to act as executioners. For the
credit of the State it is to he hoped thrt this

difficulty

is a real one.
Gov. Chamberlain
should at least have waited till the meeting of
the Legislature before issuing his warrant. We
trust that the explanation of the whole matter
is that Gen. Chamberlain had in mind the vacancy in the office of sheriff, and that he hoped b> the course he had taken to call attention
to the practical construction that
may be given to the barbarous law of the State, without

placing

auy life in jeopardy. The e is no
doubt that the Legislature upon reassembling
will promptly attend to a matter which has
been forced^upon the attention of members in
this very disagreeable way.
That Gov. Chamberlain does not really mean
to strangle Harris is evident when one considers how the law reads.
We quote from the

Revised Statutes, Chap. 135, §7:

“Red

Wisconsin and Missouri, which met on Wednesday. The Fox and Wisconsin rivers, flowing the one into the Mississippi and the other
into Lake Superior, at a certain point in their
course approach each other within a few miles.
This narrow neck of land is all that
interrupts
continuous water communication from New Orleans to Ogdensburg. With the improvement
of the channels of the two rivers, and a pas-

sage through this neck, the waters of the Mississippi and of the Great Lakes might float
the same vessels. The commerce of the 1 ikes
will be immensely increased in consequence of
the opening of this channel, which Gen. G. K.

Warren,

the engineer-in-chief, says is entirely
at no great expense. It will divert
and turn in this direction much of the tariff
that would otherwise seek water connections
with the markets by turning down the Missis-

pracficable

transportation will be the Western terminus of the
Portlaul, White Mountain aud Ogdensburg railroad! Without the

It

tho
The

Governoi took the advice of the Council.
“supreme executive power” of this State is expressly defined by the first section of article
fifth of the Constitution to be the
Governor,
and with that official alone
rests the responsi-

bility.

Only

within the last twenty-two years
has the death
penalty been inflicted in Maine

by
of

once

State

authority. The exception was that
Spencer who was executed in 1864 for the

murder of the

warden of the

State prison.
Why revive a punishment which Governor
0aamberlain in his first message
says “would
be regarded as outlawed” were it not
for this
solitary endorsement under circumstances
clearly exceptional?

Filibustering Again.—The fillibuster bas
business in American than the politic
cal assassin, aud it is
extremely annoying to
find men educated iu the
school of Lopez and

no more

Walker, starting up every

new aud then
with
purpose to follow in their
footsteps or happily, to share their fate. Of all the countries
in the world the United States
ought to he
able to regulate its domestic and
foreign affairs by legitimate and civilized
methods
If
is
there
anything but reportorial moonshine in
the rumors of a raid from New York and other
American cities upon Cuba, it is to be Imped
that the government will show the same
promptness in checking it that it did in stopping the Fenian invasion of Canada, which
was in all
respects a more commendable enterprise. The rumors iu regard to this armada for the conquest of Cuba have
waked up
the Spanish Minister at
Washington and Mr
has
Seward
written, at the instance of that official it is understood, that the United
States
will recognize those authorities in Cuba that
are recognized bv tbe new government in
Spain. He also declares that no expedition
inimical to the peace of Cuba shall leave our
a

shores unmolested.
It has been discovered alter nearly two
weeks that there was no election for members
of Congress in Alabama.

water

ship canal around the foils and without the
union of the waters of the Mississippi and the
lakes, the present lake traffic would tax the resonrccs of the road to the utmost.
With both
these enterprises consummated, as they will
be, who can doubt that the road will “pay?”
Official Vote for iTlcmbem of Cougieui.
We learn from Augusta that the official
votes for members of Congress from this State
are

follows:

as

FIRST DISTRICT.
John Lynch...
Charles A. Shaw.

16,718
14,579

Scattering.
6
Lynch, Republican, over sliaw. 2,139
SECOND DISTRICT.
Samuel
Alonzo

Morrill. 14,281
Garcelon. 9 653

Scattering.
^5
Morrill, Republican, over Garcelon..
4,628*
..

THIRD

DISTRICT.

James G Blaine. 16 127
E. W. Farley. i2,#881

I

Scattering.
Blaine, Repubiic&n, over Farley. 3,346
FOURTH

DISTRICT.

John A. Peters. 13.3."7
G. W. Larld.
8,373

Scattering..
Peters, Republican, over La<l«l.
FIFTH

141
4.9G4

DISTRICT.

Eugene Hale. 14,363
Arno Wiswell. 11 677
4
Scattering.
Hale. Republican, over Wiswell. 2,C8G

Weston’s Next Pebestkian Feat.—Mr.
Edward Payson Weston is preparing Cor a pedestrian trip from Bangor, Me., to St. Paul,
Minn., and hack to New York, a distance of
5000 miles. Ho will start from Bangor at 4 P.
M. on Tuesday, Dec, 1st, and must reach the
Citv Hall, New York, on or before 4 P. M. on
the 11th of March, the actual walking time being. omitting Sundays, 86 days. His route, as
recorded in his time-table, as follows: From
Bangor due -we“t to Buffalo; thence through
Michigan to Chicago; thence to Prescott,
where be will cross the Mississippi; thence up
the river bank to St. Paul, which city he must
reach on or before the 2!)th ot January. To
make his full distance of 5000 miles, he will, on
his return, make a detour throueli Mm. esota
and Iowa, and down to St. Louis, and thence
lie will travel through Terre Haute, In-

dianapolis. Cincinnati, Columbus, Wheeling,

Steubenville, Pittsburgh, Hollidaysburg,
nsburg, Baltimore and Philadelphia, to

HarNew
York. All terry
crossings are to bo deducted
from the measurement of distances. Mr. Weston must actually walk 5000 miles within the
stipulated time, or lie cannot take the prize,
which, in this trial, is $20,000. Eight witnesses
are to accompany him in
carriages from the
be inning until the termination of his
journey. He will wajk through 17 States, 188
counties and 728 cities an 1 towns, and take 0
794,996 steps, all within 100 consecutive days.
W aHliington rumor that the Democrats
propose on the
re-assembling of Congress to
introduce a bill for
restoring “the full privihk

of

'ef8 tb?

Presidency to Gen. Grant is to
be received w.tl,
caution. Tlie rumor that the
Republicans will get the utart
tart ofe them in this
4
r
movement, tf possible, is still
,s

Grant

w,l

have

more

suspicious.

the lull
privileges of the
any event. The
Presidency
curtailment of
that
executive
the
lias been
power
made in
consequence of a perception of its dangers in
the case of Andrew Johnson has not transcended constitutional limits, and the
m

people

very well content to see the controlling authority in the hands of tlicir representatives in
the legislative branch of the government.
are

The

Democracy

of Tennessee

are

already

talking of nominating Andrew Johnson for
Governor. He would like the Senate better.

State News.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

following paragraph:

Lewiston Journal says one or two of
exchanges are skeptical with regard to
statement that a gentleman of this eounty
raised from $6000 to $8000 worth of produce ou
eight acres ot laud, this season,and ask how it
is done. In brief it was done thus: Two large
hot-houses are used for forwarding
plants. Four or five acres were planted to
cabbage, an acre to early rhubarb, ouions and
some other garden
vegetables. About forty
tons of cabbage were raised, fora crop. Xhe
earliest part of the crop retailed at 5 cents
per pound, aud none of it less than one cent.
A large amount of early plants were sold. The
statement originally made by us was correct.
It is excellence, not quantity, that the cultivator should seek.
The

The chief thing for which I took up my pen
to remind you of the deep desire ot many
hundred thousands, who voted for you, to
have your administration signalized by its cordial recognition of the equal rights of all races
of men; by its downright and effective assertion that no man loses rights by being horn
in a skin ot one color instead of another; and
successful
by its laiih'ul, warm-heatted,ofand
this low and
endeavers to rid our country
What
of
races.
your adbrutal antagonism
ministration shall be in other respects is of comConfident, howparatively little consequence.
ever, may all be that, if right in this most
aud
vital
comprehensive
respect, it will be
right in every other essential one.

our
our

was

Political

early

stole*.

Newport (R. I.) News says: “Mr. August Belmont, the Chairman of the Democratic National Committee, spent election day iu
this city, not even easting his vote lor Seymour

The Ctnonicle says the wife of Mr. Jabez
Vaughan, living in Farmington, met with a
serious accident on Wednesday of last week.
As she was descending the cellar stairs with a
pan ot milk in her hands, she stumbled and
fell to the bottom a distance of nine feet,
striking upon her taee on the cemeuted floor.
Both hones of her left arm were broken, her
nose
completely flattened, besides receiving
other injuries about ber body.
Mr. E. G. Goding of Jay, while out hunting
in that town recently, started an animal which
proved to he a black fox. He failed to secure
it on account of the close proximity of the
hounds, rendering it impossible to discharge
his gun without injuring them. The black
lox is an exceedingly rare animal, and its skin
is valued at $50.
A gentleman in Jay has in his possession a
relic of the times when the led man occupied
the fertile intervales of the Androscoggin, in
the shape ol stone arrow-lieads lound in the
river bank near Jay Bridge.
The Farmington Chronicle says there are
now seven Lodges of Good Templars in Franklin county, with a membership of about 500.
They are located at Farmington Falls, New
Sharon, Wilton, East Wilton, Weld aud Jay.

aud Blair.”

He probably thought he had done
all that could be asked of him in recommend-

ing others to support the ticket.
A Washington special says that Gen. Grant
remarked on Monday, that uo'one would know
anything about his Cabinet till after he was
inaugurated iu March next,aud any writer or
person assuming to know or speak by authority might he put down as an imposter.
The local influence of Brick Pomeroy’s paper, the La Crosse Democrat, may he judged
of by the fact that iu the recent election, not
Democrat was elected to any office within a
hundred miles of its place of publication.
Commodore Winslow who sunk the AlabaHe
ma voted the Republican ticket in Boston.

a

was

loudly cheered when he made his appear-

ance at

polls.

the

The Waterbury American nominates Gov.
Hawley to succeed Secretary Welles.

OXFORD COUNTY.

The Farmington Chronicle says a gentleman informs us that on a recent visit to Itoxbury, he learned that bears are extremely
plenty and mischievous in that section this
season.
jVIr. Porter, a veteran bear hunter,
who has conquered sixty in his day aud five
the present fall, got one in a trap not long
since, wheu bruin took refuge in a tree near
by. dragging the trap aud a heavy clog attached to it with him a distance ot thirty feet from
the ground. Mr. P. lias a valuable grove of
oaks which the bears are ruining by climbing
up and breaking off the branches in quest of

It is announced that the impartial suffrage
amendment to the constitution, which is now
inevitable will be introduced in the House by
Kelley and iu the Senate by Sumner.
The Philadelphia Morning Post suggests
that the Democrats, after they are through
trying to steal Gen. Grant, might attempt the

larceny of the Rocky Mountains.
The New York Herald gives two straws
which may help to solve the problem of Gen.
Grant’s policy alter his inauguration. In the
railroad car from Chicago the other day a gentleman said to Grant:
General, 1 hope when
you are in office you will let us have peace iu

acorns.

Messrs. Lynch & Co., of Portland, purchased, about a year since, 20,000 acres ot heavily
timbered land near the bead waters of the Andro-coggin. They intend to cut aud haul, the
ensuing winter, 6,000,000 feet of lumber, to be
floated down the Androscoggin in the spriDg
to Lewiston aud other points for manufacture.

in name.” To this the General
answered: “You may be sure I will, sir. I
shall make peace, aud a solid peace, which will
satisiy all good men, North, South, East and
fact

as

well

in

as

A brother of Gen.

West.”

Chicago,

is

reported

to

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Bangor Whig savs a tellow came to the
watch house on Tuesday evening, iu a most
happy state of oblivicusness, supposing himself at a hotel, and made hitter lamentations of
the loss of his wife, who had gone off with some
person “to the complainant unknown.” Exhis intention of stopping all night,
pressing
lie was shown into one of the “bed-rooms” and
the door locked on him; giving him a chance
to have a refreshing night’s sleep before further pursuiug his investigations.
The Supreme Court at Bangor is occupied
with another case of alleged mal-practice.
The formidable array of eiguteen doctors taking the oath at once was seen Wednesday,
says the Whig. Several eminent physicians,
are present from abroad, to give their testimony in the case.
We learn from the Bangor Whig that Mr
Edward H. Appleton, soil of Chief Justice Appleton, has sailed for the Sandwich Islands,
whither he has gone for the benefit of his
health.
He is accompanied by his brother,
Gen. John F. Appleton.

who lives

Grant,

have said

a

few

days

ago that Grant intends to enforce reconstruction laws to the very letter, so far as that duty
may be bequeathed him by the existing administration.
The Augusta correspondent of the Bangor
Whig says that soou after the September
election, the Democratic and P. L.L.’s headquarters at Augusta, was converted into a
Billiard saloon, a foolish use it may seem, still
a

more

commendable one.

positively

gone Republican.
Nasby says that the “Conservative” horror
of color is well illustrated by the remark of a
Kentuckian of that persuasion: “Oh, that I
should ever be tried by a nigger jury for horseAlabama has

COUNTY.

FRANKLIN

The

stealing!”

Buckhannon, West Virginia, claims to be
the banner Republican town in the United

Portland

In the late Presidential election it
cast 187 votes, 186 of which were for Grant and
one for Seymour and Blair.
Hon. James F. Wilson, late Representative
to Congress from Iowa, is said to be very likely
Mr.
to succeed Mr. Grimes in the Senate.
Wilson has been four timfes elected to the

and

Vicinity.

States.

House,

but declined to stand for

a

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
AUCTION COLUMN.

that the Republicans wilj anticipate them,
and that an act will be passed at the commencement of the December session, to take
effect from the fourth of March next, which
will give the new President the full privileges
of his office.
News Items.

faculty ami students of Williams college
on
the subject of “the
are at loggerheads
marking system.” The students demand the
The

entire abolition of the system, while the faculty are unwilling to make the concession.
TUfe De seret News auuoun-es the arrival at
Salt Lake City of 10,006 first and second readfor the schools of Utah, printed in the new
This is a device for shutMormon alphabet.
ting out the influence of Gentile books and
newspapers, which will be Greek to those who
are taught only the Mormon alphabet.

ers

On the 7th of August next a total eclipse of
the sun will be visible in a part of the United
States. The eclipse will be partial throughout
the Union, but total in Iowa, Central Illinois,
Southern Indiana, Kentucky and -North Car-

olina-following a line from northwest to
southeast, beginning in Iowa between 4 and 5
the North Carolina coast

M., and ending
few minutes past 6.
C. S. Todd replies with vigor to Barton’s attack upon the military services of President
P.

on

a

The Worcester County Free Institute of Industrial Science, at Worcester Mass., was formally dedicated ou Wednesday.
General Grant now weighs 150 pounds,
which is considerably above his usual weight,
but lie thinks it highly probable that a lew
months will do much towards reducing his

Notice.

5^“ Tlie Carriers ot tbe

Congress which meets in Philathe 26th -inst., will be inaugurated
by a grand procession. It is estimated that
about ten thousand men will be uniformed
The Fenian

delphia ou

or

A Washington correspondent says that Colfax was the recipient of many congratulations
after the adjournment ot Congress on Tuessaluted in this wise:

“God bless

“You look splendid, old felyou, Colfax!”
low!” “How are you, my dear boy!” “Long
life to you. Hope you’ll be President yourself, yet'” accompanied by vigorous handshaking. It is related, by way of comment, that

by leaving

Nupreme Judicial Court.
OCTOBER TERM—TAPLEY, J., PRESIDING.
Thursday.—Jacob Hanis vs. Georg W. Parker.
This case was finished for the pi a inti ft’Wednesday.
The defendant puts in the writ and officer’s return
on which the goods weie attached and sold as a justification. The plaintiff's counsel objects to sufficiency of notice ot sale, the statute requiring tour
days notice at least next alter the day on which they
were taken, exclusive it Sunday.
They were taken
on appraisal on tbe 5th and sold on tbe 9th, a Sunday intervening. The defendant's counsel objected that under the state of the pleadings the insuf-

ficiency ot
the
The

notice

not open, and contended that
of fraudulent Bale wrs open to them.

of these enthusiastic congratulators
wholly unknown to the “dear boy” and

trifling matter, however, as
office>-seekers, anxious to join the
“bread and butter” brigade.
In a recent fight between the Spanish troops
and the insurgents, near Baine, Cuba, the
Spaniards retreated leaving 135 men killed

question
Court ruled otherwise.

Porto Principe, Cuba, ami the pruicmal
towns in the east except Santiago, are ready to
join the revolt, and it is expected a rising will
take p lace

nearer

Havana.

It

was

re-

ported in Havana by the government authorities that the rebels had agreed to lay down
condition that all should be pardoned, but the Captain General would not include Cesfana and Arguilera in the amnesty.
their

arms on

There is a feud between the “Sorosisiaus’’
and other members of the Working Women’s
Association in New York. At a meeting of
the Association, Thursday' night the debate
between the two factions was quite spicy and
the Sorosis received several severe rebuffs, but
the meeting adjourned peaceably. Miss SuB. Anthony was elected President; Miss
Celia Burleigh and Miss Elizabeth Brown,
Secretaries; and Miss Field, Treasurer.
Admiral Farragut went to Europe with the
san

largest liberty,

to go where he
pleased, and
home when he pleased. No orders, direct or indirect, were sent him to return at the
the present time. He will probably haul
come

down his flag from the Franklin in a day or
two, E.nd then will be officially regarded as
waiting orders. There is no probability that
the present administration will again send
him to sea unless he desires to go, it being the
purpose of Secretary Welles to let him rest
from his labors of many years, except as he
himself, expresses a wish to be assigned to

duty._
—The Earl of Derby has just hail a severe
attack of gout iu the baud. An exchange expresses regret that it did not come on before
he wrote his translation of Homer!
for Europe of Mr. Howard
Ticknor, of the late firm of Ticknor & Fields,
the Boston Daily Advertiser of its
—The

departure

deprives
accomplished musical

critic.

—An exchange paper says two posts split
from the same log were set for gate posts, one
top end in the ground, the other butt end in
the ground; the first lasted seventeen years
the other ten years.
—The gossips have engaged Mile. Christine
Nilsson to Gustave Dord, the French artist.
—A young fellow in Boston, Monday, forged
the name of Col. Greene, of the Post, in order
get some theatre tickets. H wasn’t punished except by arrest, his youth and social
position freeing him.
to

—“How do you like the looks of the
yar
mint?” asked an Arlcansian of a
Down-Easter,
who was
gazing with distended eyes at an alligator with open
jaws, on the bank oif the

Mississippi. “Waal," responded

the Yankee,
mental equipoise,“be ain’t what
but
he’s a deal
critter,
oi
of openness when 8,ome
he smiles.”

vrwVleiif

The

withdrawn

case was

Charles Timinonv.
Libel tor divorce; cause, intemperance and
desertion. Divorce decreed and custody of the children given to libellant. J.O’Donfiell lor libeliant.
No appearance tor libellee.
Theresa C. Hunter, libellant, vs. William B. Hunter. Libel for divorce; cause, neglect to provide lor
his family and desertion. Divorce decreed and custody of child given to libellant. W. H. Clifford tor
libe lant. No appearance for libellee.
Court adjourned to 2 o’clock P. M. Monday.

Margaret Timraony. libellant,

vs.

Superior Court.
NOVEMBER TERM—GODDARD, J., PRESIDING.
Thursday.—In the case of Martin Tlgh vb. Al-

Dyer, appellant, Judge Goddard's

ford

defendant.
Deane & Verrill.
No. 59—Margaret Kelley

decision

was

for

Carlefon.

Grand Trunk Railway
Company. Action to recover damages, laid at $5000,
for injuri s sustained by plaintiff in beiug knocked
down and

under

a

vs.

train ol

cars

on

Commercial

February 17,18fi3. The defence is that Mrs.
was injured by her owu carelessne-s, and that
it was not trom any carelessness or neglect ot the
Company or its employees. On trial.
D. H. Ingraham.
P. Barnes.
B. Bradbury.
street

Municipal
JUDGE KINGSBURY

openness1oJv,al1

Court.
PRESIDING.

Thursday.—Elizabeth E. Dunton and Elenora
Lysaght were brought up on a complaint made for

perjury

They
waived an examination and were ordered to give
bail in the sum of $5PQ. Elizabeth got bail, but
Elenora was sent to jail.
Wm. O’Neil was brought up on a complaint made
lor driving on the sidewalk, and fined $3 and costs.
in the

case

of

Albert E

Dunton.

Paid.
Two

men

brought up on a complaint made
battery. Case continued.

were

for assault and

Fire.—At

were

and wounded.

soon

was

from the jury and goes up on report.
Orr—Simmons.
Drew—Larrabee—Drummond.

“old fellow”—a

they

allowed

are not

word at this office.

and armed.

many

Press

to sell papers singly or by the week, under any circumstances. Persons who arc, or have been, receiving the Press in this manner, wiil conter fav-

Kelley

avoirdupo’s.

day, being

COLUMN

New Books Bailey & Noyes.
Custom Boots—Gowell.
Proposals tor Materials tor Martin’s Point Bridge.
United States Hotel—E. Cram & Co.
Office to Lef-Shiw, Hammond & Garnet.
Horse to Let for the Winter.

Harrison.
The Chicago Post, one of the ablest journals
in Illinois declares itself in favor ef female suf-

frage.

Land—John H. Russell.
SEW ADVERTISEMENT

j

an

alarm

half-past

10 o’clock last evening
sounded from box 27, at the cor-

was

ner of Union and Fore
streets. It proved to
be in the brick building about 100 feet in Ihe

of Union street, owned by Mr. C. R. Milliken, and occupied on the ground floor by
Messrs. Libby & Lidback for a machine shop,

rear

in the second story by Messrs. Noyes & Cband1 <r for the same purpose, and by Mr. Albert
Evans pattern maker. The third story was
occupied by Mr. Jott Grant for the manufacture of spices and coffee.
The fire

originated

Evans, just
first floor.

in the

dry

room

of Mr.

above the boiler, which is on the
It had probably been burning some

time before it

discovered, and, though the
prompt at the alarm, the fire haj
was

engines were
spread so rapidly that the

whole

building

was

tire when the firemen arrived there. Machigonne steamer No. 1 was the first to get a
stream on the burning building.
The other

on

steamers

were

quickly

Meantime the

Are

hand.
had extended

on

to

the

large

three story building with brick sides
and wood front, erected in front of the hrick
building, ou Union street, owned by Mr. Chas.
H. Stewart, aud which is in the process of
completion. The active efforts of the firemen
prevented the destruction of this building,
though the interior of it was pretty well gutted. The interior of the rear brick building
was about used up, and but little was saved
of
the contents.
The losses of the several parties cannot
yet
be estimated. Mr. Millikeu has $2000 insurance on his
which
will
building,
nearly cover
his loss. His insurance is in the National and
Commonwealth offices, $1000 each. Mr. Stewart is insured for $1000 in the Corn Exchange
office, which will fully cover his loss. Mr
Grant has $2500 in the Enterprise
office, which
will not cover the loss sustained
"by him in
stock. We could uot learn whether the
other
parties had any insurance.
But for the promptness and
energy of our
fire department the conflagration would
have
extended much further, as there were
wooden
buildings contiguous to where the fire occurred.
The Robbery

at

WESTBnooK.-There

is no

clue yet to the fellow who broke into the
house
of A. W. Longfellow, Esq.,
Monday night and
stole bonds aud cash to the amount of
about
$4000. The house was entered through a window. The bonds aud money were in a secretary in the dining room. Mr. Longfellow was
So little noise was
not absent from home.
made that the family was not disturbed. The
silver ware, in the same room, was untouched
Rare Curiosity.—Dr. Parsons showed us a
few days since a wedding slipper
remarkably
small in size, which was worn by a lady of this

city

one

See the special notice of 6.
brated Indian Doctor.

present

those

living

on

are

and

Responded toby Hon. Charles Holden.
The City of Per Hand— Rising in beauty from it8
desolation, may its prosperity in the future be a8
great as its calamities in the past.
Responded to by James Todd, Esq.
M. C. Mechanic Associat on—Benevolent in it*
aims and honorable in its career, may its members
never cease to cherish the fraternal relations it inculcates, or io assemble themselves together for social
enjoyment at each return of its Tr eanial Festival.
Responded to by H. C. Barnes, Esq.
Mercantile Library dissociation— The intellectual
purveyor of the public, may its prosperity equal its
siicce>s in affording entertainment and instruction

Responded

to by Oliver Gerrish, Esq.
Commerce—The forerunner of civilization and refinement, of arts and sciences. In its progress around
the globe it dispels ignorance and prejudice, and
opens the way tor all mankind to become beneiactors
each other.

oi

Responded

by Capt. Cyrus Sturdivant.
The Press—Its influence everywhere felt for good
or evil; may its conductors fully realize the
responsibilities which its great pow'er lays upon them.
Responded to by N. A. Foster, Esq.
to

Ladies—We toast them iast on'y because we
honor them from the bottom ot our hearis; their

presence lends a charm to the occasion wlitcli causes
to look back with wonder to t'-e dark ages when
they were not admitted to the Triennial Festival

J. B. Hall, Esq., was expected to
this toast, but being absent it wa.s

respond to
responded

by Hon, Charles Holden.

to

Several toasts were omitted in consequence
of those who were to respond to them having
left the hall at the alarm of fire. The company broke up about 11 o’clock, having enjoyed a

find the American

will

Tourists

House,

Boston, the best point from which

to

visit

of iuterest. Cafe, billiards,
passenger elevator, suites of rooms, baths, &c.
19

hundred years ago.

Union Street.—A number of workmen are
busily engaged in paving Union street, which
will soon be put in a fine condition.

S.

H.

_

C nivkus alist S'AIR.—On accouut ol the inclemency of the weather, the S'air will be continued to-day und Saturday iu the Reception
Room ot the City Hall. Admittance to night

Dinner will lie served up
usual,
giving to all an opportunity who desire a good
meal a chance to encourage the ladies by their
presence as well as by their patronage.
ten cents.

as

Pure Powdered Cream

Great German Gough Remedy
It Is

li

acknowledged

Price

instance, the editor of the Machias Union
clearly to understand the importance to
Portland and to the State of extending and
of

a

railroad connections. Iu the
very generous article referring to
our

this city he says;
If Portland prospers so will the whole State
of Maine. As Portland opens new resources
of trade, builds new manufacturing establishments, connects herself with other towns and
cities in Maine, in New Hampshire, Vermont,
New York and the grain-pork producing re
gions of the West, she not only brings advantages to her own benefit but she brings them
nearer to cities and towns within the borders
of our own State, from which all in some degree derive additional prosperity.

F'jr L/yspapsia aid

L

Co.,

84

street.

Liver

Regulator & Dyspeptic Curer.

Ward—Many concerts have been
heretofore given in Portland by artists of
great celebrity, wh'ch have had crowded
houses and bavo taken a large amount of
money out of the city and State. We don’t
complain of this latter fact so long as a f„ir
equivalent has been given by them for the
price paid. But on Monday evening next a
vocal and instrumental concert is to be given
by home tale: t, and in favor of one of the
greatest humorists of later times. We refer
to the Artemas Ward Memorial Coucert.—
“Poor Yorick” was a native of this State; his
dust and its are commingled together, and it is

proposed to erect a plain shaft to mark his
last resting place. It would be a sin and a
shame it the prophet was not honored in his
own country after death if not in life.
We
understand a very fine bill has been prepared,
now

consisting of music by Morgan and Kotzschtnar, together with selections by the Portland
Band, and a slight sketch of the life of the
“Gentle Humorist,” by his friend A Head.
Theatre.—A very large audience tilled
Deeriug Hall last night on the occasion of the
complimentary benefit to Mr. C. C. Chase.—

J.

by the
kindly

and his

merits are
well known. Miss Davis we should take to be
a new addition to the stage, but she acted the
part very well indeed. The minor parts were
all well done. We have no doubt the rest of
the pertormance was equally as good, and hope
that we may have an opportunity of seeing
this company again in some play which is not
quite so much of a burlesque, ahd gives a bet-

opportunity

to

judge of their capacity.

Augusta House, Augusta.—Tue proprietorship of this well known and popular hotel
has recently passed into the hands of Messrs.

Yarmouth. Me.

Warren’s

Nickerson, Portland for do;

Lizzie Carr. Gilchrist,
• honiasion lor York Biv^r ;
Syl.an, Blanchard, or
Philadelphia: R H Baker, Coring, Philadelphia tor
Boston. Albion. Shaw, and Leader. Holbrook, Ron•lout ior do, and others.
HOLMES’ HOLE—Ar 10th,schs Alice Gakes, Marion, New York lor Gardiner. Evelyn, Crowley, New
York for Boston; Addle M Chadwick,-.
BOSTON—Ar llth, barque Merrimao, —, ttjm
London.
Cld llth, sch Bramhali, Hamilton, Portland.
Cbl 12th. brig Mary C Haskell, Haskell, Rockland;
| iebs Talisman, Fuller, Thoinasto
Denmara, Atwood, Bangor.
SALEM—Ar IOtb, schs Pinta. Small, New York
tor Lubec.

Balsam!

Cough

has
superior lor all
POSITIVELY
tlie Throat ami
Lungs.

Diseases

no

of

No person should be without it. Give it one t-iial.
Sold bv all Druggists.
B. F. BRADBURY, Proprietor,
noSdSmsJT
Bangor.

No

CurefNo Pay.

DR.

Penny

Waved worth two Earned*

A Bbl. of Good
Delivered

free

St. Louis

Flour!

Family

of expense

and warranted atj

Flour Co.,

Family

29 Commercial Street,
Trunk Depot, foot ol Franklin street,
KtT"A single bbl. of Flour to families a* wholesale*
oc23sNdlm

To Holders ot Government Bonds
AND OTHER

Tilton

LEE, HIGGLNSON & Co., otter

inside their

receive,

Special Deposin the
living

of the

Army

Navy, Masters ot Vessels, and others. Circulars
containing full particulars, forwarded on application
t<$
HENRY LEE, Manager.^
Boston,Mar 13,1868.-SNeod&wly
and

more

than

Of their Safes gave AMPLE PROTECTION Intbt
late fire. Parties desiring a

FIKST KATE SAFE,
MODERATE PRICE, will,please call on
EMERY & WATERHOUSE,

Middle Street,Portland.
gaulbury Street, Boston.

Or at HO

Rent. Safes
to $100 per

ior

VauTcs, at rates from $20

They

McFarland,
4 O

Deposit Vaults,

40 State HI., Bouton.

&

Desire to ca'.i the attention to the fact that

Second-hand Safes taken in exchange for sale
Parties desiring Sanborn’s Steam improvement attached to Tilton «& McFarland’s Safes, can order o*
Finery, Waterliouso & Co.
Jan‘l5—SNlstw in each mo&adv remainder of time

Brock way & Atwood's

Standard
laundry

-OF THE--

!

Noaps

Choice Fruits and

Spices

/

Their strict

purity, delicious flavors,
UNRIVALED STRENGTH AND GREAT ECONOMY,
are attracting a trade from lovers of choice flavors which is without a parallel.
Their great success is because they are the true
rich flavors of the fruit 8 and spices oj' remarkable

strength.
Ex-Gov. James Y. Smith, ol Providence, K. I.,
says: “My w le pronounces them superior to any
flavoring extracts she has ever used.”
Ex-dov. Wm. A. Buckingham, of Connecticut,
says: “Fora long time we have used them, and
tiiid them very fine,”
Dr. J. G. Holland, (Timothy Titcomb) author ol
“Katrina,” &c., the well-known author ot Springfield, Mass., says: “They are the standard in this

vicinity,”

Dealers treble their sales with them.
Sold m Portland, Me., by
Til,. CH4D1VICK.U Market *qanr<»,
And by all dealers in choice flavors. se25 fimlawSsn

Permanent Care for Catarrh !

A

Won-

“A Standard
Such

Remedy.”

article is “Dr. Tobias' Venetian LiniIt has stood betore the public for 21 years,
*nd has never failed giving satisfaction in a sing’e
instance. Every drop of this valuable compound is
mixed by Dr Tobias himself, therefore can always be
relied upon. It is warranted superior to anv other,
for the euro ot Chrouic Rheumatism,
Toothache,
Headache. Sore Throat, Vomiting, Frosted Feet,
a
S
Sickness, Insect
Mumps, Crodp, Burns, Cuts,
Stinss, Sprains, Cholera, Cholic, Spasms.Dysentery,
Bruises, Colds, Coughs, Old Sores, Swellings, Pain
in the Limbs, Back and Chest. There is no medicine
in the **’World*'that stands more on its own merits
than the “Venetian Liniment.” Thousands of certiilcates can be seen at the Doctor’s office, attesting
to its rare viitues. The great sale for Dr. Tobias
Venetian Liniment, has induced several unprincipled persons to counterfeit this Valuable Remedy;
purchasers cannot be too careful to see that “Dr.
Tobias* Venetian Linimint” is stamped on the glass,
done up in yellow paper, and signed “S.I. Tobias,”
All others are dangerous counterfeits, and
nlihough
they may resemble the Venetian Liniment in color
and sm*dl, beware oi them.
Sold by all Druggies
and Storeheepers throughout the United States.—
Pi ice «50 cts and $1 per bottle. Depot 10 Park Place,
New York.
cc28eod&eowlm
an

ment

new furniture, &c. The
experience which the new proprietors have had in
hotel life is a sure guarantee that under their
management the Augusta House will remain a
first class hotel in every respect. The senior
partner, Mr. Turner, has been connected with
the Augusta House for the past ten years,
most of the time as its chief clerk, while Mr.
Williams is favorably known to the

traveling

as one of the proprietors of the
Stanlev
House prior to its destruction by fire.

by the committhe course has

been very large, and we would advise those
who wish to avoid a crowd to secure reserved
seats this morning. All the seats in the
gal-

lery, as they are now arranged, command a
full view of the entire stage, and are all of
them in fact choice seats. The concert is to
commence promptly at quarter to
eight, and
we trust that this season we are to be
spared
from the annoyance of people leaving the hall
at the ringing of the nine o’clock bell.
Portland Benevolent Society.—At the
annual meeting of the Portland Benevolent
Society the following officers were chosen for
the year ensuing:

President—William Willis.
Vice President-Nathan Cummings
Treasurer—Edward Gould.
Secretary=-Thomas R. Hayes
Managers-Wm. W. Thomas, Eben Steele,
N- P Deering, Martin Gore, ltensellaer
Cram,
JohnT. Gilman, Wm. H.Fenn.

use.

For sale at Manufacturers prices’by j
JOHN IlKWH &
aul4eod3m *su

VO.,

in

describing

matters,

It

Sid Ini Leghorn ?2d ult, barque Frank, Lewis, lor
Sew York.
Sid tin Marseilles 24th ult, brig Odes
Loring, Pinkham. Lleata..
Sid Ini Carditt 28th ult, ships
AlaVtnla, Kastman,
Ca'lao Eastern State. Hatpin. Montevideo.
At Sierra Leone 3d ult, Helen Maria, Hanson,
trom Boston, ar Sepr 22.
At Nivassa Itth ult, brig Fannie,
White, lor Baltimore In « davs.
At St Thomas 25th ult, brig Tangier, Grant, une;
seb Windward, Ellis, lor Herbie*; and others.
Ar at Bermuda 24th ult. brig Thos Walter, Robinson, Philadelphia tor Ponce, in distress.
I Per steamer Java, at New York.|
Arat Liverpool 3 st ult, Otago. Thorndike, trom
San Franc sco.
Ar at Falmouth 30th, Jag F Patten, Percy, Akyab.
land cld) lor Bremen.
Sid im Cardiff 28th, Eastern State, ilalpin. for
Montevideo.
Ar at Dublin 30tb, Jeremiah, Ford, Caibarlen.

the

present

ana

ftc.

a

iuture, ill busi-

seplldtt

Hair

Staple of the Toilet.

Parsed Anjier Sept 12, Bet\j Bangs, Norcross, trom

Cardiff lor Shangbae.
Sid fm Trieste 26th
brook. Licaia.
Sid im Genoa 24th

Dye

tis Effect in Perfect; Us Action Instantaneous !

chors and cha ns.
Ar at Hamburg 27th ult, Alice Thorndike, Spaulding, Mexco.
Ar at Swmemunde 27th
ult, Eldorado, Martin,
New York.
Ar at Cronstadt 2fith ult, Topeka, Blanchard, from

Sep'.*7, lat 20 N, Ion 23 21 W, ship Free Trad#,
from New York lor Sau Franc I-co.
Not 1. lat 32 10 Ion 71 bO, barque Andes. Shepard,
fr *»u Port'and lor Havana.
Nov*. lat 32 38, Ion 78 22, brig Castilllau, Lang,
tr ou Havana tor Bos >n.
Nov 8, lat S»S, ten 18 45 W,
ship Vigilate, trom
Rangoon lor England.
Nov 10, near Absecom, barque Cephas Starrett.
*
from- lor Portland.
ME

BEAUTIFYER Is a preparation of equal merit
repute. Its eflect upon the hair I. electrical.' It
'astern’ every loosening fibre, replaces harshness
with silkiness auil flexibility, semi-baldness with
luxuriance, dullness with gloss. Its use will Incline
thestraightest hair to Ctrl and prevent the 'dryest
fom turning gray. It is the favorite at
every toilet
AMD

means

ol

IMMENSE

INCREASE

OE

RECEIVED, AND NOW FOR SALE BV

Alicock's Porous Plasters,
Where One wn Hold a few yearn
ago,
Thousand are Hold now.

n

They strengthen, ivarm and invigorate the part
upon which they are applied, and relieve nervous atfectious of the bowels, lumbago, pains in the
and
neys

usually all local pain?. In affections
they are of great service.
New

BOO KSE L LERS,
Kxchanjye Street. Portland.

BAILEY & NOYES,

United

York, Nov2Sd, 1S59.

-AND

Dyspeptic

Ourerl!

(JBAS1

Cough, jSore throat, Night Sweats, Irritability, Nervousness, Loss of Memory, Weak Eyes, Dizziness
Dropsy, eic. These difficulties arise trom a bad Liv-

er.

®F“Itisa valuable remedy tor Scrofulous and
Syphilitic Diseases,and all (Pandular Enlargements
Canker, Humor in the Stomach and Bowe<g,Custiveness, Rheumatism, etc. It is free from Calomel and
Aloe?—has $11 the good properties of those Drugs
and nonect the bad. This is a Purdy Veircinble Remedy, sate lor all.
&ar"Sold by all.Druggists and Medicine Dealers.

Prepared and Sold only by

JEREMIAH mix Toy, JR.,
Also

Proprietor of the Great German Cough Remedy.

Gorham, Nor. 5, bv Samuel Dingley, Esq., Stephen P. Libby and Miss Clarissa llonson. both ol
Gorbaui.
In Brownfield, Nov. 9. bv Tbos P Cleaves
Esq
Reuben Linseott, of B.. and Miss Sarah L. Philbrick!
ol Porter.
In Embden, Nov. 5. John Nutting.
Jr., ol Martisou, nnd Del Una M. Hafford, ot Embden.
in Louisville, Kv., Oct. i12, Col. .Marshall S.
Howe,
U. S. A
lormerlv oi Standisb, Maine, and Sirs
Almertia Price, daughter ot Judge Edw. Moore of
Iberville Parish, La.

Price $1,00.

YARMOUTH,

ME.

auglOS&wtls.v

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
Tills splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only true and pertect Dye—Harmless, Reliable,
Instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous
tints. Remedies the ill effects ot Bad Dyes Invigorates and leaves the hair soft and beautitul blactior
brown. Sold by all Druggists and Per turners; and
properly applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory 16 Bond
janUxsdlv
street, New York.

Errors of Youth.
X gentlemen who suffered for years Irom Nervous
Debilliy, Premature Decay, and all the effects of
youthful indiseretiou, will, for the sake of suffering
humanity, send tree to all who need it, theveceipe
and directions for malting the simple remedy by
which he was cured. Sufferer.” wishing to profit by
the advertiser’s experience, can do so by addressing
in

perfect confidence.
JOHN B. OftDEN,
No.42 CodarSt., New York.
ly30sNw

Essay lor Young iTIen.
the Errors and Abuses incident to Youth and
Earl v Manhood, with the humane view of treatment and cure,sent by mail tree ut charge. Address
HOWARD ASSOCIATION, Bo* P., Philadelphia,
Pa.
sep22d&w3ms:i

ON

$25.00 per Day!
Agents Wanted; male and female; Local and
Traveling. Business new, light and honorable.—
Steady employment the year round. No capital
required. Address REEVES &CO.,No 7k Nassau

street,New York.

26wlysn

CO.,

(Funeial on Saturday afternoon, at 24 o’clock, from
N > 119 Brackett sheet. Relatives and friends are
At Red Bluff-*, Cal., Sept. 9, of a congestive chill.
Israel Comstock, aged 46 years,—sen ol the laic Taft
Comstock, oi Lubec.
In Hancock, Oct. 28, Mrs. Sarah J.
Wooster, a<«wi

40 years It) months.

DEPARTURE OFOCEAA STEAMERS.
NAME

FROM

OSHTlNATfOK

MoroCastle.New York. .Havana.Not 12
Tarifa.New York. .Liverpool.Nov 12
Enn.New York.. Liverpool.Nov
Hibernia.New York..Glasg w.Nov
Rising Star.New York.. Apinwall
.Nov
Etna....New York..Liverpool.Nov
Java.New York.. Liverpool.Nov

14
14
1C
17
18

Miniature Almanac.November 13.
Sun rises.6.54 | Moon rises.5 38 AM
Sun sets. 4 35 I High water.... 10.50 AM

PROPOSALS
be received at M*e Office of the
County
Commissioner!* of Cumber land Coourv, Tuesday and W dnesdav. Dee 1 and 2, for furnishing
mater.al9 lor Martin’s Poinr Bridge, consisting ot
ab >u‘ 700 Piles, and 200 M Timber and Planks.
Specifications may be seen at the Clerk’s office,

WILL

13-02 w

let

of Commercial Street, entrauce on
Street.
Possession given first ot Dec.

corner

TOMoulton

shaw, Hammond* carnet.
Nov. 12, 1RG8.
nov 13-d3w

Horse.
A party having a reliable femlly Horse would let
A Dim tor the winter to one in City or country,
faking go-Ki care lor use of him. Address
nov 13-J3t#
K., Post office, Box 1796.

DR. CAR RENTER.
Oculist and

NEWS'

HAS

1808, upon

CATARRH,
And all diseases of the

Bye,
Bar,
rFlii*oa.t
AND

ARRIVED

Eield, Boston tor East port
and St John, NU.
Steamer Carlotta,Colby. Halifax. NS.
Bamue Hunter, l^ee,
Philadeipi la.
Sch Marion, Darrab, Philadelphia.
Sch Annie UfUis. Mitchell.
EUzabetbport.
Sch Annie Currier, (Br) Peck. New York.
Sch W p » argil', Kellev, Boston.
Sch Ocean, Grant, Ellsworth.
Sch Adaline, Carter. Denny sville lor Lynn.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York
Henry Fox.
Sch Whi e Rover, Snow, New York—Nickersons,
Litchfield & Co.
Sch H Prescott, Freeman, New York—Emery &
Fox.
Sch Sterling, Roberts, Wiscasset—Eastern Packet
—

Company.
Sch Emetine, Colby, Wiscasset—Eastern Packet
Company.
SAILED—Brig Minna Traub.
MERCHANTS’ EXCHANCE.

Cld at Havana 5th, brig Aimon Rowell, Davis, for
Matanzas; C H Kennedy. Portland.
Sid 1st, brig Castillian f.ang,
Bostou; 7ih, barque
Ada Carter, Kenney. New York.
Sid tui Cardenas 31st, brigs Mechanic,
Dver.Sagua;
3d inst, L W rren, North ol Hatteras.
Sid im Cienftiegos 30tli alt.
barque A C Small, for

inst, brig Kennebec,

lor

MEMORANDA.
Sch Mary Ann. from
Bangor lor Newark with a
cargo ot lumber, .-truck on the sunken wreck id
steamer
Northampton, at New
litti inst,
and immediately tilled. She was Haven,
towed up to shoal
water and benched.
Brig Emma L Hall, Blanchard, at New York lro»i
Migua had a severe gale in lat 30 lou 79, during
shitted cargo and stove

24

Lungs.
Dr. C’s remedies oan in most 'cases be
applied at
home.
Consultation at office Free, but letters must cortain < lie do'Ur. office hours 0 to 12. 2 to I tu to 7*
*"
Ostoecr g3, 180S.
lllf

Faliuoutb, (Munis, T. Harrison, 8t
Oeorge, Cone,
And other

and sprung

ft reniast.
split sails «&c.
Bremen, Nov lo-Ship J F Fallen, (ot Bath)
from Akyab, was driven ashore to day at the Percy
mouth
ol the Weser.
A portion of the crew have lauded
Ihc captain and nine others remain
onboard. A
life boat has gone out.

Barque A

B Wyman, Capt Wvman, ma ’e the pasfrom Buen sAvres to Valparaiso in
23days,
which is believed to be the quickest
tune ever made
by a sailing vessel.

sa^e

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GAL\ESTON—Ar 5tb, brig
Helen M Rowley,
*
J*
Rowlev, New Yoru.
NEW ORLEANS-Ar Cth,
ship Alicia, Stuart, tkzi
Liverpool.
barque Eva H Fisk, Emery, from New
York
Cld 4th, sch Joe
Kelley, Bryan, St Pierre.

Choice Brands

IdOuiis b^loursf
Als-i a itood assortment of
Michigan, Illinois and
Iowa White and Red Wheat Flour?* in store
und tor
sale by

O’Briou, Pierce

& Co.

Portland, Sep 11.

jt(

Porto Kico Molasses ?
1 V> 1 ***•»»» Choice Porta Kir. >»•Twl Insses. Inst received and lor sale by
GKO. ». ni HT,
No. lit Commercial Street.
November 7,1868.

dlw

\. O.

CRAM,

Commission

bhds molasses be-

decks; hail heavy weatl er the * ntire parage.
oi Bangor, at New York irom
V® Islands,
,ary Stewart,
lurks
bad heavy weatner the entire passage

Aurist,

RETURNED tj Portland and caul b.
consulted at the l’. «. Hotel, nntil Deo? Ht.
*

Thumdavi November 19.

Sut4John. NB, Hth
Philadelphia.

ls to

Under Falmouth Hotel.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Boston.
Cld

mi

GOWELL’3,
oct31dttneod

invited to attend.

wiucti

ffoots!

An office

In this citv, Nov. 12, George Augustus
Peabody,
onlv ^on or the late Riibard C.
Fosdies, aged 11 years
10 months.

tween

Proprietors.

TUE SfMrTIIDKOl'QH <1A \ N K B,
and warranted equal to the best made In the city, at

nov

_diedT

FROM
..

&

Nov 13-:!3mo

CUSTOM BOOTS of all kinds
order from the best of stork and in
GENT’S

_MARRIED.

extraordiuary

THIS

Hotel,

Custom

In

MARINE
is an
remedy lor the LIVER
an 1 KIDNEYS, when 'liseaskd. It is compounded ot several of the best RooIn. tlerb* and Barm
known, which act directly on the LIVER a ad KIDNEYS, correcting Digestion, Purifying the Blood,
Regulating the Nervous System, Cuiing Pain in the
Side, Shoulders, Back, Head, Neck and Limbs,Sinking and Eaintnassoi the Stomach, Weakness of the
Limbs, Languid ness, Yellowness ot the Eyes and
Skin, Jaundice, Pain in the Bones, Dyspepsia, Dry

States

eod&eowlmsx

...

Liver Regulator

Porllunal.

MA INK.
E.

Nestonan.Quebec.Liverpool_Nov 14

WELLCOME’S

Exchange 81,

PORTLAND,

Principal Office, Brandreth House, New York.
SySold bv all Druggis s,

oct 28

4 00
1 qo

Cheap JCAition of Wav rly, 4 to Is. In one,
1 75
JUVKNII.K9.
Changing Base, by Everett,
1 25
Lion Ben, by Rev. IvJj.ih Kellogg,
1 gj
rhe N irsery Series, in 3 vols, viz:
The Sick Dor!.
1M
The Child’s Auction,
1 sn
Tue Great Secret,
\ 50
Jack, the Uouquerer, by E. C. Bowen,
2 50
i^ Any of tae above works will be forwarded by
mail upon receipt ot price.

the kid-

Co.—Gentlemen: I lately suffered severely trom a weakness In my back.
Having
heard your Plasters much recommended lor coses ol
this kind, I procured one, and the result was all I
could desire. A single Piaster cured me in aiweek.
Yours respectfully,
J.G. BRIGS,
Proprietor ofthe Brandreth House.

$1^

Baby's Husband, VI a non Harland,
ilawrborne’s Passages from American Note
Books. Set,
Woman’s Kingdom,

side,

ol

Lane Bach.
T. Allcock &

Bailey St Noyes,

keeilng

SALES!

BOOKS!

JUST PUBLISHED,

ami

dandruff, and the scalp
from exluliations, s perfectly invaluable.
Sold by all Druggists, and applied by all Hair
Dressers. Manufactory No 68 Maiden Lane. Principal Depot No 6 Astor 1
ocf-'8eod&eOWl oias

W^ ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Crlstadoro's Hair Preservative

as a

ult, Abby N Franklin. Holult, Malfano, Jarvis, lor New

York.
Sid im Marseilles 27th ult, Ukraine, Melcher, lor
New York.
Dvk water—Towed in 29th ult. Maty M Bird, Packard. trom Baltimore tor Rotterdam, with loss of an-

is demanded wherever personal blemishes are considered ot sufficient cousequeuce to be removed.

where it has been tried, amt
the hair free from scurf and

«

SPOKKS.

J ONES,

Oristadoro’s
In

Newcastle.

ship Peru, York. Callao.
barque King Bird, Dexter,

Philadelphia.

CLAIRVOYANT MEDIUM, 21 Brown
BLIND
street, is very successful in all diseases ot the

ness

Stewart, Week.-,

d at Carditt 27th ult,
SW1 tm Havre27th ult,

77" Commercial St, Portland.

MISS
blood,

FOREIGN PORTS.
Creole, Knowls

Ar at Melbourne Sept C, ship Belle
New York.
Ar Naples20th ult, brig Harry

<Hsg*

>

Ata

annum.
also otter to
on
it, as Bailees, securities ot persons
or
country
traveling abroad, Oflieers

j

,

but one week, Commencing MONDAY, Nov. 9tli.—
Call and be examined
Consultation free.
Office
hours trom 9 t 12 A M. and 2 to 8 P. M.
November 9, 1868. dlw*sn

SEOUBITIES AND VALUABLE?.

Union Safe

r O V A T T

♦

CELEBRATED INDIAN DOCTOR, from tlie
Rochester Infirmary, N. Y., has arrived in town, and
taken rooms at ihe Falmouth Hotel, lie will positively describe and locate any loug standing or chronic disease, without asking a question.
He remains

Near Grand

prices.

«

The

#11 WILL BUY

ments, adding

M. L. A.—We are informed
tee that the sale of tickets to

Q

d&w3msn

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Turner & Williams, who are already engaged
in making extensive alterations and improve-

public

J It.,

BUXTON,

nov9-lw

Katharine and Pe-

volunteered their services, and the audience
seemed to relish the fun, if hearty laughter is
any sign. Mr. Charles Barron and Miss Mary
Davis filled the respective characters of Petruchio and Katharine. Of Mr. Browne, there is
little need of praise. “His foot is on his native

ter

by the trade

Sold

Sage, ground Summer Savory,
ground Sweet Marjoram, all fresh aud new,
for sale by T. J. Murray & Co., Fox
Block, 84
Exchange street.
nov9-lw

A

old 1 .tu, ship lionaides, Merrill, lor Philadelphia;
brig Gen Marshall, Browu, Boston.
NKW HAVEN—Ar iOtb, sch J B Watson. Allen,
Portland.
NEW LONDON—Ar 10th, sells Nellie Doe, aud
Louisa Crockett, New York /or Boston; EGWillard, Par sous. Philadelphia lor Poitlaud: Ethan Allen, B ake, do lor do: 11 i; King, McGregor, N York
lor Calais; Alvarado,
Whitmore, Calais tor Now 11aBa»k/(»r tor
ve°s
Sid V^ra’
10th. schs Midnight, Idaho,Washington.
Teiinesse, Mountain Laurel.
Garland, and da. l ilden, Groin Eastern
port si lor New York.
PB<>\ IDhNCF—Ar loth, sch Cbas
Carroll, Chase,
Bondout.
Sid llth, sehs Campbell, ’i’orrey, Georgetown, SC;
Redondo, Whittcniore, New York.

p

Ground

Artemas

heath,” (metaphorically)

Indigestion

Philadelphia.

Exchange

PERSONS WHO ARE GRAY

ot

R

USE WELLCOME’S

J)

******

Shakespeare’s comedy

the best In the market.

:t3 cents and si.on per bonle.

nov9

derful Discovery ! It you have an offensive disPortland and Maine capital will in the main
charge from the head, nostrils obstructed or dry;
have to build the proposed O^deusburg road.
partial loss of hearing or smellling; pain over the
New York and Boston have for years enjoyed
nearly all the trade of New Hampshire ami eyes; or a subsiance sticking in the throat, affecting
Vermont. They look with a jealous eye on
the voice, get Dr. Kennedy’s
the movement, knowing the Ogdeusburg road
iiPermanent Care for Catarrh!"
will penetrate prosperous a&riculuu*^. regions
eradicates all of the above symptoms
of country, and run directly across railrabtlV* ^lf completely
ot this loathsome disorder, and is curing thousands
that have lor years performed the cauyWjr
who
bad
become
discouraged with using Snuff’s and
business of those States and carried trade and
caustic solutions.
travel to Massachusetts. With this road PortThis wonderful remedy is sold
land will draw a share, and from her location,- [ by all druggists, and is warranted to cure any case
harbor and wharf facilities and youthful activof Catarrh not complicated witli other disease. John
ity the rivalry will be sharp with the odds in F. Henry (successor to Demos
Barnes.& Co. ) 21
favor of Portland. Not much Massachusetts
Park Row, New York, Sole Agent.
or New York capital will bo obtained to help
Persons
and
a
build the road. It is not expected.
sending $2.25
history of their case to
Dr. A. S. KENNEDY, Auburn, New York, will reWhile giving time and capital to building
roads and other general improvements, the
ceive his personal attention, and the Remedy, exmerchants of Portland have not been unmindpressly adapted to their condition, will be sent by
ful of their essential local wants. They have
return mail, postage paid.
oc13-snU&w6w
erected fine blocks for stores and warehouses,
and now the wholesale dealers and jobbers
offer a better market to bHy in than any other
east of New York except Boston.
We fail to
see, except present rivalry which has its specified object, why Portland cannot afford to sell
as well, as favorable, as Boston.
We speak in
general terms. Of course instances will occur
when to keep an old customer, or obtain a reliable new one, Boston may and will sometimes
under sell Portland. This is to be expected.—
Portland must make some sacrifices; she must,
and we think her merchants do, make an effort,
Can have their hair restored to its natuial color,
to attract new customers, and Maine traders
ought to make ail effort to buy at Portland.— and it it has lalten out, create a new growth, by its
Maine traded with Boston so long that Port- | use.
laud as a market to buy it was comparatively
It is the best HAIR DRESSING in the
world,
unknown until within six years past. Recentmaking liteless, siift, brashy hair, soft and glossy.
ly a trade acquaintance has sprung up with I Price $1.00. Fur sale by all druggists.
satisfactory results. Yet, however, there is
R. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. K. Proprietors.
room.
Portland sends invitation—“Come and
oct‘20eo J&eowl m
see.”

truehio was given with great spirit
ladies and gentlemen from Boston, who

l.e

generally.

of Portland.

seems

course

to

PREPARED ONLY BY

Pure Ground Cloves,
Pure Ground Cassia,
Pure Ground Pimento,
Pare Ground Ginger,
For sale by T. J. Murray &

j

G

THY
VV ELLCOME’S

ET Recommended highly.

Tarter,

N is W YOB K—Ar 10th, brisa H F
Eaton, Heed
Banror; Monica, Creasey, do; sells I’ulaski, Jasper’
Virginia lor Bridgeport, Wm Olay, Clark. Eliza!
oethport tor Forlland; Ontario, Verrill, do for Fall
Uivci; Sedoma, Holbrook, Calais; Gun K«ck. Boyd,
do; Flora. Miiith, Madias; Zunpa, Huntley, do;
PC Dix, .Johnson. a ml Valhalla, Sued ford, ban
got
Dirign. Baker, and N Berrv, Pendleton, do; Emiea
L Gregory, Thorndike. Ho.
kland; Be lington, Ure
gory; Amelia. Klhms: Ada Ames, Heroert, and
aii>!ield, Acborn, Rockland; .Sarali, D>ughty. and
Martha, WH«u lastport. Lizzie Brew-Ur.
Smith,
Joneeport; Willie L*c, Ydung, Thomadon; N H
Bail, Murphy, Providence ; Ontario, Barbtr, do;
Alqnizer. Allen, and u W Dexter, Na*on, tm do lor
Philadelphia; Dingo, Baker, and Alpine dotes
Bangor; Gen Meade, Smith, Lubec; Lizzie Rayin col, Lord, Portland; Othello. Fid ridge, Salem to

*

G

p*"n<!r- ■>«-*

sa'cru*-

t.ryt Clara Brown, Mlnott,

ba W F

brero'Ur

00,

145 Middle St.

Pure Bi-Carb Soda,

I

&

We call special attention to the Extra Vine
which is highly scented, and adapted for toilet or

For

shortening

STEVENS

Nov 12-d2«s.\

neighboring places

right good time.
Prosperity

the

are

W#b,,er'

Si“lia

lor Matanzaa
Cushing, Cook, Galveston; K M
-Smith, Fortlaml; H c Ihomas, CrockettHamilton'
Boston-'
uo«on,
Eva May. Kidiards, Salem.
Sid III) Delaware Breakwater llth, barnues WoodSew 0rlean'*: bn* Emily Fisher, lor
Som-

«

caps.

The

us

B^JaP?ov«ln^,d
NiwLYo“P-Af ‘0,h- **h

fortes!

-

only authorized Agents 'or the sale
WHof these celebrated
Instruments In the State of
Maine.

to all ela.-ses.

The Board of Trade—The guardian of our business intere ts.
In exte idin? the trade of our merchants it promotes the prosperity ot our mechanics.
Mechanic Arts—-Portland rebuilt is a monument
ot their progress; if
you would see what our mechanics can do, look around you.

r(^S!'lviKTS^.74,SC“cl',
Blak«. Seamport.
a't
,lh' ,ch u'«e

jSTgfefifcisss;
O'U t-Jtl..

liobinson’s, Xo. 3 Elm street, you ean
buy any of the new styles of Velvet Hats for
75 cents to $1,.just like those you pay $1.25 to
uOvl2-3t
$1.50 elsewhere.

The wants of the inner man
having been
supplied, the company was called to order and
the following toasts were read by Mr. El well
of the Transcript, who acted as toastmaster:

The State qf Maine—Groat in its natural resources
audits territorial extent, it offers to its sons aud
daughters inducements t» put in practice at home
that spirit of industry and enterprise by which so
many of them have gained eminence abroad.

Piano

At

A blessing was invoked by Rev. Mr. Fenu of
High Street Church, after which the company,
consisting ot about 209 persons, were invited
to fall to and partake of the good
things.

by Charles Staples, Esq.

Sid 7lb, brig I/je Houghton, lor
Philadelphia.
In port Hth, fell Helen,
Carroll, I 1 Rockland, all
ready.
2d *ch Fra,,k & Em»y,
Ccllcy. New Bedford.

13—2t

_

Shaw were present.
At the conclusion of the President’s address he was called upon by the Chairman of
the Committee of Arrangements to preside
during the evening. This Mr. Kimball did
with his usual grace and dignity.

to

NOTICES.

WEBER

the cele-

now7-lw

Hawkes & Co., 292 Congress
street,
have a large assortment of men’s and
boys’
clothing, of their own manufacture. Also hats

ley, Nathaniel Shaw, Christopher Wright,
Nathaniel Mitchell, Thomas
Hammond, HenRearson.
Messrs. H.owe, Farley aud
ry

Responded

_SPECIAL

Obix

this occasion. The names of
Edward Howe, Charles Far-

Our Country—Its prosperity and its
glory must
flow from a perfect Union and a sacred
regard tor
the rights ot all men; may the oae be
speedily a
tuiued, and the other never more be violated

genera

I wenty-five hundred Hava..a
oranges lor
s
candy store for sixty cents a

of the programme an address from the
President, Charles P. Kimball, Esq.
Mr. Kimball delivered a
very interesting address upon the progress of mechanical arts and
skill since the formation of tlie Association in
1815.’ It was started with'57
members, seven
ot whom were now living, and three of them
were

Lovatt,

sale at Perkin
dozen.

portion

There are some of our citizens, we fear, who
do not understand what is best for the prosperity of the city so well as other parties whose
interest in the matter is at best incidental.—

Deering Hall—Japanese Troupe.
Sale ol

Db. Bennett, 23 U. S. Hotel, cures
debility without medicines.

the Committee of Arrangements, called the
meeting to order, aud announce 1 as the first

The

fifth term

known the Democrats intend to introduce a
bill for the restoration of the full privileges of
the Presidency to General G»ant it is thought

Trieuuial festival.
The triennial festival of the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association came off Inst evening. The members with their ladies and invited guests assembled in the ante rooms, and
afterwards sat down to an elegant supper in
the hall, provided by Messrs. Webster and
Bell. Mr. Lyrnru N. Kimball, Chairman of

Advertisement* this Ony.

.Vow

this year.
The Washington correspondent of the New
York Commercial Advertiser says that as it is

were

imprison-

criminal for its supposed moral
effect,
makes not the slightest difference that

Ava-

The Tlisaisgippi anil (he Lake*.
Of great imnortauce is the matter considered at the Convention called at Prairie Du
Chien by the Governors of Iowa, Minnesota,

ment

clearly not anticipated by the framers
of the law. The law was
expressly designed
to hold the death
penalty in terrorem over the

Memphis

lanche does not submit to the result of the
election gracefully, and will not have peace.—
It says:
The proud banner of Seymour and Blair,
which floated so defiantly a tew davs since,
droops to-day. All is lost. Grant anil Colfax
have been elected President and Vice-Presi*
*
*
dent of the United States.
The
crisis has come. The majority ot the North
have pronounced judgment, and we have already stated how the men of the South would
be likely to regard that deeis'ion. To ignore
the danger is to resist the evidence of our
senses.
To misstate, or rather to understate,
the issue, is to criminally mislead public opinion. It is best that tlie men of the North and
o: the South should look the (acts,
startling
as they may be, squarely in the face, and guide
iheir future conduct with a perfect knowledge
ot the case they have to meet. We have not
attempted to suggest what that conduct ought
to he, nor have we indicated what the course
or policy of the national Deinocaacy ought to
be; but we now say our friends must take care
of themselves. Heretofore we have advised our
friends to be cool and wise—to discard anger
and passions; but since prudence and wisdom
'nave m de no impression, we only ask our
We
friends to take care of themselves.
can only ask that, for
the future,
the
Avalanche will be more bitter and proscriptive upon the carpet-baggers in our midst
than heretofore. They have traduced and vilified the South, and they must be made the
sufferers. It may be they have forced us to
become Samsons, to pull down the pillars ot
the Republic. The vote of the North yesterday branded us as outlaws. Be it so." Let
this outlawry
rest upou those who,
for
vile, party purposes, have published us as
such. Since ■.rudence and submission to humiliation and degradation bring us no relief,
we feel no interest to the
republic; and while we
have heretofore counselled prudence and restrained the hand of violence towards those who have
brought upon us all our woes, we can only say
to our friends, despise the government that
oppresses you, and visit a just and merited retibulion upon the thieves and carpet-baggers who
hare made us slaves. Grant is President. We
are at his mercy.
But it the bond holders sy,d
the snobs of the North expect to roll iii luxury
and maintain their wealth by oppressiou aud tyranny, they will be sadly mistaken, for the
tone and acts of the Southern people towards the
thieves and plunderers in our midst, during the
next six months,will teach them that history is
repeating itself, and that it will bankrupt the
government to suppress the heaving emotions
and the uprising of a people who, once free, can
never be slaves.

limit of

section which prescribes the method of carrying the sentence into effect
speaks
of the sheriff' of the
county and no other person
as the ebecutioner.
It is plain from these
provisions of the law
that Harris’ neck will remain unstretched until somebody hunts
up Sheriff Laughton or
his successor is appointed. It is
plain, too,
that the Portland Advertiser is all out of the
way when it says that the Governor was constrained by the law “either to issue his warrant or to commuto the
penalty to

action

Again.—The

With a ship canal around Niagara, the
commerce of the lakes will increase to an extent uow hardly dieamed of. At the Eastern

next

for life.” By the terras of the law the
sentence is already commuted to
imprisonment for life unless the Governor takes
some

Hot”

sippi.

When any person is convicted o( a crime
punishable with death and sentenced therefor,
he shall at the same time be sentenced to solitary
confinement and hard labor in the State prison
till such punishment is inflicted; but he shall
not be executed witbiu one
year from the day
the sentence ot death was passed, nor until
the whole record of such
proceedings or case
is certified by the clerk of said court, under the
seal thereof, to the supreme executive author
Ity of the State, and a warrant is issued by
said executive authority under the great seal
of this State, directed to the
sheriff of the county wherein the State prison is situated, commanding him to carry said sentence of death
Into execution.

The

Silver Springs, Nov. 4,18(58.
To the High and Mighty, the Most Illustrious
Ulysses S. Giant, President of the United
States :
Honored Sir,— I see by this morning’s paper that you have beeu choseu President by a
larger vo'e than even that received by my
worthy friend and colleague, Gen. Jackson,
whose administration I took a prominent cart
in running. I need not say to yon that this
triumph is altogether occasioned by my insisting that my sou Francis should be placed upou the ticket at New York as Vice President.
I compelled Frank to make this sacrifice in order to strengthen your ticket, and I know that
you ate too honorable a man to hesitate to acboy,
knowledge this obligation. I have one
ot work for some
M-y, Who has been out well
with
his
last
time, not getting along very
emr>!ovHr and wlio would innkp* ji \t>ry good
Chief Justice in the place of Chase. I think
no trouble in removing Chase,
you can have
Would not dare'to cross the will
as the Senaae
lit its great leader. Frank deserves a good
deal of consideration for his sacrifice. It would
not do to call my dear friend Johnson home
from England, although I think Frank would
do best in the London mission; but if you
should send McCulloch back to his Fort
Wayne bank, and make Frank Secretary of
the Treasury, you will certainly have the
whiskey frauds investigated. 1 have 398 other
relatives, mostly cousins, grandchildren, and
so on, a list of whom I will send to
you before
your iu uguration, with the names of places
to whirl*I wish them appointed. Yours taithF. P. B-r, Sr.
lully,
P. S.—I have a pleasant room at Silver
Spring and heaps of cigars, to which you are
always welcome.
Boston, Mass., Nov. 4.
Uesi-eoted Sir,—I am the great-grandson
of my great-grandfather.
My running for
Governor has g;ven you a larger vote in Massachusetts than any President has ever before
received. This sacrifice I made simply because I desired your election, and mv lather
thinks I contributed largely to the recent glorious results in all the States. Jf you have
any difficulty in disposing of the English Mission, I will be hapny to accept it This I do
as a compliment to yourselt because I want
your administration to succeed, and 1 really
don’t see how it can without the active support
of my family. It you will support me 1 will
J. Q. A-s, Jr.
support you. Yours,
General,—1 fought you in open war, and,
if yon will believe the New York Tribune, I
have done as much to secure your election as
any man iu the South. You,retiring from the
army, will, of course, leave a vacancy. I don’t
venture to put myself above Sheiman, or
Sheridan, or Thomas; hut afler promoting
these meu there will still be a vacancy among
ibe Major-Generals. Sir: A gallant son of the
South can never wear anything less than two
stais upon his shoulder; and, if you are willing to appoint me to this place, I will march to
Washington with my Ku-Kiux Klau and offer
you tny services for the purpose of exterminating Itadicalism and Jacobinism in the North.
N. B. F-ST.
Yours,
P. S.—If you want any special references as
to my past services, Senator Wade will give
you a copy of his report of my exploit at Fort
Pillow.
F.

Gebbtt Smith is out with a letter to “President Grant” the gist of which is found in the

OFFERS HIS

Merchant.

SERVICES

FOB THE

Sale, Purchase, and Shipping of
Men handi.se.
si'P*2d'»ti
IT

IS A FACT

II. I..
rpHAT
J K* mult I it*

FKKKl|.t.* At
N.
s*free», bave Oysters as tresh and
Parties ™|,h
Ing
Sunday dinner eon
have them lef at their ho scs every Saturday
by the man Ibnt rings the B g Bell, a. |ow
Ti
bought In the cl y.
N. B.—O)sters put in krg* and sent tosnv nartol
Give them a trial. An arrival of itresh
the world
cargo direct from Virginia this
as Low ns »nv tlrm In Portliml.
for ircsh Ovstt rs tbr their

sells

Xht

..

day.

iiovWlm

Storage for Flour.

STORAGE
twpto
ocl31d2w

room

for

Hour may bo had

FLETCHER

on

applies

& CO

No. 15# Commercial Streot.
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I'ALIVORMA.

latest news

CONGRESSMAN ELECTED.
San Francisco, Nov. 11.—A Johnsou Deinocra
is elected to Congress from the Northern
District, by a small majority.

BV TELEGRAPH To THE

PORTLAND DAILY PRKSS.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.
The Board o( Regents have elected General
George B. McClellan President of the University of California.

---

Friday Morning,

November 13, 1868.

INDIAN AFFAIRS.

Late Arizona advices state that numerous
Indian outrages have been committed.
Gov. McCormick disapproves of the recent
massacre of Indians by the whites at La l'az,
and has ordered the principal actors to be ar-

WASHINGTON.
DELMAR

BUSY

AGArN.

Washington, Nov. 12.—The Director of
Bureau Statistics is preparing an elaborate report upou the statistics of taxation in the
United States. It will exhibit the federal,
State, county, township aud corporation taxes
in detail.
COMMAND

OF

DEPARTMENT OP

rested,

ARIZONA

The Arizona
the 3d proximo.

WASHINGTON.

VISITORS TO GEN. GRANT.
weie

at

McCulloch and Attorney General
Evarts both had a long interview with the
President to day in relation to Internal Revenue matters.

THE MUNICIPAL

the Redemption Bureau were
to-day engaged in counting th“ money recovered from the steamer Jacob Carter. The
greater part of it was much charred and the
remainder burned to cinders.
The entire
amount was about $200,000, upwards of half of
the denominational amount has thus iar been
recoguized, and measures will be taken to 111demnily the owners or those responsible for
tlie money.

THE OFFICIAL

COM-

MOUTH

ment.

At a meeting of the French Bishops and
Cardinals at Rome, several leformatory measures were introduced, which, to the surprise ot
the Conservatives, were favorably received by
a majority.
One of these was to revise the
Council of Trent decision concerning the cel
ibacy of the Catholic clergy, and declaring
that they could marry, and the other was to
abolish the Latin liturgv and substitute for it
the language ol the nation in which the service is performed. These measures will be reported to the Ecumenical Council soon to be
held.

-•

York,

succeeds the late Rev. Charles Thomas
as
arch-bishop of Canterbury, and
that Rev. Samuel WilPerforce, D. D., now
bishop of Oxford, succeeds to the vacaut S^e
at York.
The Parliamentary elections commence tomorrow.
Most extensive measures of precaution against disturbances at the polls have
been taken by the police authorities. Troops
have been sent to Blackburn, an important
borough iu the county ot Lancaster, where
serious trouble is feared.

Long ley

movement.

ternoon in

RUSSIA.

St. Petersburg,Nov. 12.—The international Military Commission have agreed ton prohibit the use in lime of war of all explosive
projectiles weighing less than 400 grammes.
AUSTRIA.

Vienna, Nov. 12.—The Reichsrath ha3 passed the hill prescribing new regulation lor the
army of the reserve and for soldiers of three
years’ service betore the passage of the bill.
Baron Beust carefully explained his former
speech so as to remove all cause for anxiety.
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Toronto, Nov. 12.—The city council has
a law granting $400,000 to build a nargauge railway.

passed

payable, July 1st
and January 1st. in New York City.
The purchaser is charged the accrued interest ftom
the date ot the last paid

WEST INDIES.
CUBA.

Havana, Nov. 12.—Captain General Lersundi lias issued a proclamation closing for
exports and imports all ports in th; Eastern
department of Cuba where no custom houses
lia/e been established.

SECOND TRIAL OF COLE.

Albany, Nov. 12.—The. second trial of Geo.
W. Coin for the murder of L. H. Hiscoek commenced this morning, Judge Henry Hogebom
presiding. No juries have been summoned

Ntock ami Money Market.
New York, Nov. 12.—Money easy at 6@7 per
cent: on call, ch!efly tlie latter, but there are indi a
tions that the tying up process is being renewed.
Sterling Exchange steady at 1(9$ '<< 109$. Gold lower; opened at 134$, advanced to 134$, and el *sed at
133$ @ 1338. The exports to-dav amounted to $1200.
Governments dull; opened strong and higher, but
the advance was lost. Henry Clewes & Co. furnish
the tnllowing4 3U quotations:—Coupon 6*81881,113$
@113$; do 5.20’s 1862, 108$; do 1864 106$; do 1865,
106$; d new, 109$; do 1867, 109$; do 1868, 110; 1040’s, 104$
Borde* State bonds steady; Missouri’s, 89$; new
Tennessee’s, 68$ @ 69; new North Carolina’s, 64$ @65; new Virginia’s, 60.
Stocks opened buoyant and higher and closed
heavy and unsettled with loss ol the advance und r heavy sales of New York Central long, and apprehensions of a tight Money market to-morrow.
The following are 5.30 figures:—Pacific Mail, 113$@
Hfew York

>

113$;

Western Union

Telegraph,35$;

New York Cen-

tral, 117$ @ 1172; Etie, 37$ @ 37$; do preferre I, 60 @
Michigan Central, 115; Mich62; Beading. 96$ @ 9
igan Southern. 812 (5? §2$; Illinois Central, 140; Hartford & Erie, 27$ @ 27$.
The balance at the Sub-Treasury to-day amounted

$82,056,279.

Domestic Markets.

New York. Nov. 12.—Flour—sales 8600 bbls.;
State and Western without decided change; superfine State 5 80 @ 6 15; extra C 50 @ 7 60; round hoop
RAILROADS TO BE SOLD.
Ohio 7 2a @ 9 25; extra Western 6 40 @ 7 60; choice
White Wheat extra 8 20 @9 75; Southern quiet;
the SenNashville, Nov. 12.—A bill
sales 400 bids.; extra 7 90 @ 13 40; California without
ate on its first reading to-day, providing lor
decided «hange; sales 500 sacks at C 85 @ 10 25.
the sale of the Nashville & North Western,
Wheat opened a shade firmer and closed d~il aud
Clarksville
Edgefield & Kentucky,
drooping; sales 85,0^0 bush.; Spring No. 1 at 1 64 @
Corn
& Louisville and the Manchester & McMinn165; No 2 at 150 @155; No 3 at 143.
opened lc better and closed quiet with the advance
ville Railroads. The hill empowers the
Western
Mixed
112@114
lost;
bush.;
sales79,000
ot I
troller of the Treasury and the
for unsound and 1 15 @117 for sound, closing at
State as Commissioners to sell said roads. If I l 16
@ 1 16$. Oats more active ami 1@2: better;
a sale is not made, they are authorized to lease
sales 24,000 bush.; Western 71@72o afloat and in
the roads.
store. Beei heavy; new plain mess 10 00 @1650;
Pork quiet and firm; sales
new’ extra 16 00 @ 20 00.
AN EXPLANATION.
800 bbls.; ftiess 28 00 @ 28 75, closing at 28 75 cash.
Memphis, Nov. 12 It appears that (he arms Lard dull and drooping; sales 450 tierces at 15 @
to L. Heilman were
by 17$e. Buiter steady; Ohio 25 @37; State 40 @ 50c.
Cbeesemau Bros, of New York on
Wniskey firmer; sales 150 bbls. Western at 1 07 @
1 08 free. Cotton more active and a shade firmer,
and sent here to be sold. Heilman refused to
closing quiet; sales 3260 bales; Middling uplands 24
to do with them, and they were
have
@ 24|c, chiefly at 23$c. Bice dull. Sugar quiet; sales
stored subject to the order of the
200 hints.; Muscovado 11$ @ 11J. Coffee dull. Molasses nominal. Naval Stores quiet. Spirits TurpenMISSOURI.
Petroleum dull; crude 13$c; refined
tine 44 @ 44$c.
ATTEMPT TO SHIP ARMS TO ARKANSAS.
bonded 27 @ 27$c. Freights to Livenx>ol firm; Cotton per steamer f @ $J: Flour per sail 2s Gd; Wheat
12.—Another
Nov.
to
St. Louis,
attempt
ship per steamer 8$d.
arms to Arkansas was made last night. Therj
Chicago, Nov. 12—Exchange on New York 1-10
twelve boxes of muskets and revolvers
were
per cent, premium selling. Fiour quiet ami easier;
taken to the steamer, but the captain refused
Spring extras 5 2»@ 6 75. Wheat active but easier
to carry them for any consideration whatever,
at a decline ol 2c; sales No. 1 at 1 15 @ 1 16$; No. 2
at 1 07$ a, 1 08; in ihe at’ ernoon at 1 OGf @ 1 07 Corn
and they were taken back. It is renorted that
very dull ; No. 1 buyers at 79$; No. 2 at 73 @ 75c;
sent for these arms to
Gov.
new shelled 60c in store and on track.
Oats less achere
those recently destroyed. The parties
tive and firmer; sales No. 1 at 48$ @ 482c. Rye
them second hand at Govquiet at a decline ot 2 @ 3c; sales No. 1 at 1 02; No.
ernment sale.
2 at 1 01. Barley dull and heavy at a decline of 5 @
freight destroyed.
6c. closing with no business over 1 40
Whiskey declined lc: sales at 91c. Provisions firmer and more
was
of
worth
freight
About
Mess
Pork
24
active.
ore
50;
inary mess 24 00; extra
ed on the levee last
by the flooding of prime 17 00. Sugar cured
Hams 12c. Beef—extra
the Coffer dam.
Green shoulders 7$c;
mess 15 00.
rough sides 10$c;
hams lt$@il$c. Lard dull at 17c,
Beef Cattle
VIRGINIA.
steady and supplv light. Freights
quiet. Live
more active; Wheat to Bulfalo 8c and to Osvrcgo 13c.
DEATHS FROM A BOILER EXPLOSION.
Cincinnati* Nov. 12.—Whiskey dull at 100.—
Pottbville, Nov. 12.—A man named Water,
Hogs in good demand and firmer at 7 25 @ s 00.
and two bovs named Shull and'Tool, have died
Meals higher; shoulders 8c; sides 11c. Hams
Green
in Shenlrom the effects of a boiler
«> 13c.
Lard lower at 15$c. Bulk Meats dull at
andoah city, Schuylkill county, Saturday last, 12$
1 $ a 13$ @ 14$ @ 14|C lor puckei shoulders, sides,
at the mines of
The
Co.
Son &
engin- clear rib aud clear sides. Hams dull; sugar cured
is in a very critical
eer, named
1G$ @ 17c-

passed

Memphis,

CompSecretary

—

bought
speculation

shippers.

replace

probably purchased

destroy-

evening

Hop

explosion

Miller,
McLaughlin,

Two other persons were also badly

MASSACHUSETTS.
THE PRIZE FIGHT.

Boston, Nov. 12.—The Evening Herald says
the stake money pending on the late attempted prize fight between O’Baldwin and Wormaid, at Lynnfield, lias been paid over to the
former; also that Wormald remains in Boston
and O’Baldwin will leave tor California next
week,
MAINE.
MEN KILLED.

ACCIDENT—TWO
A fatal aecideni
Eastport, Nov. 12.
Pembroke Iron Work;
occurred gt the
last night. A wheel broke killing two work
men instantly, named Black and Bropey. Tin
mill overflowed, and it will take about a weel
to repair the damage.
—

MAR YU AND*
dSlNKINQ house affray—man shot.

Baltimore, Nov. 12.—Josiab Gordon, a wel I
character, was shot and killed las
night by Michael Kehoe, proprietor of a drink
Kehoe was arrested and commitsaloon.
ing
ted for the grand jury.

Milwaukee. Nov. 12.—Flour quiet, steady and
unchanged. Wheat upset tied; sales No. l at 128;
No. 2 at 112.
Corndull; salesNo. 1 at 83c. Oats
steady at 49c for No. 2 Rye weak at 1 02 delivered.
Barley nominal at l 40 delivered.
CHARLESTON, Nov. 12. Cotton dull and easier;
sales 60 bales;-Middlings 23c; r ceipls 1555 bales;
week
expori. coastwise 1957 bales; exports of the
5929 bales; sales tor the week 921 bales; stock 7261
bales.

Nov. 1?.—Cotton steady; sales 545
bales; receipts 785 bales; Midngs at 21$ @ 212c.
Savannah, Nov. 12—Cotton dull and lower;
sales 350"bales: Middlings 222 @ 23c; receipts 1968
bales; exports, coastwise 1969 bales.
M bile,Nrv. 12.—Cotton quiet; sales 700 bales;
Middlings 22$c; "receipts 349 bales.
N fw ( rle a
ns. Nov. 12 —Cotton lower and weak;
Middlings 23.•; sales GOfO bales; receipts 65 3 bales;
exports 3646 bates. Gold 134$ @ 1342 Sterling Exchange 1442 @ 146; New York sight Exchange par
@ $ per cent, premium. Sugar firm, active and unchanged. Molasses active and 1 @ 2c higher.
Augusta,

London,
money.

Vorcisn Markets*
Nov. 12—Atternoon.—Consols

94$

for

American securities-Unlted States 5-20’s 74j; 1111
Central shares easier at 66$;
shares firmer
and higher.
nots

MhImRPOOV>
?ov,'Ji“iA!ll,r.noon—c»«o»
Middling
upland.
lOJd; Middling Orleans

Hon.

Labels

flat;

llfd.—

Barton,

Coupon, at the Currency rate

W ork!

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

issue ol Bonds constitutes oueef the large*!
and movt popular Corporate Loan* ot the

it

Loan closed, the Bonds wiil

only
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same
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Pacific
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secured
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curities

First Mortgage upou

a
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now
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among t-fee
rffered.

portion of

offered to

Railroad

the

No better
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productive
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a
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made.

remainder of this Loan is

now

investors at

103 Percent, and Accrued Inter-

est, in Currency.
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Company

are

for

$1,000

price at any time; but all

109 Exchange Street.

When reviewing the

complaints, it

is most

the subject to enumerate

to

directly,

the

MOTHERS!

MOTHERS!!

MOTHERS!!!
DON’T FAIL TO PROCURE

Urs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrnj
For Children Te'ething.
This valuable preparation has been used with
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS IN THOUSANDS OF CA8E8.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but
Invigorates the stomach and bowels, corrects
acidity, and gives tone and energy to the whole
system. It will also instantly relieve
the Bowels and Wind Colic.
We believe it the BEST and SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases of DYSENTERY and DIARRHOEA IN CHILDREN,
whether arising from teething or any other cause.
Full directions for using will accompany each
bottle.
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All others are bam
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delicate nature, becomes

so
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profit.

ability

peculiar
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selt-completcd
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City l

Very

Low

November 7,1868.

Rates !

eod&wlw

Box-Toe Boots!

Street, New

York
novl4

Someth ing New in Portland.

-FOR-

Also

a

An Eclectic &

Family Drug Store.

subscriber in tonus his friends and
that he has opened an Eclectic anil
.Medicine Store, in

1MIE

FOX

No. 84

the public
Family

BLOCK,

Exchange Street,

A fresh stock of Family and Electic Medicines, Pure
Powdered hoots and Herbs, Thayer’s Fluid Extracts
and Sugar Coated Pill-*, Keith’s, Merrill’s and Thayer’s Concent rations,all the genuine Patent Medicines
ot ihe day,a greit variety of Fancy Goods and Tsilet
Articles, and all articles usually required in ihe Eclectic Practice, or tor family use are here offered for
sale and warranted genuine.
Special attention will be piven to keeping such indigetou* and Foreign article:, and preparations as
pertain to Ihe Botanic and Eclectic School of Medi
cine, and the subscriber trust that his former expenence in this line will enable him to conduct ihisdepartment so as to givo satis'action to all who may
lavor him wilh a call. A goodly library of Botanic
and Electic Woaks on Meuicire arc kept on band,
and ai! who desire to consult Standard Works ot the
above class, are cordially invited to make use ot these
at the store lor their information or benefit at iheir

pleasure.

The firm name ofT. J. MURRAY Sc CO, will lor
the present b used in transacting business. All are
invited to call and examine our stock whether desiiious of purchasing or not.
T. J- MURRAY.
no5dlw&\v3w
Portland, Nov 3,1868.

Shawls,

Winsies, Alpaec is, Stripe Poplins,
Bright Plaids, Cloakings, Flannels, Beavers,
Kepellant
Cloths, Linens, Patches,
White Flannels, Gray
and Bed Flannels,

Quilts, Diape",
Blankets,
Men’s and lions’

BALMORAL

Woolens,

SKIRTS,

OOTTON3, DAMASKS, &c, &c.
I am determined to Hell all goods at the LOWEST
market rates. Call and examine goods and prices.

CYRUS K. BARB,
Market

Square, Congress Street.

C A L I F O H IN I A_ !

Congress

Passage Tickets tor sale at the
iowtst rates, on early application
a*
the

Streets.

Institution offers to Young Men and Ladies
the best facilities »or obtaining a thorough Business Education.
Scholarships for lull course in
Book-keeping, Arithmetic,Commercial Law,and Penmanship, comprising both theory and practice, good
in all the Colleges constituting the
International
Business College Association.”
For further particulars please call at the College or
send lor College Paper, Specimens of Penmanship,
&e., (enclosing stamp.)
L. A# GRAY, A.M.,
Address,
Proprietor,
sep23-w3m
Portland, Me.

THIS

rNION TICKET OFFICE
49 1-9 Exchange Stree t, Fortin ml. C

_

Young: Men S
wish to employ in every part of the Unlfed
States, smart young men to introduce our
Business permanent, and such as no
new goods.
one will consider beneath him.
Persons meaning
business please call or address with twenty five cts.
EASTERN MANlor sample: no others answered
UFACTURING CO., 10& Middle st, Portland, Me.

WE

Aug 26-wlm

IV. D. LITTLE cf CO.,

for use,

diet, and advice, accompany.

Females in every period of life, from inlancy to
extreme old age, will find it a remedy to aid nature
the discharge ot its functions.
Strength is the glory
ofmanhoo i and womanhood.

E.

Rev.

There will be

Helmbold’s

Extract Buchu l

services <*

first-class experienced
THE
MAKER, may be obtained by the day
at
Nov

12-dlw*

a

rear

DRESS
or other
off Fitly Six) 56 Winter st.

CHAPIN.

H.

M.

G.

**rice 91.‘AS

per

bottle,

Mix

for

96.50.

Concert by the Portland Band

previous to the opening ot each Lee-

T.

HELHBOLD,

594

& Chemical Warehouse
Broadway, New York,

None are genuine unless done up In a steel-engraved wrapper, with lac-slnslle of my chemical wareH. T. HELMBOIJ).
house, and Blgned
Feh 20 eod&eowly
sepl«

C I1A IDE LIEU St

O. M.
C.

Street.

Marrett,
Procter,

HAS A

I'Brgc

under

J, S. PEASLEY’S

On

Renovator !

them at

Concert!

Orders lett at Marretl, Poor & Co’s No 90 Middle
and 35 Commercial St, will meet with prompt attention.
Enquiries by letter answered personally. nol2tt

No. 198 Exchange Street.
Oct 23-d tf

fbe direction of Mr. G. W. Gard-

AGAIN,

WJTI.

Artemus Ward Memorial.

Has

CONCERT!
DEERING

HALL !

-os-

The Portland Stone Ware Co.
prepared to lurnisli the best and only Pipe

lt-dtd

should t>e used tor

Express Company, or Factory Not ih

End

HALL.

Thursday
Friday,

ot

Deering’s Bridge.
B^“A full assortment of Stone Ware constantly
on hand.
oct23dlm

SELECTED FOR THE SEASON!
The Coatings embrace all the substantial varieties
in
now
lasbion; and among the Pantaloon aud Vest
Patterns are new styles, equal in elegance 10 any
ever brought to this D'arket.
oc27dtf
jJF-Garments cut and made to order.

DRAFTS for MONEY
TWO

Ireland, England

&

Scotland,

be had at the LOWEST RATES

NIGHTS

THE GREAT FTJSI YAMA

CO.,

WARREN &

McCALLATt

Bit O THE US,

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Hats,

Gloves,

Caps,

Umbrella*, Buffalo an<l

0\LY !

trow

130 STATU STREET,.BOSTON.
46w4t
8^“0rders l>y mail promptly attended to.

Fancy Bobes,

No. 91 Middle Street, Chnco Bnnlt Block

Japanese Troupe !
Top Spinners,’Acrobats, Gymnasts,
Jujfgrlers, Actors, Dancers,
Athletes, Dcclaimers
and Posturists.
The Master Troupe of the World i

The performance will
the Japanese Fashion.
op

AO EX TS
Both

Male

Money!

TFA XTED !
and

Female,

-TO SELL-

HEALEY

&

CO.’S
liberal commissions

will fend
of 25 cents we
“iftctions
of shoes or more, and
in regard to the

paid. On receipt

sample lor one nair
tor using. Also
any lntonnaiion
above will be cheerfully Riven by

A. I.. npeM'KB, tieneral Agent,
or 3J0 Congress it, Portland, Me.

«5 Exchange St.,
Oct 23-w3w 41

augllwtf

11.

atf*

CHAS.

Agent.

late of

Portland,

EDWARD M. WILDRAGE
County o' Cumberland, deceased, and lias
All persona having
trust.
taken upon hersell that
demands upon the estate ot said deceased, are required to exhibit the saute; and all pcrsoin^indebted
to said estate arc railed upon to make payment to
JANE W. WILDRAGE,Executrix.
nol ldlaw3w*§
Portland, Nov 4tli, 1868.
in ihc

Notice.
MOTICE is hereby given to all parties interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee ol the City
Council on Streets, &e., will meet on St. John St.,
on Saturday the 14th day of November at 3 o clock
for said atreet
P. M., to establish a gru
RUSSELL LEWIS,
Chairman Com. on Streets, &e.
novlg-dtd
Portland, Nov. 11, isw.

IF’OI*'

For Sale!

ONE

at 7r

°f

__

EIGHT HORSE POWER STATIONARY
STEAM ENGINE; One large Crane: Ladles.Ac.
266 COMMERCIAL ST.
Apply at

n

«'»•

—&sSFSsi

Boot and Shoe laeer
whom
Tbiougliouttbecouutry.to
will

.Wets; Gallery 30
Commence
<;en 1
S. WOOI*.

_I

wtl

A Rare Chance to Make

bs conducted entirely »(Mr

Admission—Parquette,
floors
nol3,17t

Portland*

Nov 21.

C. Office, Fort Preble. Maine, I
November 11 tn, 1868.
f
PROPOSALS (in duplicate), with a copy
ot this advertisement, will be received by the undersigne i until 2 o’clock P, M., Tuesday the 17th
inst.. lor furnishing all or any parts of the toliowing
subsistence stores, viz.:
•Pork (Mess) 6 barrels.
Beans 1200 pounds.
Coffee (toasted) 600 pounds,
Coffee (green) 300 pounds.
A.

SEALED

Soap r»60 pounds.
Riee 30) pounds.
Flour 75 barrels.

Sugar (brown) 1400 pounds.
Vinegar 05 gallons.
Caudles 2t 0 pounds.
Salt 400 pounds.
Peaches 48 cans.
Corn 36 cans.

1'omatoe's 24

Seizure of Goods.
is

hereby
scribed gods
NOTICE

given that the following de-

were

seized at this nort

days hereinafter mentioned
enue

on the
tor violation ot the Rev-

Laws:

Aug 6,1868, 15 prs. Boot Fronts, 1 Dress Pattern;
Aug 19,12 bottles Brandy; Sept 5. * pr Blankets;
Sept 10 15A doz bottles Ale, 2 dot bottles Champagne,
1 doz bottles Braudv, loo <;,i,)farn \ JSfKi, <4*’
Socks, 5 skeius Yarn; sept
®

fc,L,T

nr
S. 3,
Oct 15, 3J bottles Brandy,
Li<»uor' 3 !>kius l“iuor> »
Triink Locks, * packages, (about 33 1 s) Nutmegs, }

1

valUe containing I
hnttlea Brandy,

iintf ft
bottles

t

wtaST»

velvet; Oct 30.
™J.“
01“??»
or

5 yl. Woolen Cloth.
persons claiming the same are re.
iwrson
anil
make
auch claim within twento
attested appear
Otherwise the said
ty- tiavs Irom the date hereoi.
in
be
of
accordance
witli the Acte
will
disposed
goods
ot Congress in such case made and nrovided.

ISRAEL WASHBURN, JR.,

Portland, Nov. 7,186S.

Collector.
noOdlawSw

i« hereby given, that the subscriber has
been
appointed and taken upon him8$u ths
trust ol Administrator ot the estate Ot
RUFUS B. HAGOETT. Kate ot We«t brook,
in the County ot Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds,
as thelawdireets. All persons l.aviugoemandi upon
theestate of said decease.!, are required to exhlbtt
to said estate are
the same; and all
caned upon to

NOTICEduly

personalndebted

Adm’r.

Westbrook, Nor. 4th, 1868.

nol

IdJajy^w*

is
given, that the subscriber has
duly appointed Executor of the Will of
URIEL HIDEOUT, late of Cape Elisabeth,
In the county ot Cumberland, deceased, and has taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
the estate ot said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all peisons Indebted to said estate ars
called upon to make ayment to
DORANCE DAY, Executor, of Lyttan.
“0l
I
Cape E lzabeth, Nov. 4th, 186s.

i^rOTICE
been

hereby

u^on

______

SALiE.

UNS, Pistol* Powder, Shot, and all kinds of
I Cartridges tor Rifles and Pistols, wholesale an*l
W. D. ROBINSON,
retail
49 Exchange at.
octl5-eo<13m

C'l

cans.

Peas 24 cans.
Pears 24 cans.
Cherries 36 cans.
White Sugar 400 pounds.
•The Pork must be prime new Mess Pork.
Small samples ot all the above articles except Pork
and Canned Fruits and Vegetables, must accompany
each bid.
The above supplies will not bo
until the
middle ot December, with the exception ot a portion
ol the Flour, which will be required for immediate
use.
,f. M. LANCASTER,
Bvt. Capt. U. S. A., 1st Lieut. 3d Art’y, A. C. 9.
November 12, 1868. d5t

Uov. 19 and 20.

PAYABLE IN

Street,

choice suck of

required

A3D

spring wid have all sizes from two to twelve inches.
Samples maybe seen and orders lett at Office of

a

SPECIAXLY

aid of tlie above object.

DEERING

Middle
himself with

Overcoat, Dress and Frock Coat,
and Pantaloon Cloth, and
Vestings,

November 16th,

Ale) some characteristic anecdotes and incident*
in tlie life ol the “Gentle Humorist”, by “A.
Head.”
Particulars will be published hereafter.
Tickets 50 eta; or a ticket admitting a gentleman
and two ladies $1.00. For sale everywhere,
nov

supplied

PROPOSALS

Will be given at

-ASD

137

No.

GRAND

Instrumental & Vocal

WARE

C.

BECKETT,
HVferchant Tailoi’,

HALL!

Nov 16,1868.
TicKPls lor sale at Bailey .V- Noyes’, Loring, Short
& Harmon’s. Hoyt & Fogg’s, H. T. Cummings*, and
Chas H. Marks’, 31} St Lawrence st.
Admission 25 cts. Doors open at 6} o’clock.
Concert to commence at 7}.
nolldtd.

A.

PBIOBI

Store Opposite Printers’ Exchange,

benefit of the

lo.ger.

Eastern

kinds, and offers

LOW

Monday Evening,

St,

se-

GAS FIXTUIES I

PALMER.
city,

well

OF

Haskell.

Cha8. H.

and

lected Block

H. F. Furbish,
«i. e. .iosf,
Eben Corey,

To be given by

HAS

now

J. KINSMAN

i

COMMITTEE:

For the

been in successful operation in this city, and
has met with a very liberal patronage and has
not failed in a single istance ogive pertect satisfaction, ns can he shown by names ot some ol the first
tami'ies of this city.
IKB^The Machine will remain here but a few weeks

be

Drug

GAS

Young Men’s Christian Association

PATENT

Are

dti

ticed to two) can be obtained at Mr. Paine’s Music
Store, 77 Middle street.
The sale of Reserved Scats to the
Gallery to season
ticket holdes anil others will commence on TUESDAY MORNING, Nov. 10th, at 9 o’clock, at Mr.
Paine’s Music Store.
Price ot Reserved Se its 50 o.‘8, Evening Tickets to
Ft 7,5 cts’ Eve,,I,1« Tickets with Reserved Seats

i*.

Sight.

Music Store, Portland.
and to those who are not able to call, by sending
their address. Dr. Lamont will call and give
advice free.
Invalids requiring his professional servic s are requested to call or send without
delay, so that they may receive the tnll benefit of bis
peculiar and highly successful mode ot treatment.
Dr. Lamont is permitted to rei»r to the venerable
Wooster Beach, M. D., President, and James J. Vere,
M. D., Secretary of the Reformed Medical College.
N Y.
Dr. Lamont uses nothing but Roots, Herbs, Gums
and Balsams, I.eaves and Barks.
Please show ruis to your friends.
It may
be the means of saving a valuable life.
Terms very moderate, in accordance with tbe
GH EG OKIE LAMONT, M. D.
times.

evening.

CITY

Feather

Disease* at

CHARGE,
Every Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday Irom 9
A M tilt 9 PM, also on Friday irom 9AM till 6 P
M. till further notice, at
354) Congress st, a lew doors
below the City Hotel, and directly over W F Cobb’s

July 22.1868.

500 Sabbath School Children,

MR,

Telling

inte his eve, without the patient saying
word to him. he can tell them how they are affected in every particular, and prescribe lor the immediate relief an 1 permanent cure of their complaints.—
He can be consulted for a short time, FREE OF

iner at the

Delivered to any address. Desciibes symptoms inlall
communications. Address

H.

The Power of

account of the great expense attending the
Conceit the Committee will reserve the Gallery fur

Of this

18

more
strenghening than any of the preparations
of Bark or Iron,
infinitely safer, and more pleasant.
Helmbold*s Extract Buchu having received the endorsement of the most prominent physicians in the
United Slates, is now offered to afflicted humanity as
a certain cure for the
following diseases and symptoms, ft om whatever cause originating: General
Debility, Mental and Physical Depression, Imbecility, Determination ot Blood to the Head, contused
Ideas. Hysteria, General Irratabillty, Restlessness
and S'eeplessness at
Night, Absence of Muscular Efficiency, Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, Emaciation
Low Spirits, Disorganization or
Paralysis ol the Organs ot Generation, Palditation of the Heart, and, in
tact, all the concomitants ot aNervorand Debilitated state ofthe system. To insure the genuine, cut
this out. Ask lorHELMBOLD’S. Take no other.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers everywhere.

Slenstruation,

GRAND

oc24eod.*w

May

The

wise, by applying

a

%

For Sale!
Schoone*- ANNA M. NASH, of
tons, carpenter’s
gkyj/ Boothbay, Me..in 125
good condition, well
/7t[Y\ measurement,
found in sails, rigging, anchors and
chains. Is an extra built vessel, and
carries veil in proportion to her tonnage; lour years
old, and is a good sailer. Sold to close a concern.
For further particulars apply to
NICKERSON, PERRY & THACHER.
October 30, 1868. dti

Phillips.

LECTURE,

as it is periectly smooth, not affected by frost or
acids, and will last tor ages. We have now on hand
tour, five and six inch Pipe, with fiUANCHES, CON
N EOT TONS, CESS POOLS, Ac., &c., and in the

Mar 13-dttAgents.
^

Becembtr 28th,

Wednesday Evc’ng, January 6,

DRAINS AND SEWERS

Directions

December 16,

Wend ell

Spitting

a

LKCXUKK,

Hon.

Pbyal

By looking

Rev. SAMUEL OSGOOD, of N. Y.
Monday Evening,

Sneer** Unknown to the
clans of this Country.'

a

and invites tbe attention ot the Sick and Afflicted,
laboring under any ot the various terms of diseases,
such as Cougbs, Ulcerated or Tuberculous Lungs.
of Blood, Pain in the Chest, Shoulders*
Sides and Back. Sore Throat. Bleeding Lungs.Cbronic Catarrh, Night Sweats, Nervous Complaints, Palpitation, Ossification, or DioDsy of the heart,Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Chronic Diarrhoea, and alFemale Complaints, such as Prolapgus Uteri 0
Falling of the Womb, and all Uterine Complaints
such as Cancers, Turnout, Enlargements, Suppression of the Menses, Excessive
Leucorrhoea or Whites, Scrofulous Affections, Spinal
Affections, Gravel and Poisonous Innoculations, and
all Diseases of the Blood. DK. LAMONT is the only
Physician in this country gifted with

BY

Boots, Floral

Middle

that

Poplins, Thibets,

Busiuess College
Comer Elm and

Wednesday Evening,

In

Extract of Buchu.

With

LEOTUHE,

WATER PIPE. Monday Evening:,

BABB’S,

Oct 30-d3wis

FCHR-TI^ISriD

GEORGE W. CURTIS, Esq.

large lot-of

Burt’s

HELMBOLD’8

Compound

2d,

GREGORIE LAMONT.

Of all

DRAIN, SEWER

VeryLow Prices

Dec’r

Evening,

LECTURE,

W. W. WHIPPLE ,& (JO., Agents tor Maine.

K.

MILBURN.

JOHN B. GOUG H, Esq

Oct 24 dtf

LADIES!

STOJVE

Asrent for the United States.

C.

H.

James Bailey,

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE C. P. R. R. CO.
Wo. H Nassau

W.

the Sick I

$?25

AND

Oct 31-eS2m

HEV.

Tickets for the Course $1.75 to be obtained at the
usual places.
Members’ Tickets $1 25 (ear'll member being en-

VITRIEJED. DOUBLE GLAZED

Syrup,

Nov. 25th,

BV

that

5

examine the

Stock in

to
ere

specific known:

A. RICHARDS, New London, Conn.,

LECTURE,

Ouo-half hour

AT

emo-

puherity,

Nov. IS.

Wednesday Evening,

to

Diseases
Positively
Permanently
Cured and Perfeel Health Restored.

Dr,

GEO. VANDENUOFF, of N. Y.

early period

Prolapsus and Bearing

we

want of fine

McDUPPEE’S
and

Street.

From New York, Member bv Diploma oi the Reformed Medical College, N Y, celebrated both tn
Europe and this coun'ry during the last twenty flvo
years ot bis practice for the remarkable cures he has
effected, m th u sands of cages, and many in the )Att
Stages ot Com sumption, atter they had been given
up by every otta^r practice as incurable, treats all
iseases of the Chest, by Roots, Herbs, Gums, Balsams, Leaves and Barks, in conneclio
with Cold
Medicated Vapor and Constitutional Appliance4,

IIY

control of

corrlicea, Too Profuse Menstruation, Exhaustion,Too
Long

Wednesday Eve’ng,

Just received at

For Female Weakness and Debility .Whiles or Leu-

Quieting Remedy for Children.

in

should not tail to call at

women.

shall subsequently see, these

a

lure.

education of

the

All

with

Friday Evening, I>ec'r 11,

with the* fe-

common

lips, evidently under

as we

An 1sts now engage 1
her in New York city.

Dramatic Ft ending

YORK,

Cutlery & Plated]Ware,

to exercise the tunctions of
an

Notice

june29deod«£:eowGinis

Table

utterly regard-

system, composed ot what is

nervous

Corps of

the

LECTURE,

i u a \ k sc i v i * <;
is

300 Congress

kW Sales of any kind of property In the City or vicinity, promptly attended to on tne moat favorable
October 12. dl

celebrated American Prima Donna

Wednesday

E8 deposits anil allows FOUR PER CENT
JV INTEREST on all
daily balances, subject to
check at sight. SPECIAL DEPOSITS
for six month
“oremay be made at five per cent. The capital
MILLION DOLLARS is divided among over
500 shareholders,
comprising many gentlemen of
large wealth and financial
experience, who are also
personally liable to depositors for‘all obligations oi
tbc Company to double tbe amount ot their
capital
stock. As the NATIONAL THUS T CO. receives deposits m large or small amounts, and permits them
to be drawn a« a whole or in part
by CHECK AT
SIGHT and WITHOUT NOTICE, allowing interest
on all daily
balances, parties throughout the
country can keep accounts in this insiitution with
special advantages of security, convenience and

unwilling subject of

an

NEW

CITY OF

HOLMES,
AUCTIONEER

,

obtaiueJ for Reserved Seats at

CHARTERED by the state,
R. Manqam, Pros.
Jas. Merrill, Sec>y

misery,

treatment. This is but atruthtul picture of

tore the

3.00
<0c

NO. 3.10
BROADWAY,
Capital OXE MILLIOX Dollars.

lees of the plain dictates and remonstrances of her

nature has

The Great

THE

OF

BAILEY. Auctioneer.

O. W.

direction ot

Under the

oa

be had at the usual places.

re-

sudden change ot temperature; the

the

«.»
reserv-

NATIONAL TRUST GOT,

health and strength; the exposure

tention of organic

HA L L

BY-

constant

fasldonaule dress, absolutely forbidding

restraint ot

ushers

Evening Tickets.
Evening Tickets with Keservcd Seats. 75c\

excitement is

one

over, another in prospective keeps the mind morbid-

habits which sap the very life ot their victims

and take no other, and you are safe.
Sold by Druggists and all dealers in Medicine.

HATCH,

to retain her

tions, when excessive, lead, long

53SF* Account* of Bank*, Banker*, and
others received and favorable arrangements made for
desirable accounts.

AND
DEALERS
IN
MENT SECURITIES,

by pleasure, perverting

consequence ot this early strain upon her sys-

mental emotions

a

Course Tickets to lower floor,
Gourse Tickets to Gallery, including
ed scat,

tem, unnecessary effort is required by the delicate

ot

40 Mate street, Buxton*
E3T*All descriptions of Government Mccuritie* Bought, Mold or Exchanged, at out oltice and by Mail and Holograph, at Iflnrket
Rale*.

FISK «&

excited

rest, the work of destruction is halt

male breast

Contains NO MORPHINE OR POISONOUS DRUG; sure to Regulate the Bowels;
allays all Pain; corrects Acidity of the
Stomach; makes sick and weak children
strong and healthy; cures Wind Colic,
Griping, Inflammation of the Bowels, and
all complaints arising from the effects of
Teething. Call for Mother Bailey’s Quieting

BANKERS

unduly

called the tissue, which is, in

full account of tbe Organization,
Progress. Business
and Prospects of the Enterprise furnished on application. Bonds sent by return Express .at our cost.

CO.,

Thus, with the body halt clothed,

midnight revel the hours des'gned by nature for

Long b

enabling

«{

especially in the unhealthy excitement

the generative organs, they require

lO per cent, profit and keep
the principal of their inves meuts equally secure.
Orders and inquiries will receive prompt attention.

SWEET

early confinement ct

the

the experience of thousands ot

at

SPECIAL AGENTS,

and

medical

realize from $ to

BliEWSTEB,

that nature designated for

in the restraints ot dress,

their

by

years

mar-

November 13,

To be followed with

Tickets to the Gal'ery will entitle ihe holder
to

less

welfare ot the entire human iamily. The

mania that exists for

and

WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP,"

their full market rates, in
exchange for the Central
Pa itie Railroad Bonds, thus
the holders to

and

more or

E.

Grand Concert !

by

•be Course. Atlentive
wi)|8hIainSe»at
dYrm" each
m at endance
evening.

few of the

a

*
arriages, Ac at Auction
SATURDAY, at ll o’clock A. M., on ue
market lot, Market street, I shall sell flora
Uarrlaues, Harnesses, &c.

WITH A

these distressing

society, and which, consequently, affect

In

themselves.

Subscriptions Received by Banks and
Banker*, Agent* for the loan throughout
the United Mtates, Canada and Europe,

of

plished.

right to advance the
orders actually in transi-

matin, Descriptive Pamphlets, etc, giying

causes

Horses.

EVERY

WILL COMMENCE

With the

will be

^C,^8

property

A,

Heming, Miss CLARA LOUISE KELLOGG
Assisted

C.

EIGHTH.

Cour-e
E’ov 12-eodtt

ieth.

MAX STIl iKOSCH,

*or this entertainment have not
i™£rr*ai?Fenieul8
Men tally
completed, but It is expec'ed to include a
by
apbitSTl" Miss ADELAIDE PHILLIPS, M.
AnDiiLiiLh., and other eminent artists.

J&CS(j(TS

sale at auction on SATURDAY, Dec
12tb,
•
868, at 14 o’clock M. oue-qaarter part in common
and undivided of a lot of land of about 1300
aqua e
feet, situated on the corner ot Fore and old Franklin
biro t, ami partly on new Franklin
Street, in Portot belongs to the heirs ot Alexander
ov
linker, deceased. The part here advertised lathe
of m. ward, Ue rge Frederick Russell.-*.
Sale on the premises.
JOHN H. RUSSELL, Guardian.
„„
Ey The remainder of tbe lot will be offered for
sale at the same time and place.
Said lot it a vary
desirable one for a Or. eery, Provision or Clothing
Store. Opposite Weeks’
grocery and provision store.
November 13. eo<13vr

Gents’ Class

Eight Lectures, Ac.,
C I T Y

painful to contemplate the at-

many additional causes which so
largely affect the
life, health, and happiness of woman in all classes of

sleep

tu at the time of any such advance will be filled at
present price. At. this time they pay more than
eight per cent, upon the investment, and ha ve, from
National and State laics, guarantees peculiar to

Info

mem-

ateudant evils consequent upon them. It is but sim-

in

the outside wrapper.
imitations.

Bonds,

mucous

caus-

brane of the vagina itself.

and the mind

on

We receive all classes of Government

air

corporeal development to be wasted and perverted

Office,

the

reserve

may

ot tea and

use

by direct irritation, applied the

ed

school,

Having the/ac-similt of

each.

would

obliged to say that although it

riage, causes the

Portland Press

of

Central

cure

injustice to the af-

food, profuse menstruation, the

not made.

the Pacific Railroad, and the future
portion
development, of business 1 hereon will be proportionthis

a

coffee, and frequent childbirth, it is far oftener

paid—

The best lands, the richest mines, together with
the largest settlement and nearest markets, lie along

ot

make them worse. I

that would do

will be

completed by the middle of next year, when
the Overland travel will be very large.
The local business alone, upon the completed por-

hope

by laborious employment, unwholesome

ple justice

are

and fifty miles additional.

hundred

Tags.

—

Nearly five hundred miles of the Road
now built, and tbe grading is well advanced on

flicted,

of life,

Business

progresses, and
tbe U. S. Subsidy Bonds
granted by the government to the Pacific Railroad
the

apply remedies which

and

is probable that

Road is

tantalise them with the

o;

Series, to consist of

Of Hartford, (Conn*

of

be produced from excessive exhaustion of the
powers

This

country, and therefore wi'l be constantly dealt in.
The greater portion of the Loan is now In tho

merely

not assert

Bools

silence, and hundreds

L.

Friday Eve’ng,

Concert!

others apply vainly to druggists and
doctors, who ei-

or

-and-

in

on

Land for Sale at Auction.
to
license granted by th. Hou.
PURSUANT
P obate lor Cumberland County, I ball
Judge
otter tor

Nineteenth Annual Course.

GRAND

Henry

:

fPHE MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
J
^nave the honor ro announce that their Nineteenth

LECTURE BY

A

Catalogues,

are

__

TENNESSEE.

Clara

Vocal

Buchu !

Town Reports,

Hundreds suffer

M.

a

The

a

l,e-01' Monday, Nov

novUMiYw

Fared Sale to Ihe trade and others,
many o* the leading publishers of
*la*lel]philand Boston, a I m) the stock

bookseller, bankrupt
sale comprises standard
Works, Illustrated
Volumes, riitdes, Albums, Juveniles, &c &e
EyCatalogues now ready.
liotsiltd

of

5*4.00
4.00

o’clock.

7

at

Books.

9 and 3 o’clock.
The aunntl

Nov. 13th.

Termn, LndiCM’ Tiihci*,
si
Oeulft’ Ticket*,
Ladies’ Class will meet
8 o’oloc’
s,l“101 wiu

New

of

TUESDAY, No? 17, and following days, each day at

the FALL TERM lor New
Plain Dancing, at

meet at

BY AN AMATEUR CLUB OF ELEVEN
GENTLEMEN FROM BOSTON,

only.

A

St. John, Nov. 12.—There is a better feeling
regarding the Commercial Bank. The bank
is paying notes to depositors. Its note3 a-e
current at 85 to 95 per cent.

Extract

Blanks,

School !

Beginners,

lecture by

A

payable in United States

The semi-annual Coupons

DRUNKEN SUICIDE.

THE COMMERCIAL BANK FAILURE.

commence

GRAND

A

Appraisers,

BOSTON.

Parcel Sale

liAYMOND,

W.

History.”

CO.,

4M and o'P Bromfleld Street,

did

(iov. of

SUBJECT—“Fort Sumter and its

Auctioneers and

2l iOcent*.
Scais
Per Older Committee.
Doors opi n at bj o’clock. Concert to commence at
November 4.1X68.

Of Washington, D. C., well known as
the Nurse oi
the Army ot the Potomac.
SUBJECT—“Works and Incidents of Army Life.”

ther

row

A soldier named Lamb laid down on the
railway track near the barracks, when drunk
last evening, and was run over by a train and
cut in two.

the fol-

novLldtd

--

B, EOM Altn A

beingenti-

sale ot Reserved Scats to Concert will
commenceo" Tuesday morning, Nov.
loth, at 9 o’clock.
''
Pmnes Music Stoic. Price of
Kesetveil

STEWART L. WOODFORD,
I>aui*iii{*Lieut,
New lock.

A

CIRCULARS,

Gold Coin.”

From these considerations it is submitted that the

HOAX.

THE INTERNAL REVENUE FRAUDS.

f*

expressly made

ally great

A NEW RAILWAY.

ol

LECTURE BY

itliss

They bear Six per cent, interest per annum, in
gold, and both Principal and Interest are

even

DOMINION OF CANADA.

8^re
7t7WNl),5d?..^re,et
The

Mr. J. A. HOWARD.
Accompanist.

PROGRAMMES,

from the Eastern States.

ion in

The arrest of the Secretary of State of Vera
Cruz was made on the ground that he had violated the laws in accepting a civil office while
bolding a position in the army.

Piauist.

Posters,

extending eastwardly from the navigable waters ot
the Pacific Coast to the lines now rapidly building

,ch member
" W”’

PATTEN A CO., AirtUiMi.
OFFICE EXCHANGE STREET.

«losing- Sale.
Saturday. November 11th, at 10 o’clook A
consignments, Blankets. Reds
0,01,7vu' ts Crockery, Gtass
and Plated Ware, Te. Sets
'1»K,"• ;n.p",’.,l'ai",|ni'-'
with a variety of otherMirrors, Cigars Dry
articles.
-At 11 o’clock A.
M.,^
U|?'' Mirror 27 feet in
length, snltable for a
saloon.

place*.

isl,
Assisted by the following favorites:
Mrs. H. M. SMITH,
Soprano,
Mrs. I). C. HALL,
Contralto,
Mr. WM. J. WINCH, Tenor,
Mr, J. F. WINCH, Bass,

HELMBOLD’S

of annual interest liabilities to be assumed tliereup
on, and will yield a Sirplus of nearly a Mill-

Noriga, at the head of a revolutionary baud,
was in the neighborh >oi ot Huas»a.

Musical

’»

Sheriff

(

Fi-iuio ie or,
Vbelli, rnmo Baritone,
Mr. J. IV. f*aili»on,
1 lie fa nous American Pianist.
Director and Conductor Mig Cviorza.

tledllfi e',':kit" ®1 ^

Tbe remainder of the course will consist
lowing entertainments:

*•

~

Evening tickets to Concert 7.i cts.; Evening tickets
with reserved s.-ats
*1,26; tickets to the course $U5;
to be obtain ,! at Ihe u mil

Ml" AHce Dutton, the
Celebrated I’iau-

Pacific Railroad Line, Bill-Heads,

National

Also Stare Fixtures, Upright and c
Ca es, Scales, Meusurt's, Clock, &<-.
E. N. PERRY. Deputy
L O. BAILEY. Auctioneer.
Portland, Wov. 9, 1868. uovlOdtd

frig* Lutii,

lancasteb iiall

art, and

HAND-BILLS

Arf.at**8

Vocal and Instrumental Concert?
Friday Evening,

portion of the Great

best

Oomuftk®*?0/ <£‘aS*

Nov. 13,

iiiorf,
The talented voungC'ontrilto,

cur-

employ-

Mammoth

responsible CorpoContinent, and are secured

BAR.VAKKE,

C.

Potatoes,Cluth^ fc;.8??*,/1^’
Salt* •.lu’,1?1*?’

,A
“liter bnow
ihLw

,

wig.

Mr Howard t|. Dow,

those troablesoiue complaints

oneot

On the Most Reasonable Terms.

absolute first lien upon the valuable grants,
by
franchise, raProadequipment, business, etc, ol the

j,

The world-renown. <1 American Frima r>m,nn
«i»te/ by the following titstinguiahea

Maedonnlil,

relict ol these

so

this. The

I,.

V.

Basso ami Humorous Vocalist,

no

every description executed in

01

Tenor, Mr H.

various de l ate
affections, and only upou the most

Wood and metal

Thorough

Cent.

V

Mi«i» OutiM

Whitten,Soprano, Itlm.Flora

Clarey Alto, Mr. Wm.

their happiness and weltare, lor

to

be happy who

one 01 these vari
,us female
complaints c in long be
suflered to run on
without involving the general
health ofihe
Individual, and are long producing permanent sickness and
premature decline. Nor is it

pleasant

MUw .tun

"rteraoon, at the Auction
**»•». rorOand. I.,
,Le loHowing described
,'ub,*cc0- CJ«‘rs-

mSIS’^Ptp7

II

Miss CLARA LOUISE KELLOGG.

«*-

the

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.

The stenographer of the sub committee of
the Congressional committee on retrenchment
reports that at the meeting to-day testimony
was giveu to the effect that a collector of internal revenue paid last June the sum of $30,000 to D. O. Birdsall as black-mail,” in a proceeding begun by A. A. Belknap, special
agent of the Treasury Department, for whom
Judge Fullerton was counsel, and that the arrangements for the payment of the money
were made by Judge Fullerton, being present
in Birdsall’s office, and that lately the persons
concerned have repaid to the ex-collector $23,000 for tbe money so extorted. The investigation will be resumed to-morrow.

known

Best Styles

and

degree

peculiar to the sex,

tion, is so heavy, and so advantageous, that the gross
earnings average more than a quarter of a
million of gold per mouth, of which 35 per
cent, only is required for operating expenses.
Tbe net profit upon the Company’s business on
the completed portion, is about double the amount

Gen. Canto, the alleged assassin of General
Patoni. upon being brought before a civil court
to answer to the charges against him, demanded a military trial. After arguments on both
sides'the court reserved its decision.

The reported prize fight between O’Baldwiu
and Wormald was a hoax, palmed oflT as genuine on some of the New York evening papers,
from which it was taken for telegraph use.

FATAL

proprietor.

of the most

rations ot the American

to

1ms

MILITARY OPERATIONS.

THE

one

sought lor at the highest
They are issued only as

Gen. Escobedo is actively engaged in prosecuting operations against the insurrectionists
in Tamattlipas.
Troops have been dispatched against the bandits in the State of Puebla.

ARBIVAL OF THURLOW WEED.

injured.

small

nor e can

^^naswsasi'ax*’

freedom from these contribute in

the duly authorized ami accredit-

are

ed obligations of

and the

been received from Mexico:
The National Congress is about to try several important persons, among whom are the
following: Senor Huerta, member of Congress,
who is accused of bein'; implicated in the conspiracy of Michoacan, Gen. Mejia, Secretary of
War, tor expending monies without the authorization of Congress, .in 1 Gov. Monteverde
of Sonora, tor violation of the Constitution.
Congressman Seambana has accused Sonor
Romero, late Minister to Washington, of acts
contrary to the laws of Congress.

Thurlow Weed and daughter arrived yes.erday in the steamship Java. Mr, Weed’s'uealtli
is much improved.

condition.

FOSTER,

!

COMPANY.

steady investors : and
before many months, when the

CONGRESS.

Havana, Nov. 12.—The following

H. G. Hembold, so well known throughout
the United States for his extensive advertisement of patent medicines, extracts, &c., was
this morning seized with symptoms which leave
no doubt of bis insanity, and taken to a lunatic asylnra at once.

§10,000

A.

sufferings,

many

--

hands of

MEXICO.

INSANITY OF DB. HEMBOLD.

Clayton

IV.

Pacific Railroad

GREAT BRITAIN.

London, Nov. 11.—It is announced that Rev.
William Thomson, D. D., now arch-bishop of

CITY AND VICINITY.

anything

St.,

no

9^4

CENTRAL

New York, Nov. 12.—Cable specialssa.v that
the Pope, through his Nuncio at Madrid, still
refuses to recognize the new Spanish Govern-

VOKK,

consigned

Exchange

peculiar and important

relations which they
sustain, their peculiar organization, and the offices I hey
perform, are subject u>

ITALY.

New York, Nov. 12.—Gov. Fentou has under consideration a proposition to call an extra
session of the State Senate. It is alleged that
the election frauds furnish one reason for the

yet.
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FEMALES, owing to the

V.AX-KS.

Horts, KeroYankee
8weeL“d
Si Ices, Cream Tartnr,
B.r''0,D,per, Coffee, Pickles,
« ho
o'at*\ Twine, Jacks. Crackwr^y* ^ell* anJ
Goods, twenty Iiounds Linen 1 hr«»d a,
><iv!?,n< y
Paper Collars, stationery,

direction ot
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M A X

i,ertv

t

THE—
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KipTea',
‘hlmy'aod"'i:
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f. onoert

Fritlay Eveniug,

Camilla UrN»,

Printing Office,
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GOLD BONDS
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President sent for

A
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ed,
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Thirty-Year

19th,
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said foam;
personal pr

utnler the
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Security

Evening,
BY
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FIRST MORTGAGE

THE

San Francisco, Nov. 10.—Seymour carries
Oregon by about 200 majority.

Attorney General Evarts at once, and showed
him the charges that had been preferred
against Courtney. Courtney promptly prepared his denial, contradicting the charges
against him. Thic affair excites great interest
and important revelations are expected.

THE WORMALD PRIZE FIGHT

bookT card,

lxra-uil

r,Cl Id

Sheriff’s Sale.
‘'“"rttLASD, 88.
f \,1, !|’“n relation and will be sold at Public
bidder, on Friday, Nov
IStb
,to tbe highest
™

to ami... that ,|u.ir xineti enlk>
Annual Sene- of Entertainment* will
.-eminence
with a

—AT

Thursday

XI

Hare the hou

Vocal and Instrumental Concert!

OREGON.

New York, Nov. 12.—The Commercial’s
special says District Attorney Courtney, in response to a dispatch from the President, arrived here thjs morning, aud immediately called

An unsuccesstul attempt was made this afCedar street to rob a bank messenger of $100,000, and the highwayman was secured.
Two men, Darned D. C. and J. F,. Cremmen,
have been arrested for alleged concern iD the
celebrated Royal Insurance Company bond
robbery. The former was taken to Binghampton on a warrant issued there, and the latter,
who was taken on suspicion, was discharged
for waut of evidence.
Nicholas Terry, Jas. Conroy, Patr.ck Whalen and Hugh Martin, of Yonkers, have been
held to bail. The first is charged with procuring and the others with using false naturalization papers.
William M. Andrews, a highly respectable
citizen of Brooklyn, is on trial in a civil court
for alleged outrage, committed two years ago
on a little girl ten
years old, who claims $10,000 damages.
A person named W. H. Moore to-day sold to
Henry Clews & Co., a one hundred dollar
five-twenty bond, receiving therefor a check
on the Fourth National Bank lor $109.50. This
he altered to $95,000, and presented it at the
bank. The fotgerv was instantly discovered
and the perpetrator after a vigorous resistance
arrested.
James Grifliu, alias Stephens, has been fully
committed on the charge of robbing the Dune
Savings Bank, Brooklyn, of $3300 in bonds.
Two target companies, the Texas Guards of
Brooklyn, and the Vandam Guards of New
York, had a fight at EastNew York yesterday.
Several were injured and many windows
broken by dying missiles.
James McLean, President of the Board of
Underwriters, has been chosen a member of
the Board of Fire Commissioners to fill the
vacancy caused by the death ot Mr. Abbe.
Parker Jones, a well known attachee of the
Astor House, died to day aged 47.
The 71st regiment lias'tendered Mayor Hoffman an escort to Albany on the occasion of
his inauguration as Governor.
The removal of onstructions at Hurl Gate,
East River, has been carried forward as far as
possible with the present appropriation, and a
further sum of one million dollars will be applied for at the December session of Congress.
Mayor Hoffman to-day vetoed the resolution
for the appointment of an index clerk to the
Board ot Councilmen at $1500 salary, on the
ground that the preseut force ot clerks ot that
body is as large as necessary.
An ordinance is beloro the City Council
looking to the erection of a new cemetery outside the city limits, and appropriating $75,000
therefor.
Mike Fitzgerald, a politician of this city, was
arrested and taken -to Philadelphia on the
requisition of Governor Geary, charging him
with having violated the laws of Pennsylvania
in voting in Philadelphia at the October election.

DAY.

THE ELECTION.

THE REVENUE IMBROGLIO.

contemplated

CO.,

Paik Row, N. Y.

No 37

TZ

■»

The Mercantile Libyan Assoralion

a

GBAUD

ing almost evety

Excellent

Thanksgiving.

NEW AIR LINE RAILROAD.

A meeting of the citizens of Washington interested in an air line railroad to New York
city and a connection with the Virginia Central railroad, so as to lorni a direct connection
with Cincinnati and the West and other railroad interests, was held to day and attended by
numerous influential wealthy
citizens. The
object was stated to be independence of the
Baltimore & Ohio railroad, a l'idanee of the 40
cent tax nnw imposed on passengers between
Baltimore aud Washington, and cheaper
freights. A committee of fifteen was appointed to take such action as is necessary to
procure charters lor all the
railroads which the
city may require, and al-o to prevent the collection of the tax levieij by the Baltimore &
Ohio railroad.

NEW

110
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The Next Entertainment ot the course will be

Illustrated
MUNN &
oc21isd3m

==3e=s!i

entertainments.

Sr.

taken out in all huropean countries.
pamphlets, 110 pages, sent tree. Address

113

lO'i’4

EtfTEKTAINMENTsl

WOMAN.

no

1344

....

Charleston, Nov. 12.—Gov. Scott has issued a proclamation naming Nov. 2tbh, as a day
oi

Get Patents.

charge. S nd sketch and descripFor application send ino lel not over one loot
tion
in s z«*, and $ in «r>t'lovefnnient and Stamp lees.—
Specifications. Drawings, caveats; assignments prepared ; rejected claims prosecuted. Also, interferPatents
ences, extension ot patents, and appeals.
For opinion,

Nov 12

o mericau Gold.
fj s Coupon Sixes, 1881.
United States5-20s, 1062. ..
July. 18G5.
1867.
Central Pacific Railroad 6s. gold,.
Michigan Central Ranroad.
Eastern Kaiiroao.
Union Pacific R R Sixes, gold...

t'AKOhlNA.

THANKSGIVING

DRESS OF JEFF

A Philadelphia lady has applied for the use
the Jeff'Davis wearing apparel for exhibition.

The

VOTE.

Harrisburg, Nov. 12.-The full official vote
of Pennsylvania for Grant is 342,280, Seymour I
313,382; Grant’s majority 28,898.

How to

The Latest

files

Broker?’Board,

Sales at the

!!■■■■

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Cotton to Liverpool; to Havre l|^14c; to Bremen
1 j >; to B 'ston 14c
lb.; Tobacco 10 Bremen 52s 6d
ga>.; Corn to Liver|t> bhd.; Molasses to Boston 5c
bush.
lOd
9*
pool
&

•*

ot

the White House.

Freights.
Mobile, Nov. 7.—Freights to Liverpool dull and
unchanged. To Havre quiet, and rates unchanged.
Coastwl-e nothing at all doing by sad. We quote to
Liverpool by ste .m id; by sail $d; to Havre 14c;
Coastwise ports, by sail, lc nominal.
New Orleans, Nov. 7.—'The foreign market is
dull The offerings of Cotton to Liveri ool ami Havre
arc light, and rates to the former port arc weak and
vesv» e hear of a
to the la' ler port a shade lower.
lb- for Cotsel being taken up tor Bremen at ljc
The unengaged tonnage in port is still ample
ton
for present requirements. Coastwise t ere has beeu
some filling oft in the demand lor room by steam,
but the rates are unchanged. By sail scarcely anything doing as yet in that direction. The following
are the ruling rates:—Colton bv steam to Liverpool
Id: to Hamburg l$d; to New York and Philadelphia
lc: to boston 14.*
lb ; Flour to New York 90c; to
Boston and Philadelphia$1 J? bbl.; Corn to Northern
pon s 20 (§; 22c
bush.; Molasses to New York $2 00
bbl. By sail, the rates are: 9-lGd $> lb. for
@ 2 25

iiGUtOB Scock

PfiAHlfLVAlVU.

Internal Revenue
a pleasant interview of an hour’s duration with Commissioner Rollins.

at

j

91 |()i money
American securities—United States 5-20’s 74±;
Railroad stocks quiet; 11 inois Central shares 96i;
Erie shares flat at 25J.
Lo'DON, Nov. 12—Evening.—Official returns ot
1 he Bank'd England show that the amount of spec;e
1 ii Its vaults lias decreased £119,000 (luring the week.
Liverpool, Nov. 12—Evening.—Cotton closed
dull and unchanged. Breadstufls and Provisions
unchanged. Spirits Turpentine advanced to 28s 6d.
Petroleum heavy; spirits 9d; refined is 5Jd. Other
articles in the Produce market unchanged.
London, Nov 12—Evening.—Petroleum—Refined
steady Is 5Jd; spirits flat. Linseed Oil :'8s 5d. Other
articles.

THE ELECTION.

New Orleans, Nov. 12.—The vote of the
State stands, with one Parish incomplete,
Grant 26,552', Seymour 81,742. The official
couut will vary from this but little.

Gen. Grant called at the

FEMALE
DAVIS.

BE CONTESTED.

LOl'I^UNA.

Bureau this afternoon and had

THE

TO

Nov. 12.—The citizens party
will contest the election lor Mayor and Aideron
the ground that the election was carmen,
ried by fraud and intimidation.

LOST MONEY RECOVERED.

AND

ELECTION

Charleston,

The'clerks in

APPLICATION FOR

on

aOUTnr CAROLINA.

INTERNAL REVENUE MATTERS.

Secretary

INTERVIEW BETWEEN GEN. GRANT
MISSIONER ROLLINS.

Legislature

FLORIDA.
THE GUBERNATORIAL DIFFICULTY.
Tallahasse, Nov. 11.—The criminal case
against Lieutenant-Governor Gleason and
Secretory Aldeu comes on to-morrow. The
opinion of the Supreme Bench in relation to
the impeachment ot Governor Reed will not be
rendered before the 19th inst.

Brevet Brig. Gen. Horace Broolts to day assumed command of this Department. It is
believed the present staff will be retained.
Another large number of visitors
Gen. Grant’s headquarters to-day.

LEGISLATURE.
will convene

12—Evening.-^-Consolsclosed at 91i
^London, Nov. and
account.
<

M

■■■

_

Reain-common 5s 6d; fine

Cheese 65s.

Lard Jull.

NOTICE.
."omber of
MUiUOtNnta(tpw
8{AgKKLL
& CQ
November^

JOHN S.
our Arm,

Mr.

Portland, Mot 7, I»6».

novMtw

Kingdom la.
HIT Hlinde to ITle
me a kingdom is;
to
minde
My
Such perfect joy therein 1 iinde
As far exc eeds all earthly blisse
That God or Nature I ath assigned :

THE

week-.

Though much I want, that most would have,
Yet still my minde forbids to crave.

JOHN G. WIGHT, A. M.,

Principal.

Tuition reasonable. Text Books turnislied by the Principal at Portland Prices.
THOS. H. MEAD; Secretary.
North BridgtOD, Oct 30. 1868.
no9eod&w3w
Board and

Content l live; this is my stay—
1 seek uo more than inav suffice.
I mvsse to bear no baughtie sway;
Look, what l lack iny mind supplies.
Loe! thus 1 triumph like a king,
Content with what my minde doth bring

Maine Wesleyan

how plentie surfeits oft,
lai
And liastie cl) mbers soonest
that such as sit aloft
all.
ot
most
Mishap doth threaten
with teare
These get with toile. and keepe
beaie.
never
could
Such cares my mind
I

see

I

see

Ami Female

Seminary
t

College

Direct

MONDAY,

Winter Term
rpHE
1 Kov
anil

will cominenre
continue 13 weeks.

30th,
Send l'or a Catalogue.

Wanted!
a
GOOD Double-Entry Book-keeper, with genA tral business qualiiieations. Best of references
required as to integrity, ability and habit'.
None that cannot, respond as a'ove need apply.

Little Blue Family School.

1 laugh not at another’s lo>se,
I grudge not at another’s gaiue;
No worldly wave my mind can tos^e;
I brooke that is another’s bane.
1 teare no foe, nor lawn on friend;
I lothe not tile, nor dread mine end.

Recreation, Gymnastics,
Study.
Health. Manners. Morals.
Apply for Circular to
oc28eod4w
EuWARD
WESTON, Principal.

—

Miiscellau.v
A

Maryland. His great eflort in the ease of
Aaron Burr, as well as his displays in the Senate ot the United States, will never be lorgotTrifles in the history ot genius are imten.
portant, as we hope to show in the story.
Mr. Martin was on his way to Annapolis, to
attend the Supreme Court of the State. A
solitary passenger was ill the stage with him,
and, as tbe weather was ext reuiely cold, the
passengers soon resorted to conversation to
divert themselves from too much sensibility
to ihe inclement weather. The young man
knew Martin by sig ht, and as he was also a
lawyer, the thread of talk soou began to spin
itself out of legal matters.
Mr. Martin,” said the young man,
I am
just entering on my career as a lawyer; can
you tell me the secret of your great success?
If, sir, you will give me from your experience
the key to distinction at the bar, i will-”
exclaimed Martin.
“Will what
“Why, sir, I will pay your expenses while
in
you are
Annapolis
“Done. Stand to your bargain now, and
I’ll furnish you with tbe great secret of my
a

said Mr. Martin. “The whole
secret of my success is contained in one little
maxim, which 1 laid down to guide me. II
you will follow it you caunot tail to succeed.
It is this: ‘Always be sure of your evi”

“Very well,”

dence.’
The listener

was very attentive—smiled—
threw himself back in a philosophical posture,
and gave his brain to the analysis, with true
lawyer patience, of “Always be sure of youi

evidence.”
It was too cold

night for anything to bt
made peculiarly out of tbe old man’s wisdom
a

and so the promising adept in maxim learning gave himselt to stage dreams, in which he
was knocking atrd pushing his way through
the world by tue all powerful words, “Always
be sure of your evidence.”
The morning came, and Martin, with bis
student, took rooms at tbe hotel in tbe city.
The only thing peculiar to the hotel in the
eyes of the young man was that the wine
bottles and the et ceteras of the fine living
seemed to recall vividly the maxim about the
The

watched

man

young

Mr.

manners, morals
Winter Session will coinmcce
tor circular*.

ed he was indeed a man to
watched,
in the latter, as be
immensely
fond of the after-dinner, after-supper, afte.of
everything luxury wine. A few fays were
sufficient to show the incipient legalist that
he would have to pay dearly tor his knowledge, as Mr. Martin seemed resolved to make
the most of his part in the contract.
Lawyers, wdiether young or old, have legal
rights, and so the young man begins to think
ot the study of self-protection. It was certainly a solemu duty. Common to animals
and men, it was a noble instinct not to be
disobeyed, particularly where the hotel bills
of a lawyer were concerned. The
subject
daily grew on the young man. It wjs all ab
to
tbe
mind
and
sorbing
pocket. A week
elapsed; Mr. Martin was ready to return to
Baltimore. So was the young man, but not
in the same stage with his illustrious teacher.
Mr. Mart in approached the counter in the
bar-room. The young man was an anxious
spectator near him.
“Mr. Clerk,” said Mr. Martin, “my young
friend, Mr.-, will settle my bill, agreeable
to the engagement.
The young man said nothing, but looked

Family

“He will attend to it, Mr. Cleik, as we have
already had a definite understanding on the
subject. He is
pledged, professionally
pay my

ed.

bill,”

he

hurriedly repeat-

&

Wanted!

Day School,

LADY ot refinement and taste to assist in making Crosses, Arianging Flowers, and to do other ornamental work.
Apply at J. S. HOBART’S,
421 Congress street, where may be iound Moss and
Wax-Work.
no9d!w*

A

of the Prin-

the

are

a

home.

Partner Wanted.
active Partner with a mall capital, to engage
In a business paying large profits. Address 351£

pleas-

attention of the teachers who
They have the
at all times gives them t he aid ami direct ion necessary
to a rapid advancement in their studies, and exercise such care and guardianship as they need.
For particulars address

special

EATON ISKOTHERN.

April 4-eodtf

Congress street, Portland,

R EMO VA L!

PART

Price

generally,

>

Day

a
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FORE STREET.

Oct ober 27.

(Successor to
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NO.

x?

A®

vr

LATHAM,

s

November 3,1808.

dtf

\¥.

And

STREET,

a

at

Solicitor of

Law,

Equitable
G9P“LiberaI terms offered.
BEN’J COLBY, State Agent.
sepl9eed3m
49£ Exchange*!.
Wanted.
or Twenty
good Sugar Box Shook

FIFTEEN

makers. to go to Sacc. Enquire at 292 Corn*! st,
JOSEPH HOBSON,
Portland, or ol
No t Spring's Island, Biddetord.
seplOdtt

Cough

AND

21£

Oongresa Streets,

h

iivanjciiiioo,

mmouj/n
ok
and HUSKI-

C0UGH
N?swHTiXS’n^,1??SPiXG
HROAT.
It operales

by dissolving

thecongealed phlegm, and causing tree oxpecfora-

tlcPk1ffinri,«°ffre

unpleasant
1'" deprives
,wit1' tlaatthem
of rest,
luoe8aaut cough which it
one dose, find immediate
k,111 Kuiosi
ca.es will effect a cure

ni*ht»fterUidoh?Kt’xhc.h
provoke” wni'8bv So-he
snd

For Bale by Druggists
generally.

A. M. DINS MO RE <£

CO.,

PORTLAND,

October 29.

Iron Vs

dtt

a

BYof moral and
123

Congress st.

tem|*erate habits.

subscribers have this
THE
nership under the firm

&

Boot

Board.
gentlemen can be accommodated with a
^pWO
X pleasant furnished room at No. 33 Danfortb
Streer.
nov9dlm

commodious rooms furnished and unfurcan be obtained at 32 Danforlh st.

WITH
nished,
12-dtf
Sept

and

Mr

urown having had considerable
experience as
Auhtant Examiner in tbe Patent
Office, is well acquainted with the routine of business

the

a

of any Invention that
them '°r tbat I,url,ose will
i
<or
who wish to
^nU,or their inventions,
’

apvl'cations
the Patent Office, and in
'° a “nal
issue; will draw up
annne "lt0
the condition of rejected applications
todo.o, and undertake the
of such™
may be considered patentable, and do
whatever
8 usually done
Pacent
Solicitors. They will al«
by
Bell PATENT EIGHTS on
commission, being in direct communication with the
leading Manufacturers
ill over the country.
They are thus enabled to oiler
mperlor inducements to inventors to
employ them,
being in condition both to obtain Patents and tosel

“f”1 "f.
Assignments" win

at

prosecution*

ell.

Ihghta.

r«o°fa1harledPlmpl‘let8 ,urnih,le'1«« application,
Office, 39

Federal

Block,

H.W.Beadle,ofMass

--

Boots and

wtf36

Shoes,

Temple

Oheap, Cheaper, Cheapest

as

I

“a“'"«

°w

bouohee
lo

goods before

& oo.,
Temple

S,.

Horsemen, Ho!
poR Fifty

Gents I will send you a recipe for r»i
pooivst horse in two weeks.
The b.»f
b st
lmown tor the heaves.

oc22dlw&w3w*i4

6b

under the firm

usual

name

CO.,

several months, centrally located (near City
Hail), and convenient. Address “Jeflord,”
Box 2173.
nov2dtt

FOR

OTIS BROWN

oct8-dtf

House Lots for ‘'ale.
LOT otland, 130 feet front by 96 feet deep,situaAlder st.

on

Apply to
CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

S&Wit

Morton

Block, Congress

et.

Sale.

For

North and Walnut sts.

Enquire ot
CONDON, on the premises,
junel3dtt

Or at 53 Commtrcial St.

Iron Works for Sole
Casco Iron Company ofter for sale their propnear
erty
Portland, Me., comprising some 23
acres ot land, situated at tide water at the mouth ot
PresumpscotRivtT, with a water irontage of several

THE

liuudred feet, and of a depth at the wharf sufficient
for vessels ot ordinary draught.
The works consist ot'a large Forge Building 10U by
140 feet, containing Furnaces. Engines, Trip Hammers, and all the tools and m chiuery tor lorging
heavy cranks, car axles, ami all kiudqof Iron Work.
This property is within one-half mile ol the city,
and will be sold at a Bargain. Applv to
J. M. CHURCHILL, Pres’t.
Or
W. H. STEPHENSON, Treas.
jy22dtf

house, with the Furnithe Winter, to l»e occupied by a small

ture, lor
family.
Oc "ober 28, 1868.

M. M. BUTLER.

dtf

20,

The subscribers have this day
name ot

ship under the firm

formed

BILLINGS

a

oc24tf

No. 93

<('

CO,

subscribers have this
THE
nership under the firm

a

Notice,

Copartnership
day

name

formed
of

a

copart-

SANBORX 6b LEAVITT.
purpose of dealing in Furniture ami House
Furnishing Goods, at store corner of Federal and
for the

Market streets, Portland.
WILLIAM H. SANBORN,
HENRY J. LEAVITT.
Oct 27, 1868.
nov3d2w

Dissolution

THK

ol

Copartnership.

Notice.
day formed a copart-

Millinery business,

at tlie NEW

STORE,

Falmouth Hotel.
XT

November 2, 1868.

Middle Street, under the
GEO. H. LORING.
LEONARD O. SHORT,
CHAS. C. HARMON.

To Let.
Third Stories
Harris’ Hat Store
SECONDofand
Middle and Exchange
J. D. & F.
over

coiner

July

27dtt

Notice.
a

name

NHL LETT,

the purpose of transacting

To LetFRONT OFFICE in McCarthy’s Block, over
J,Tx. Store No. 181 Fore Street, recently occupied by
w. J. McDonald. Euquire of
Charles McCarthy,
A

No. 99 Middle Street.

For Sale or to Let.
first-class, three-story brick house,with freestone trimmings, number 35 High street.
For particulars inquire at. No 30 Exchange street,

THE

Spanish Consulate’s,
April 21-dtf
■ 1111 III 1111

..

THE

Corner of Richardson's Wharf and Com■Herein! 81.
F.

W. ROBINSON,
MILLKTT,

Qct28d3w»__E.
Dissolution of Copartnership

TH?.S>Iia.rVler8l"l>

heretofore existing under the
PARKER* CO. is this day
The business will be
settled
Parker,
Portland
s
.&
foruana. Sept. 30 1868

dissoilyd\°JEEAC“.
byte1'““'consent.

PARTNERSHIP.

LEACH Hon a nr»
J and EDWARD
Cumberland county. Lave this 30ti 'v,; ° Portland,
ber, A. I>. 1808, to mud a limited
®Ttemcordance with the provisions ot the
a'':
Maine, and have executed a certificate thereof
lows;—The name of the firm is Leach &
Parker
J he
special partner is Edward Robinson ot 8aiti
P°ne,al partners are Con vers o
! aoii?nd’iau'tlie
d Horace BBarker, likewise of said PortO.

x,

ROBINSONCS,BV^5?E?
piriSl.M

landh

contributed

tho

S',!ll Bo'dnson

is

"10 Drv Good9
amnnnt oi cal,i"
twelve thousand

.'saftdwssfeCKTtTsrsfSS

land Steam
ASatcbell
and

Packet Co. Any one finding the
returning it to the Company’s office will

same

be

_

..

suitably

October t, A I»

lara

JS^Also, SAMPLE ROOMS on the Business St. ot
Augusta for the accommodation of Commercial Travwithout extra charge,
TI KU K k WILLIAMS, Proprietor*.

elers,

BUGGIES,
SUN SHADES,
Single and Double Sleighs,
Single Ilorwe I‘X|»its«;

with

St. James

Single

No. 85 Commercial 8t.
?r. T,

BROWN

CO.

d-

Portland Nov 6. 180?.

O BLACK

d?w

WAFERS

%J

Are warranted to prevent and cure all cases of Private Diseases, Weaknesses, and Emissions, in both
Male and Female in from two to live days.
Price
$1 50 and $3 00 per box.

The

Female

[Regulating tVnftr*
Are warranted to Prevent, Regulate and Remove
obstructions in from three to seven days, are pleasant to take and harmless to the system. Price $1.00
per box.
The above are in torm of Lozenges, can be carried
on the
Sent
person, and taken without suspicion.
by mail on receipt of price and 6 cent stamp
by Dr. WM. NASON & CO., Bost
MaPB* Sold by Druggists

5Ia‘iut'‘‘ctured

geneially

augSeodly

TSend

Ohk Dollar and set bv return
V-.li’ "°^taeo 1«W a box ol
The 0*m^litvC“ll,“,,'‘a, Wo*® Paper,
bePt- ,bu Pattera* a'1'1 tho 8ize8
ore the

1••sliioii-.M®

for its

A

8t0<*’ln
A&H^WBo^icy
Nov 9, 1808.

Portland,

lUi8

city'

,nw.

Hour, Flouir,

Flour 1

I at°a i™ pHiefJall0 at*A<J °‘ good

,amily Flour’

^-COBB’S
°‘

accessibility to

all the

depots

and steamers.

house contains the largest and most approved

PnftneiiKcr

Elevator

ever

erected.

Horse

cars

from the

depots and all parts of the city and environs
pass within a rod of the Hotel continually, through
the day. Special coaches,attached to the St. James,
will he found at all of the railroad stations, and new
carriages and attentive dlivers at the House.
It will be the constant endeavor to render the St.
James a tavoriteresort, for the traveling public, and
a refined and comfortable home for all. no4W&S5w
THE

St. Lawrence

House,

Cor. Middle and India Sts.,
Near Grand

jjjJ^and

septlldtt

Royal

12

f
for
he .has just receive* !
is selling at the
lowest
pense, to any part

Steam
Bakery,
Pearl street,
»

Victoria

NASSAU,

Hotel,

N. P, BAHAMAS.

above Hotel, with superior accommofor families, invalids, Ac., and kept
dations
in the best manner, is now (October 1st)
[opened for the winter. The climate ol Nas_Isau is unsurpassed by any in the world, the
thermometer ranging about seventy during the winter. Steamers leave New York every lour weeks;
passage but four days. For further particulars apply to the proprietors.
TUNNELL & LORIAZ.
oc7d3m
Nassau, N. P-, Oct. 1, 1868.
The

GUNNISON’S.
KIRK WOO » HOUSE
Scarboro’ Beach, Me.
This new and elegant sea-side resort will
open on MONDAY, June 22d, 1868, and
open the
For
year rouud.”
tilifflil continue
beauty of situation (upon the finest beach
in New England), facilities lor bathing., fishing and
drives, the Kirkwood is unsurpassed, and transient and permanent hoarders are assured ot every
Billiard Hall connected, and excellent
attention.
stable accommodations, with coaches daily meeting
all trains at Oak Hill Station, on the P. S. re P. R R.
Ali communications should be addressed to
JAMES GUNNISON.
Kirkwood Hoose, Oak Hill, Me.
P. S. Closed to transient visitors on the Sabbath.

July 17. dtl

HURSRLL’H

EFOR SALE
BY

„®?olce dehvere't
fret'
otthec,"8'
y-

assortment which he
»t

noTox.w*

ex-

CATTED

STATES

i;a«Uoa

GREAT

ONE DOLLAR SALE

are

fall

fW^The Dummy connects at Saco Kiver with the
M and 2 P >1 train tor Center Watorboroudi

7.in A
South

Wraterborju„di and Allred.
fcJfStage s connect at tk n&iu for West eorham,
Falls, Bale win, Dcmnari, behave,
Brldgton. Lovell, Hiram, BrownSeid, tr>ebirV,
0 nwaj bsrtieti;. Jackson. Ltenia^on. Cornish,I'cr»
1 ir, Freedom, Ml iscn. and Eaton, N. H.
At .Button Center for West Buxton, Ronny-Eazie,
cento Limington LLnlngter Limerick. Rewfloid,
Paroonsfield and O^elpee.
At BaeoarappH for bou* h Windham, Windham Hilll
•a.d N orth Windham, rf*Jly.
By order ol the President.
Portland, Nov. 2, 1868. dtt

8 andiah, Ste'cp

To Travelers

Through

and not to be

«©

▲T

West,

Ttiddie

* tu»

Men,

Passenger Trains leave Portland daily
Sundays excepted) for South Berwick
and Boston, at 6.45, 8.10 A. M,
and 2.55 and C.OO PM.
Leave Boston tor Portland at 7.30 A. M., anu 3.00
'WMuotffean

and 6.00 PM.
Biddelord lor Portland at 7.30 A. V... returning at
5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth tor Portland at 9.20 and 10.00 A. M.,
and 5 CO aud 8.00 t\ M.
The train leaving Portsmouth lor Portland at 10.00
A. M ,does not stop at intermediate stations.
On Mondays. Wednesdays amt Fridays the 6 o’clk
P. M. tiain to and from Boston will ruii via Boston
& Maine R. R., stopping only at Saco, Biddeford,
South Berwick Junction, Duver, Exeter, Haverhill and Law renee.
On Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays it will run
via Eastern Railroad, slopping only at Saco, Bubtetord, Keunebunk, South Berwick Junction, Portsmouth, Kewburyport, Salem and Lynn.
Freight Trains daily each way, (Sunday excepted.)
FV.ANCiS OHASE, Supt.
apr28dtt
Portland, April 25,18i 8

Kennebunk,

■

Etectic Medical Injlrmary,

gra¥o

TO THE iiAOIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly’invites all Ladies. WLo
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged for the r
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating ali
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief m a short time.
LADIES wii! find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least. Injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with rail directions,
DK. HUGHES,
by addressing
lanl.l865d&vr.
No-14 Preble Street* Portland.

to

exchange

your

goods.

AliL

Term* to

Agent*.

Certificates giving a complete description ot articles to be sold lor One Dollar, will be sold at the rate
ot TFN CENTS EACH.
For a dub of Thirty, and $3.00,
The person senaiug it can have their choice of the
following articles as their commission : 20 </ar>>s q/’
cotton cloth, Harris Cloth Pants Pattern, Splendid
Bowie Kniie, Lancaster Quilt, Engraved .Silver
Spoon Holder, Pair Ladies’ extra quality Cloth
Boots, Print Dress Pattern, Worsted lireaklast
Shawl, White Linen Table Cloth, set ot steel bladed
Knives and Forks, set ot Silver Plated Forks, Em
bossed Table Spread, Elegant Engraved Silver Plated Gold Lined Goblet, Violin and Bow, Fancy l)ress

Pattern, Elegant Sdk Beaded Parasol, 100-picture
Photograph Album,Elegant Ivory Handled
Spangled Silk Fan, One dozen large size Linen Towels, Fancy Balmorol Skirt, Dadies’ Morocco Shop
ping Bag, Honeycomb Quilt, AlhambraQuiit, Ladies’
Splendid Square Wool Shawl, Ladies^ So id Gold
California Diamond Ring, G nt’s Plain or Engraved
Gold Ring (sixteen carets fine), Ladies’ Solid Black
Morocco

Express and Mail

Walnut Writing Desk, Ladies’ Fancy Black Walnut
Woik Box, Cottage Clock, one dozen Ladies’ Lim n
Handkerchief, extra quality, or One Dozen Gents’
Linen Handkerchiefs.
For n Club of Sixty, and $6.00
One of the following articles: 40 yards Sheeting,
Harris Cloth Pams and Vest Pattern, Pair Honeycomb Quilts, Cylinder Watch, Double Barrel ltitie,
Pistol, Fane? Cashmere Dress Pattern, Thibet Sha 1,
Three Yards Double width Waterproof Cloaking,
Four Yards Wool Frocking. Set ot Lace Curtains,
Ladies Double Wool Shawl, Silver Plated Card Basket, Splendid Engraved Silver Plated Ice Pitcher,
Engrrved Silver Plated Teapot, 100-picture Turkey
Morocco Photograph Album. Lancaster Quilt, Alpac
ca Dress Pattern, Engraved Silvei Plated, six-bottled Revolving Castor, Pa r Gent’s Cali Boots, Splendid Balmoral Skirt, Set of Ivory Handled Knives,
with Silver Plated Forks. Rosewood Frame Brass
Alarm Clock, Fair of All Wool Blankets, Splendid
Beaded and Lined Silk Parasol, Ladies’ Splendid
Morocco Travelling Bag, Pair ot Alhambra Quilts.
Thirty Yards Print or a Marsailles Quilt.
For a Club of One Hundred aud $10.00,
60 Yards Sheeting, Fancy Cashmere Coat, Pants and
Vest Pattern, extra qualify, Engraved Silver Placed
Six-bottled Revolving Castor, with Cut Glass Bottles, Pair Splendid Rose Blaukels, Splendid Engraved Silver Plaltd Tea Set, (three pieces, Siuar Bow l,
Tea Pot and Creamer,) Silver Plated Cake Basket,
Fancy Plaid Long Shawl, Twenty-five Yards Hemp
Carpeting, Splendid Violin and Bow’, English Baiage
Shawl, Splendid Alpacca Dress Pattern, SilverHunting Cased Watch, Splendid Bible with Elegant Steel
Engravings, Family Record and Photograph Page,
Poflin Dress Pattern, Engraved Silver Plated Ice
Pilcher, Splendid Beaver cloak Pattern, Sharp’s
Reviver, Splendid Accordeou, Music Box, One Pair
Fine Dvmask Table Covers with One Dozen Dinner
Napkins to match.
Commissions pop. Larger Clubs tnProportion

Druggists.

Agents w ill please take notice of this. Do not send
names, but number your clubs irom one upwards.
Make your letters short and plain as possible.

PRICE

Take Particular Notice.

No article was ever placed beiore <• ublic composed ot such perfect ingredients lor promotirg the
growth of the Hair, or lor rendering it beautifully
dark and glossy, causing it tv) curl or remain in any
desired position. It prevents the hair having a harsh,
wiry look. It prevents all irritated, itching scalp
skin. It affords a beautifully rich lustre, Its effects
will outlast any other preparation.
State Assayek’s Office,
20 State st., Boston,
j
Messrs. Hubsell, Wood & Co„
Gentlemen—I liavc analyzed Hursell’s Purity lor
the Hair and am lamiliar witn the formula with
wliichit is made.
This preparation contains ingredients which give
to It. the desirable characters of a superior hair dressing. Is tree from Sulphur, Lead, Silver, Adds, Alkalies, and may be used with entire salety.

Respectfully,
S. DANA HAYES,
(Signed)
State Assayer lor Massachusetts.

jyprepated only by

; So 5

J. C.
Chatham Bow, Boston.

HUliSELL & CO.,
mav H ThSTu
ly
and H. H. Hay.

B3T*So!d by W. F. Phillips & Co.,
1 YholesaleDruggists. Portland.

Chance !

Rare

FOR

SALE!

well known Foundry situated on Green Sis.,
the conveniences tor the
well turnlslied with all
at a bargain, on account of the
business, will he sold
the occupant.
111 "health.

THE

Terms ma.l.e easy.
toL. 3. GRAHAM

on

Apply
DODGk, Portland. Me., or R.

the premise*,
T. DODGE,

JOHN

ipswich,
__octlO-eolGw

Mass.

For Sale,

Stuck and Pictures of a Fruit and Confectionery Store. A hist rate location for a Lunch
Room, it being under tike U. S. Hotel. Satisfactory
Enquire at 4 Market
reasons! given for aelliog.

THE

Square, ppopite Old City Hall.
S. HAMILTON & CO.
uo7dlw*
■.

We cannot be responsible for money lost, unless
precautions are taken to ensure its safety.
>E\i) FOB LlKCdLABi.
Send your address in full. Town, County and State.

some

Lewiston and adjacent towns via Androscoggin R It, daily.
All messengers provided with sales for the better security of money and valuables
Great care has been taken by the Co. to
employ none but the most reliable and experienced
Portland.

BROWN Agent.

Express Co,

Liues cover all the Rail Road aud
fttcam Boat Routes between Boston
and all points in the State of

Our

Maine aud the Provinces,
with facilities thatj
ex-

can

In addition to our Cars by regular trains between
Portland aud Boston, we run a line of Red Cars
by the O P. M. express train, and are prepared to
contract to carry a large quantity of light freight
at Low Rn ew.
Messengers provided with safes for he safety and
security oi money aud valuable pare : accompany
each train and boat. We shall endeaw *n the future, as we have in the past, to give our v- trons the
utmost promptness and despatch in all business entrusted to our care.

Express leaves Office as follows: By Rail for all
Stations on P. S. & Portsmouth and Eastern Road
to Boston, at 8 15 A. M. and 4.15 P. M.
For all stations on Boston & Maine Road 4.15 P.

Through Freight by Express Train,Red
Cars, 5.15 P. M.
For Bangor and all Station on the Maine
Central Road 14 M. daily.
For l.ewision ii A.M.and 14 M.
For 8kowhegan and all Stations on the
Portland Ac Kennebec Road 14 M.
For Augusta and all stations this side at 7.15

Sleeping Cars

|

by Steamer

Office, At/ienamm Building, Blum
Street.

month, everywhere,
introduce the GENUINE IMPROVED
COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
MACHINE. This Machine will stitch, hem
lell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a most superior manner.
Prieo
only $18. Fully warranted tor live years.
We will pay $1000 for any machine that
will sew a stronger, more beautitul, or
more elastic seam than ours. It makes the
“Elastic Lock Stitch.” Every second stitch
can be cut,
and still the cloth cannot be pull cm 1
We pay Agents from $75
apart without tearing it.
to $200 per month and expenses, or a commission
AdBOS-

PITTSBURG, Pa., or
TON, MASS.
CAUTION.—Do not be imposed up’on by other
parties palming oft worthless cast-iron machines, under the same name or otherwise. Ours is the only
genuine amt really practical cheap machine manuoct!9d4w
factured.
sepl8w3m

ANTIDOTE,

to remove all desire tor Tobacco,
Tilts gn at, remedy is au excellent appetizer.
It purifies the bbod, invigorates the system, possesses great nourishing and strengthening power, enables the stomach to digest the heartiest mod, makes
sleep refreshing, and establishes robust health
Smokers and Chewers for Sixtg Tears Cured.—
Price. Fifiy Cents, post free. A treatise on the injurious rfteet of Tobacco, with lists ol references, testimonials, Ac., sent free. Agents wanted.
Address Dr, T. R. ABBOTT, Jersey Citv, N. J.

WARRANTED

P. M.

8.00 P. M

Trains.

Jnue

I,

WINSL.O .1'.

Daily Press

Job

Passenger Trains leave Portland at 1
!’• M. daily for all stations on this line,
Lewiston, Farmington and Stations on the

nBammn
anulbr

Ko&d; alio lor Bangor and intermediate stations on Maine Central road.
This train
connects with trains irom Boston leaving 7.30 A. M.
Leave Portland daily at 8.15 P M, lor Bath,Augusta, and intermediate stations, connecting w’ilh train
leaving Boston 3.00 P M,
Passenger trams are due at Portland daily, at 8.30
A M.and 2.05 P M; Freight trains at 2.50 and 6.50
P. M.
Fare as low by tins route to Lewiston.
Waterville,
Kendall's Mills and Baugor as by the Mains Central
road, and tickets purchased in Boston tor Maine
Central Stations are good for a passage on this line.
Passengers jYom Bangor, Newport, Ac., will purchase tickets to Kendall's Mills only, and after taking the cars on this road the Conductor will furnish tickets and make the tare the same through to
Portland or Boston as via the Maine Central load.
Stages for Uockland connect at Bath; and lor Bella* t at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival oi train Irons
Boston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and lor Solon, Ansor
Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake jit
Skowhegan, and for China. East aud North \ assaU
boro* at Va^salboro*; lor Unit} at Kendall’s Mill’s,
and for Canaan at Pishon’s Ferry.
W
H
Su^ei-iuteiade-ttC*
Augusta, Mav 30, 1868.
Junel-dtt

iiriprTT
SPRING

ARKAN-jt15MKNT,

Nov*

The

Cooking-Miracle

Agej

of the

ZIMM Ell MA X’S

Steam

Cooking Apparatus.

Cheap,

Simple, Economical!

DINNER COOKEI) for
twenty persons over
ONE holeoi the Stove. Can ‘be put on any
Stove or Range ready lor instifnt use.
Water changed to a delicious Soup by distillation.
Leaves the eutiie bouse free irom offensive odors in
cooking. Its results astonish all who try it.
Hr\Send lor a Circular.

A

For Male, ns iiIho Towu
Right* in tlie *taie, bv

aud

4'ouul)

JOHN COUSENS,

Exchange Street.
EVERY DESCRIPriON OP

Oiienery

&

York,

APPOINTED

Taylor, Growers,

293

Congress

st

ALSO,
lieinont & AikIpmoii, <-rocrr«, for, (ongrrM A Ailaniic Kto,
AGENTS lor the sale of their fine TEAS
and COFFEE* in Portland.
The nnparalled sneceseot this Company is owing
to the lacl that they Import their Teas direct from
the Tea Producing Districts of China and Japan, and
sell them at retail at C irgo Price-*, thus giving to the
consumer the immense profits paid here to tore.

SOLE

BOMB, & JOB PRINK,
Fixeoated with Neatness and Despatch.
office since 1 lie
Great Fire, with all kinds of New Material,
Presses, etc., we are prepared on the shortest possible notice to accommodate our
friends and tbo public with
our

Posters, Programmes,
BILL-HEADS, CIRCULARS,

Cards, Tags, Blanks, Labels,
And

HAVE

Coflee Co.,

every description ot

Printing.

Price

Lin!:

Oolong. 80, 90, loo, best SI 20 per lb.
Young Hyson, 90, loo, Ho, bestSl 25 per lb.
Japan, 100,110 best Si 25 per lb.
Mixed,Oolong and Japan,80, 90,100 best $1 20 per lb.
Old Hyson, 90, 100, 110, best $1 25 per lb.
Imiehial, 90; 100. 110, best Si 25 per lb.
Gunpowder, 100, 1 25, best SI 50per lb.
English Breakfast loo. 110, best Si 20
per lb.
Empire Co’a Cilfbrated Long Arm
Chop, 1 25.
Eng. Breakfast Cotlee,higbly reconi niened 26c. per lb
Pure Old Govern Sent Java Coffee, 40c per lb.
O^The above parties are our Sale Agents in PortBcp29-lyr
lanJL

Organs
Of tbe

TRIPS

latest improved Style aud Touc, Manufactur-

WM.

PER

Intdinatioual

Steamship

Dijfby,

Windsor

and

P.

by

HASTINGS,

Trips

C^uuecling

Eastport

at

with Steamer

and

sep30-dti_E,

Maine

Sea

Foam

.Dentifrice

I

Preparation is recommended bv eminent
Dentists, Physicians and Chemists, us being se-

mHIS

A

cond to

none in use, lor cleansing,
polishing and
preserving the teeth, hardening the gums, and imparting a pleasant odor to the breath; in (act it canIt acts not only us a
not be excelled.
powder, but as
a soap and wash, three in one.
Contains no mjurions grit or acid,
lry it. For sale by all druggists.
H. D JOHNSON, Dentist.
October 30. 4
---■-.-______________

Month sure, and no money reV/quirea in advance. Agents wanted
everywhere, male and female, to sell our Patent
Everlasting White Wire Clothes Line.
household should have this article.”—N. Y. “Every
Tribune.
Address American Wire
Co., 75 William st. S.
i. or 16 Dearborn
st., Chicago.
ocl9d4w

COLGATE & CO’S

TOILET SOAPS
nov

2, 1866.

dly

R. STPBttS, Agent.

Steamship Company
ARRANGEMENT.

NEW

Semi-Weekly
On

Line Z

and atter the IStli Inst. the tine

^gjjj-gwtsteaui.'r

Dirigo

and

Franconia,

will

lurther notice, run as follows
j-MeJ^^^^arittl
IHIlVl.-ga
lx uc Calls Wtrarr, Portland, everr
MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 5 F. M., anil leave
Tier 3S b. R. New York,
every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 4 F. Jl.
The Dingo ami Franconia are fitted tin with fine
accominoifo ions lor
passengers, making this the
most con uniehi and comfortable route lor
traveler,
between New York md Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Cabin Passage
84
*
Meals extra.
Uoo s forwarded to and from Monti
eal,
Quebec
Halitax. St. John, and ait parts of Maine. Shippers
arc icquusted to send ilicit
freight to the Steamer,
as early as 4 r, ai. ou the days
they leave Portland,
i or rrcight or passa ;e applv to
ilbNRY t OX, Uait’s Wharl, Portland. :
J. F. AMES, Plcr3» E. R. New Y'ork.

May

9-dtl

Inhuui

Route.

To Mt. Desert and Mackias,
Fall and Winter Arrangement.
TRIP PER WEEK.

ONE

After Nov. 3, t lie iavorite steamer LBW Is i ON, Olias.
peering,
i-'I'sX Muster, will leave Rai'road Whan,
foot ol stile St., every
Lriday

„.

*■“'

"

0'ct0c^i

at

ou

arrival ol Ljypress train irom Boston, tor Mae' 1.
a*i«rt touching at Uocklnml, Custinc, Deer Isie,
Sedgwick, Mi, Desert. UillSridge and Jouesport.
Returning,will leave Maehiasport every Tuesday
tlm iiiu,.. at 5o'clock.
The Lewiston usually connects with Sandlord’
Boston and Bangor si earner at Kocktaud.
BOSS & OI L'Kt.l \ ANT, General
Agent..,
"9

Portland, Nov. 3, 1868.

*%«{}

BOSTON!

FOR
Winter

Arrangement l

The new and superior lea-go.Tl
steamers JOHN
BKOOK.S, il

MONTREAL, haring beeu fitlli
uj.ai great ex pc-us, with a lu&J

I

run

.•
the

n urn Ik
season as

rotbea ut ilul

follows:

State

KoomL
^

Leaving Atlantic Wharf, PortUno at7o’clock
*n«i India Whan,
Boston,everyday 't5 ,’olock P,
M, (Sunuays excepted.)

.V.

Deck,..
Freight taken as usual*
Sept Li,

I

^
*

1868-dtl

A .SURE

CUKE FOR

C A T A R R H
OEMERITT'S
American Catarrh Remedy.
Boston, June 19, 1868.
v,
Messrs n
R. J. ¥4
Demerltt & Co-Gents: For the Is*
teen years 1 was afflicted with Cronic Catarrh.
I
pi
have used
many Catarrh remedies but obtained no
m ip until I tried
your North American Catarrh
Remedy. When I commenced using It 1 had nearly
lost my voire; less than two packages
completely restored it to me again, as can be vouched for bv the
many who knew me, the remedy having the desired
effect. 1 would sav to all who are troubled with this
disease, try the Xoith American Catarrh Remedy,
and you will be jatisUed with the result.
North

N. S.

LILLIE,

w
Employed tor 16 years by the Amencau Express Co,
_

Charlestown. Mass,, 1867..
Demerltt, Lear .Sir: 1 cannot refrain from
the greatest gratitude to you; Inlanguage to express the great benefit I have received from your North American remedy. For ten yea. a I was afflicted with chronic Catarrh, gradually growing worse, until I had almost
become a burden to myselfand those around me. I
was Induced by a trieml to
try your remedy ; I have
used not quite one lockage, and id my astonishment I am entirely cured.
I sav to ihose afflicted
with Catarrh, try it, and you will be cured ot that
annoying disease.
Mt;S. MARY BAKER, 147 Warren st.
These test monlals area sample oi what we are
dally receiving. Wewairant it »o give immediate
and permanent relief, as can be attested
by thousands who have used it. Sold
by all druggists. Price
$1.25 a package.
R. J. DEMERITT &
CO., Proprietors.
Tested tree at their offlee, 117 Hanov 5 st, Boston
Send tor Clrcnlaff, Wholesale Agents in boston—
0.0. (food win A Co. E. L Stan wood & Co, Wholesale Drug .data, 47 and 49 Middle st, Sole
Ageuta tor
Portland. Me.
auglleod3m
_

_

expression of
deed l have no

an

Farmsrs and

Housekeepers
Englatd,

f

TAKE
IF

of
J

NOTICE !

\0U WANT CHEAP SOAP, and at the
time the very best of Soap, use

only genuine
it will make much iu

same

Lyc in
r«*

bogus Lye.

the market.
A box of
soap than Potash or any

MANUFACTURED

BY

Venn’a Salt Mfinufacturiny Co.9

•4

Wo.

CRYOT.ITE, and Manufacturers
following Standard Chemicals:

ot

Natroua

Sal Soda,
Porous Alum,
Mumdc Acid,
Reid. Petroleum,
Chlor 01 Calcium,

MAINE.
The Organ is the best Heed Instrument now in
use,
voiced with a rich, mellow and powerful tone.
The
great aim has been to manufacture an instrument to
please the eye and satis y the car.
Also improved Melodeons, the latest of which i a
newly arranged Swell, which does not put ihe in-

I IN

^k

hand Piano Fortes ot the best styles
dc9eodlv
\VM.«I\ HASTINGS.

on

and tone.
KT-1 rice list sent

bv'mail.

_

Nirrd,

W’alcr

Agent.

Saleratus,
Caustic soda,
Sul. Acid,
Nitric Atld.
Ret I SapoQlflar
Salt,
Copperas, ate.

lor

llo.iou

New England.

augSleod*w3m

CATARRH.

strument out of tune.

Also keeps

**

of the

MOREY & CO.,

15 Chestnut Street, Portland,

No. 1 Printers’ Exchange,

mt. JOHNSON'S

bELLK

BKuWN lor St. Audrews, Rohbiuston and
Calais,
and with N. D. & o.
Radway lor Woodstock
Hou (ton station*.
Connecting at st. John with the E. & N. A. Railway tor Shediac and intermediate staiiois, aud
with Steamer Empress tor Digby, Windsor and Halifax, ami with Steamers lor Fiedericktou.
Freight received on (lavs ot sailing until 4
o’clock P. M.

Natrona Bi Curb. Soda,

Which lor neatness and dispatch cannot be surpassed
Orders from the country solicited, to which
prompt attention will be paid.

FOSTER, PROPRIETOR.

Week.

pet*

ON and alter Monday. October 5,
tin hicamei NEW
BRUNSWICK,
Capt. E. B. WLNcaEsTEB, aud
the Htiainer NEW ENGLAND,
-'
E.
Capt.
Fivld, will leave Railroad Wharl, foot oI Stale Street,
every Monday and
Thursday, at a o’clock P. M., lor Eastport aud St.
John.
Returning will leave St Jjhn and Eastport on
same days*

PITTSBURGH, PA.

Catalogues, &c.,

N. A.

Halifax.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

Two

Importers

Exchange St., Portland.

Co.

Eastport, Calais, St. John.

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS

Press Job OOice

WEEK.

or Concentrated
Lye,
ami Melorirons Saponifier,
The Ready Family Moap Tinker.
ed

We hive superior facilities for the execution ol

Bangora

Cainuefi, Beilast, Sear-sport, Sandy Point, Buxport.
Winter port and Hump ten.
Returning, will leave Bangor, every MONDAY.
WEDNESDAY, and FRIDAY, morning at t» o’clock
touching at the above named landing*.
For particular* enquire of
RUSS & STURDIVANT,
General Agent*, 1.y Commercial M,
Portland May 12, leC8.
<1,1

D. J.

Kennebunk. Me.

New

to

Steamer CITY OF
RICHMOND
William K. Deunison, Master, will
X
hailroad Wharl toot ot State St.,
*4S5SeS2S|..*very MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
MilDAV t1.veiling at 10 o’clock or no the arrival
ot Express Train nom Boston,
touching at Rockland,

EDWIN NOTES, Sant.
noSdt*

1, isee

Office, Empire Tea and

Exchange

Having completely relurnished

THREE

will

~;XSSBSO On and alter Monday, A [it il [Mil,
M>»' 'irrent. trains will teayo Portland fu
Rancor and all intermediate station on Ibis Hue, at
110 P. M. daily. For Lewiston and Auburn
only, at
7*10 A. M*
J^-Kreigbt, trains for Waterville and all intone.diate stations, leave Portland at 8.26 A. M,
Train irom Banner is due at Portland at 2.13 P. M,
in season to connect with train for Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only, at 8.10 A. 28.

y>’m

Ualilax

Hu-Established!

Androscoggin

Oi

No. 1 Printers’

Line

Inside

1808.

THE

—

Sept. 18,12w

Arrangement,

Summer

iaa 3-dtf

to $200 per
male ami female, to

TOBACCO

night

all

A, M.

2.15

a'*

EVERY NATIKOAY.ai 4 o’clock P. ..
tJT Returning leave Pryor’s Wharf, llaltlax, f.r
Portland, every Tuesday at 4 o’clock P. M.
Cabin passage, wilh .State room, $8.
Meals extra.
For lurther miormaiion apply to L. HILLINGS,
Atlautie Whan, or
JOHN POKTEOUS, Agent.
May 1G, 1868. UGrn

Portland 4 Kennebec R. E.

Portland &

OF RICHMOND, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday Evenings, 7*50.
For Machias by Steamer LEWISTON, Tuesday
aud Friday Evenings, 7.50.
For St. Joiiu. Eastport. Calais, by Steamers
NEW ENGLAND and NEW YORK, Mondav,Wednesday aud Friday, 4 o’clock P M.

-7ANTED-AGEIVTM75

be made.

on

8.10

The Company are not reaj»onsSjie tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that perar nal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rata cl
one passenger tor every $500additfotia value.
C. J. BRYDUES, Managing Director,
R. BA1LR Y, Local Superintendent.
dtf
Portland, Sept. 19, 18€8.

CITY

Daily

i:>'6 FIlDPRAL STREET.
BOSTON, MASS.

can

follows:—

a9

P. M.

J. i*.

Nb'
-nip AH 1,011
v, .ua&ier, will nail lor
from Gail’s Wharf,

checked after time

or

ss

weacitaHS

Montreal, Que-

From South Paris and Lewiston, at
From Baugor, Montreal, Quebec and
the West, at
Local Train from South Paris and intermediate stations, at

Money. Bills, Dratrs, Notes, Gold, Merchandise,

Septl8-4w_

amount

bo received

IN.

Fluoride,

S. C. THOMPSON, &: Co.

from which twice that
dress SECOMB & CO.,

can

ladtf

Line

$t4>am*iii|>

Halifax,

M.

Trains will arrive

nure

ecuIm

5,P.

at

Jy

TO-

above staled.

and valuables'or forwarding or collection entrusted
to our care will receive prompt attention.

_augl8d3m_

.Hals

India

irom

E. THOKPF:.

BIKEUT

West
Local Train for South Paris, and intermediate sta

Crewe in I Lxpreis Forwarder*, Collection
and f'rau*po rial ion Agent*.

Mercantile

mad fiend Money by KegisSPBi*
fri ed
effer, when possible. In some instances
nave refuged to forward letters
Postmasters
Country
to us, supposing that our business came under the
law against Lotteries, Gilt Enterprises. &c although
it lias been over and over declared law ml by the legal authorities. This action is instigated by the jealousy of Country Merchants. In case any Postmasters should again decline to forward Jotters, SKiX 1>
BY FXi’ft&FNft.

Train lor Bangor,
at 1.10 P. M.

bec and the

Merchants and

For Naco River and all Stations on
Rochester Road, at 1 and 5 P. M.
For Penobscot River to Bangor

GOMERY; Boothbay,

Monday, Sept. 21,1868,
follows

$1X0.

Mills

UP" Freight received at Atlautie Wiiart for each
route at 1 odock P. M. on days previous to sailinc
Enquire of
HARRIS, ATWOOD & Oo„
Or
UHAS. McUAUGHUlN&UO.
Agents—Waldoboro, GENi'UER & FlUGLEl,
Round Pond, J. NlUlioLs;
Damariscotta. A.
FARNHAM, Jk.; Hodgdoo’s Mills,R. & 1, MONT-

at 7.10 AM.

No baggage

have*

The SuinlleHt Article sold foe ONE DOEhAlt cau be exchanged lor it Salver
Plated, Five Bottled devolving
Canlor, or your Choice of a
large variety of oilier Article* upon Exchange
List.

$1,50; Hoilgdon's

Station, Portland:
Express Train lor Lewiston and South Paris, connecting at South Paris with mixed train lor (iorii m

Tlie ••Only Through” Express Line
to Sew York.

press

C"»*

railway i

as

Laiuliuigs.

■■

Steamer “Choo. Hnuabvlou,” AUDEN WlNCHEN|eaTe
Fort
**-»’1
.1 u isrVlaii'l,
every WEDNESDAY
morning, at 7 o'cloik lor Boothbay, Bouml Pond and
Waldoboro. Every SATURDAY morniugai7o'clock
for Boothbay, Hodgdou's M ills anil Datnariseotta.
Raruit-NINO—will leave Dainariscotla every Mon.
day morning at 7 o'clock, and Waldoboro' eveiy
Thursday morning at 7 o’clock, tor Poi Hand and in.
temiediutc landings.
Fare irom Waldoboro to Portland
$1,00; Rout d
Pond $1,00; Damariscotta
$1,00; Boothbay $1,10
Hodgdou’s Mills $1,00,
Fare from Waldoboro to Boston bv lloat
$2,00;
Round Pond $2,00: Damariscotta
$2,(iO; Booihbs*

ARRANGEMENT.

an(I a*ter
rains will run

Damariscotta,

jl BACH, Muster, will
_J1 All.ANTIC WHARF,

street

Express Couip’y.

other

■—

DAN ADA.

WINTER

NEW ENGLAND

Eastern

mm
OK

tions,

Messengers on all routes.
93 Exchange and 40 Market Nt,

ARRANGEMENT,

Junction, Portsmouth

plain''manner,

to receive.

popular and economical method of doing
business in tbe conntry.
By Patronizing this sale you have a chance

°P0|^W0!IJTH R. R.

Consmeuciaic Monday, I?Iny 4*.fc, I8t.N«

cause”,

the

West,

dtt

SACO a

many men of the age of thirty who aie
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bind
der, otteu accompanied by a slight smarting or hurt.lag sensation, and weakening the system in a marner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will oiten 1 e
fouud,and sometimes small particles of semen or a1bumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue. again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There are many men who die of this
difficulty,
which is the
ignorant of the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WFA80?KS*.
lean warrant a perfect cure in such cases, aua a
fill ami healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
^Persons who cannot personally consult the Di.,
can do bo by writing, in a
a desent
f un of their diseases and the appropriate remedirs
will be forwarded immediately.
4A11 correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned, if desired.
Addreef
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street.
Next door to the Preble House,
Portland, Pe.
*ar Bend a Stamp for Circular

and controlled

North

W. I>. LITTLE & C«., Agents.

Dec 14.

ate

by
OWNED
Manutacturers of New England.

THK

and

SUMMER

are

The most

&outh

By all the principal Routes, via. UoNiouHad
Worcester to Albany and the New York
Ceulrul Kailway lo Buffalo or Niagara
Katin; thence by the Oreal Wenlera or l.akr
Shore ttailroadn, or via New York Dily ami
the Erie. Allaalie and f-reat Wetfrru anc
Peuuiiylvidnia f eufral Kuilwayn.
For sale at the Lowmt Bute* at the Only l'u«
ion TickelOfflee, No. 40 l-J £xebange M.»
Portland.

Young men troubled with emissions In sleep,— a
complainr generally the result of a bad habit »u
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure wa»e anted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one cr
more young men with the above disease, some nt
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed te
have it. All BiichcaseB yield ro the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice In perfect health.

[no

paid for until you know what you

Tickets

SKEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN' 8EASON.

EACH.

ONE DO EE A It

arkavgement.

»»T«r Wednesday. Hoy. L
'■MJg&gk .25
1"8 ?”1,
trams will ruu as follows:
Saco Liver lor Fortlaml al
lcav,e
•ff.u'o
oil
Vai58
ami 9.00 A. M., ami 3.4o P. M
r,,.«v* Pori land
°
tor Saco River 7.15 i. M.. 2.0
and 5.30 F. S«
trains
leavv
Sato
River
0-40.
M.
Krciyht
;V*oittvi»d

Pains and Aches, and Lassitude ami Nervn.s
Pros*ration that may follow Impure Coition,
arc the Barometer to the whole system.
l>o not wait for tl»e consummation that is sure to fo
low; do not. wait for Unsightly Ulcers, lor
Disabled Limbs, lor Loss of Beauty
and Complexion,
Xfcowsanda«3ac Te«tif>
hy Unhappy Kxntrienc?!

For Waldoboro.

any other Route, from JUame

The

i'here

Red need!

And Intermediate

« m
5..50

Ai who Lave committed an excess of any iued’
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer year?,

the unitorm price oi

to be sold at

.

PWTUHOt HOMESTER R.B.

Slavs isafitfiacii.

sept 19-dtt

Silks, Shawls, liress Goods, Linen
Goods l inens, I>ry Goods, * ottous, F. sn«y Goods, Albums,
JBibles, Silver Elated
Ware,Cutlery, Watches, Sewing Macliines, &c.

T

H

Ticket* at Lg*m Kate*
Via Boston, Hew York Central, Buffalo ami Detroit.
For information apply at 282 Congress et. l.HU'1
Trunk Ticket Office
|n3’iiSd.iwlv E». «. ill.AIVCHAKO, AkcuI,

.-

CHAS. A.

—OF—

by

Ilian

rnsSESHM

physician,

ror

These articles

E

WFJ3W**'. all Points West,tw» the
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

Public

(« tt*r

Every Intelligent and thinking person must know
h%c remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested exjx?rience in
the bands of a regularly educated
whose
preparatory studies fit him for all the duties I19 must
fulfil; yet thecountrv is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the wor?d,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selectirg
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet Incontrovert
ble fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; for
pis a point generally conceded by the best syphilo.tr
tillers, that the study and management of these come
dlaiuts should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time *o LO'.-Vhiniseif acquainted with their pathology, commot.iy
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated gndd*7igerons weapon, the Mercury.

day.

AUTHORITY.

Fare

cess.

Goods tor all points oh the Portland and Kennebec
R Ii forwarded daily. For Bancor and ,<11 points on
the Penobscot River, and lor Eastport, Calais, ami
St John N B, every Aloud .y, Wednesday, and Fri-

LICENSED BY THE

Trunk 1>« pot,

This House has been thoroughly renovated
newl furnished throughout, and fitted
with all the modern improvements, and will
i_ibe opened for the accommodation of the
public on Monday, Sept 14. People visiting Portland
will find in it even convenience, pleasant rooms,
clean beds, a good table, and reasonable rates.
It
is convenient 10 the business o uter of the city, and
is within one minute’s walk of the G. T. Depot, New’
York, Boston. Halifax and Liverpool steamers. The
Horse Cars to all parts of the city pass its doors,

FOUNDRY

For Sale.

You must cure the lesfering nicer in the head and
the difficulty in tho throat and stomaoli, from this
load of phlegm constantly pouring trom the head, is
removed. It must be cleaned out, instead of adding
snqff and more tilth.
Buy none ot the Doctors’ remedies unless in pure
white wrappers.
CUT TH IS OUT, post it up, and never forget
there is ONE PLACE you can g«*. or be carried, and
have all physical pain removed iree of expense, at
No. 170 Chatham-square, New York, and 12 Hannover street. Boston, when all other doctors give you
up as hopeless.
Folks possessed of common wit,
Buy b. ttles that white wrappers fit,
But tool.-, are often caught and sold
With printed wrappers, brown and old.
Sept. 18-4w

_

surroundings as

75

Parties

paiu'in

8. C. TllOALl SON & COfS

tidious taste, and to the favor of the entire public.
The location has beeu chosen as well lor its beautiful

traverse

Sleds,

Horse

ant ot the sunken cellais of ti e meanest tenement
house, or tor the owners ot brown stone and marble
palaces ot Filth Aveuue. All, all are treated alike,
and each wait their turn for an application ot that
wonderful remedy, PAIN PAINT and all distress,
pain, and misery, vanishes instantly, as it commanded by a supernatural agent The scepter of the kingdom ot pom is broken under the touch of the brush,
and crumbles like a spider's web, where before it
hold its victim with an iron grasp tor scores of years.
Hundreds ol physicians have witnessed the operations with astonishment, and tbo.-e who expected to
scoff and laugli returned to pi ay. A tactory in
Brooklyn and the office in New York is driven to its
utmost capacity day and night. The Doctor’s friends
urge him to double the price at once; but the Doctor
with an emphatic No, settles the matter. The people shall have it, and every body else, tor 25 cents,
50 cents. §1, £3, §5, and §8 per bottle, and c.ur select
what size they please. Those who are able certainly
will purchase the largest sizes, for they contain sixteen ot the dollar bottles, amt hold enough to drive
pain headlong, instead of a small bottle that removes
pain only by inches.
Dr. WOLCOTT is a man of business.
He has
been in the same office nearly six years, and folks
know just where to find him. He has no time to
visit tace courses or base ball matches—hardly time
to snatch a lunch.—People of common scuse know
that he means just what be says. He has too much
honor to make a single talse statement.
It is needless tor us to state the success he has al
ready achieved in the sale of liis old standard remedy, the ANN1H1LATGR, universally patronized tor
catarrh and colds in the head, which is to-day the
only leading and reliable remedy tor that loathsome
yet universal complaint. Still more, he now puts
up the ANNlHlLATOit in pints, instead ot ha/J
pints, and makes it one-quarter stronger and more
efficient, He has cured, by the use ot this valuable
medicine, not only thousands of almost hopeless cases
ot catarrh, but hundreds of weak nerves. Many a
man whose hands trembled to such a degree that it
was impossible to read a newspaper without laying
it on a desk, ami who could scarcely write their
Pint
names once a week, find immediate benefit.
bottles bold three ot the 50 cent bottles, and he sell?
Thoubottles
to
one
of
the
smaller
size.
fitly pint
sands suffer who would be wholly restored irom
that disgusting disease, CATARRH, which leads directly to lung complaints, dyspepsia, weak nerves,
the side and stomach, ami liver complaint.
Doctors in gt-ueral do not understand Catarrh ami
few are bold enough to deny it. Nothing ever taken
into the stomach can cure it, tor the disease is iu the
head. You might as well put a plaster on the foot
to cure an ulcer on the hand.—Catarrh is an ulceration in the head and a running sore; the matter tails
in the throat and clogs it; at night runs down to the
stomach and undermines the whole constitution.
Catarrh snuff will always produce catarrh and aggravate the disease. A sneeze is nature’s most emNo, ami dust ot any kind is most positively

Hotel,

The NEW and ELEGANT ST. JAMES
HOTEL, situated on Franklin Square,combines in its construction every modern domestic convenience and luxury, the aim having been to furnish
.a house which shad commend itselt to the mo-t fas-

runner*.

All of which wo will sell at a low price.
wishing to pureliase will please call ut

day,

We know our stomachs were not made
To drench with Purgatives,
Brute instinct shuns the hateful dose
And every child that lives.
A TREMBLING MAN. There is a man whose
hand does not tremble, but bandies a brush with
dexterity, and lays on the PAINT that neve leaves
color or stain. He paints girls, hoys, men and women, bv t e hundreds, every day and eveniug. He
removes pain as if by magic, of
any name or nature,
whether chronic or acute, from a simple mosquito
bite to the most frightful cancer.
Broken down,
trembling pa dents are sent by the officers ot hospitals to WOLCOTT’S Office, No. 170 Chatham square,
s'an all pain is mnovedtor every application,
free of expense", without money or price, lor the ten-

Nov 12-dtt

PURITY FOR THE HAIR?

TO I*

Two

llO

WITH

Large Parlors, Leading Looms,
Ba'h Boom and Billiard Sal!

STEAM PACKET CO.

HAVE ON HAND A LOT OF

»

STATE OF MAINE.
CUMBERLAND 8S:
orDg^jg received Oct- 1,1808, at 5 li. 30
tr. jvl, and
recorded in Book p#2, page 300.
*
Attest,
EBEN feEACII, Register.

oc8e'Sew)

rewarded.
PORTLAND

nolOdlf

88:

Personally appeared Con vers O. Leach. HoJ'd
Parker and Edward Robinson, and made oath tr^ «»
truth of the above certificate and
acknowledged thf.
same as their tree act.
Betore me,
(Signed)
WILLIAM L. PUTNAM,
[Stamp]
Justice ot the Peace.

R^igry

Port-

of the

fSAi>a*k®B'
"WAt!D RUBINSCN.

[Stamp]
CUMBERLAND,

JMWWBMBBMMWWaiai

Lost!
eontaing a Receipt Book

P.

($12,000) doiktt,

between 10 A. to. and 3 P. M.

■"

LOST ANE> FOIJ2TII.

One

a

Hour and drain and General Commission Business,

SPECIAL

st.

ONE

WE

subscribers have this day formed
copartTHE
nership business under the firm
of

AT

sts.

FESSENDEN,
59 Exchange

‘S o Let,
3 story brick Store, No. 50 Union St. Also 2
and 3 stories Hopkins’ Block 14.9 1-2 Middle St.
ST. JOHN SMITH.
Apply to
May 21-dtt

d&wlm

ROBINSON

Dantoith Street.

A

Copartnership
for

47

HARMON,
of carrying on the

110

TOGETHER

J. L. FARMER,

augGdtf

The undersigned have this
nership under the firm name of
the purpose

Pearl and Cumberland sts,

ot

water conveniences.
Also, Houses on Pearl st., and Cumberland Terrace. fitted with all modem conveniences, abundance of pure hard and soft water.
Now ready for occupancy. Apply to

copartnership heretofore existing between

SHORT & LORING, is this day dissolved by
mutual consent
Either pnrtv will settle the attairs
of the firm at No. 110 Middle Street.
Portland, Oct. 31, 1808.

■.ORINU, SHORT

Exchange

Street.

MT.

TO
or

copartner-

the purpose ol dealing in goods usually kept In
retail slore.
LUTHER BILLINGS,
ALBERT FOGG.
Oct
12.
1868.
Bridgton,
no7-lw*

Pos-

fitted up in good style for Apothecary,Dry Goods
STORES
with cemented cellars and

Notice.

contain*

Hofei

modern

E. H. GILEESPIE, Proprietor.

STORE

CO.

firm is authorized to settle all debts due
the late firm aforesaid.
ALBERT FOGG.
1868.
HORACE BILLINGS.

Copartnership

AP3U8TA, MAI1TE.

St. Munioy. Enquire of H. RO WE,
tne premises, next to “Bakery.”

new

by

Augusta House !

on

3 tore to Let.
No. 2 Galt Block, Commercial st.
session given Jan’y 1,1869. Inquire ot
JOHN C. PROCTER,

ci

We know all Pills hav» had their
That phy sic is deceit;
The L ncct and the bloody Bowl
We never more shall greet.

TICKETS

LESS

phatic

Cheap Tenement to Let.
Lafayette
ON
Architect,
oct 26 dtf

■Veil I he Preble
Haute,
h6 can be consulted
privately, a-’.* wl’h
the utmost oontidenco by the afflicted rt
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. Ii. addresses those who are suffering under
tie
affliction orprivate diseases, whether arising from
impure count* tion or the terrible vice of “elt-abut-e
Devoting his entire time to that particular bran.-b
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Curb in all Casks, whether of long
standing or recently controcted. entirely removing the
dregs of disease from the system, and waking a perfect and permanent cube.
He would call the attention of the affPcted to the
laot of hip long-standing and well-earn?d reputation
famish’n? suffteiect assurance of his ekill and suc-

WHBHB

day

STBAittJBttS.

STO ALL FAKTS OF THE

injurious.

UOTELS.

Furnished House to be Let.
'HE subscriber will let bis
rl
J

!

of

&

or

Furnished House to Rent,

STATE OP MAINE.

Everybody.

aoyMn_W-

FOGG

of

ALBERT FOGG

Boots!

J. w.

name

T ANN IN G

tal

Whole Stock l«„st be Sold
wllklm eo
Prices to suit
CaU anl

under the firm

tmsli,\a8U“in^Vportlnl,rr8aC,.Ciis
bvJa!1nAufnd

St.

Now is the time to
buy your Winter

vSSsSST

Partnership.

dissolved October 20tb, 1868, bv mutual consent.
ALBERT hOGG and LUTHER* BILLINGS will
coutinue to carry on the business ot

(10NVERS

Corner F and Seventh
Streets.
WASHINGTON,I).0.
P.O.Box 249.
Me.
G.E.Bbown,ol

IVo. lO

Mass

Apply to J. A. RICKER on the premises,
CLAFLIN, 7 Exchange St., Portland.

nov4dtf

is

^papers

: r:;10'

THuMAS WILDES.

#

FOB SALE CB TO LET.
HOUSE corner Myrtle and Oxford Street,
12 rooms; hard and soft water,
gjjj containing
lighted with gas. convenient for one family.
If not so!d by first ol November, house will be to
let. For particulars
apply at 27 Myrtle Street.

The

near

brook.
to J. F.

A. MERRILL,
G. W. DAVIS.
novl0d2w

1st, 1868.

Boston,

st, suitable tor one or two
ALFORD DYER.
«*>7 Market Square.

To Let-

on

FOGG oi Bridgton, and HORACE BILLINGS of

view to

Patentability
U 10

TOothe
“

LARGE

the

on

hereby given that the copartnership
NOTICE
subsisting at Bridgton, Me., between ALBERT

exam

aseenatn

pleasant Rooms without board, for
single gentlemen or gentleman and wife, at No
15 Spring street.
nol2<13t*

of six rooms, with stable connected,
Business! TENEMENT
Woodford’s Corner,WestProspect Hill,

Notice cf Dissolution cf

and the ofti-

B' &
make
'rvry examinations in the
? Patent Wi"
Office, with

Street.

_A_

and

Hou?e oil Deer
families. Apply to
Nov 10-dti

BOOK AND 8TATI0NEKY BUSINESS

Foreign Patents

MThe

BOSTON.

To Let.

No. 35 St. Lawrence St.

for

B EADLE,

N cY L E !

subscriber offers for sale his House built
in the most substantial manner and in modern style, two and one half stories high, with
14 rooms, 14 closets, and will rent readily at 15 per
cent on cost. Terms liberal. Inquire at 48 Lincoln

/

DAVIS, BRICK

Shoe

and

copart

a

ol

For the purpose of caryiug

Copartnership

Solicitors of

American

day formed

MERRILL &

OBTAINED IIy

BROWN

Notice.

name

dbm

Patents for Seventeen Years

Apply at No
B.H. CLAYTON.

no9olw#

TO LET.

ME.

____

in

Koora*'

Wanted.
private family, Three Gentlemen Boarders

To Let.

Copartnership

ANIISE.SEED,

y

E <>

noSdlw*

Free St.

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

LUTHER

For Couchs, Golds Shorttess of
Breath,
Asthma, &c

two brick houses with French roots, just
A erected on Congress Street, near State. They
first
class iu every particular, being plumbed
are
thoroughly for hot ana cold water. The bathing
and dining rooms are finished in Chestnut and black
walnut. They have good yards, with a rear passage
Ai>
way accessible trom Pine or Congress Streets.
W. H. STEPHENSON.
ply to
»ct30dft
2d National Bank.

room

at

Board,

lor

BALSAM OF HOARHOUNB

from

mile

First Class Houses tor Sale.

Gentleman and wi'e
be accommodated with
A pleasant
trout
and boyrd. Also table board

WQmmtmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmaaatmaBBaaaBaKi

!

MRS. I>IIVSMOKE’S

a

Saccarappa Village, in lots from five to twenty
acres.
Inquire at CE. QUIN BY & CO’S Store,
no7-10d*
Saccarappa.

Casco Iron Co.

and Wife can be accommodated
with pleasant front Rooms and good board, in a
private family, within five minutes walk cf the Post
Office, by addressing “J. D.,” Box 42, Portland, Me.
November 10,1868. dlw*

on corner

hours,

ROOMS.

AND

Patent*,

BROWN’S NEW BLOCK.

Oct

la cure nny
iu‘44
or money refunded.

FOR SALE!
land situated about j of

LOT of

A

corner

canvass

Life Assurance Society.

r

t

CLIFFORD)

11.

Gome? of Brown and
J»10

ENGLISH

Warranted

rooms, with out-buildings.
For particulars enquire of DAVID CHENEKY,
near the Farm, or S
CHENERY, No 11 Exchange
no9dlw&eod3w*
St, Portland, Me.

can

Has Removed to

The

Cougli Remedy

-ju»

wood, pasture

TTIiOUGli

FOUND AT HIS

A’o. 14 Preble Street,

Bur theory
Is always humbug,
Men ot sc ence
Full of lies.
Pain Paint has been tested, kree o’
cost, over ten
months, every
(except Sundays) at 170 Chatham
square. New York, lor the removal and cure of all
manlier ot pain and disease.
I he office is constantly crowded w ith patients, rain or shine. Every person who buys Pam Paint, or tries it tree ot cost,
knows that all who call it humbug tell a falsehood.
We want no poison iu our lips,
No pills to swallow down ;
We want no burning liniments
In Cit
County, Town.
We want t know the laws of health,
We want to shun disease,
We want few Doctors’ Bills to
pay,
Or Uudei takers’ fees.

ou

the line of the Grand Trunk Road,
the farm known as the Che erv
Farm. Said Farm contains about
-J eighty acres ot laud well divided in
House cont.iins eight
and tillage.

2 tenement house well built, with all
ANEW
modern conveuiencies. Also barn and stable,

Boarders Wanted.

v

Counsellor

to aud

GREAT

Farm for Sale.
In part or whole, in Falmouth,

Middle Street.

reliable Agents wanted to

and

for the
ACTIVE

was

BUTLER & CO.

Block,
Argus copy.

Dovl2dl w

GENTLEMAN

J. Smith & Co.)

o

ALBERT

Eagle,
Queen of tbe West, Samoa's Minnesota
BertschyN Best,
Klenwood, Ac., Ac.
wiU
advantage to sgive
„.P.U^nwr8
fi,ni1 U t0
us a call before
purchasing.

tail to increase in value.
00 down, balance $300 per annum,
Terms only
One half of house will rent tor $150.
GEO. R. DAVIS &
CO.,
Dealers in Real Estate, No. 1 Morton

Portland. July 20, 1868.

WEB,

91! MIDDLE

m

Nov

Brillicaut St. Louis, (xothic,
Prairie Belle
«lo
Castle,
Columbus It. do
Quincy

ranged ior two tamilics, -i mated on a corner lot 33
by 65, within <eu minutes walk of the Post Office,
ni a good neighborhood, and where property caunot

aug29

l

Marrett & Poor’s New Block, where may betcund a
full assortment ot Leather Belting, as cheap, and
equal to any in New England. Belting and Loom
Straps made to order. Also tor sale, Belt Leather
Backs an«l Sides, Leather Trimmings, Lace Leather,
Belt Hooks, Copper ltivets and Burs.
jyl9dtf

stock:

onr

For $2,500!
tor a mechanic with small capiANtal,opportunity
to secure a home. A 2J story house, ar-

BK

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS W

Not acqnaint ;
For they always
Have been jealous
When their patients
Use Pain Pamt.
Pile up facts
As high as
mountains,
Flash the truth
Before their eyes.

ONE

T.

Has removed to

conBt&nr-

to eight (N) dollars below former
prices.
Ibe following brands may be lound in

halt ol a new 2! story double house, containing 12 finished rooms, arranged for two
families, gas and water up stairs and down; house
painted, blinded and papered; good cellar, is now
renting for $400 per annum. Terms one-half cash,
bal. one yeir.
Situated in a good neighborhood between Cumberland and Oxford s*s. on Smith.
A
good opportunity lor investment or ior one desirous
of a borne. This property is offered one thousand
dollars less than market value.
GEO. K. DAVIS, & Co.,
Apply to
Dealers in Real Estate.
nol2dlw
Argus copy.

A ted

Wanted!

Agents

BOARD

Manufacturer of Leather Belting,

Messrs. LATHAM, BUTLER & 00.,
a large assortment ot
ly on
Choice 8ouriieru & Western Flour
which they are prepared to sell at from lour (4)

For $2,400! !

dtt

o»

THE SALE OF
PUBLIC SALE

OR

BY PRIVATE

CAN

Are open wide ;
Ever since tLe
First of August
Thousands have
Pain Paint applied.
Those v\ ho lie,
Or call it humbug,
Are the doctors.

TO

Board

a. M.BBE

New Flour Store.
TAKEN STOKE No. 7S Commercial I
HAVE
Street* (Thomas Block) and will keep
hand

Also a few single
oc31dlw*ttl

Wanted!
COAT MAKERS. Apply to
FRED. PROCTOR,

CUSTOM
libitf

PAID

AtALL ROADS.

DR. J. B. HUGHS.

What a wonder
That the doors

Me.

Argus, please copy.

Wife can be accommodated with

rooms

-w

“Evidence ?’* sneered Martin.
“Yes, sir,” said the young man, demurely.
Always be sure of your evidence, Mr. Alartin. Canyouprcve the baraaiu ?”
Mr. Martin saw the snare, and
pulled out
his pocket book, paid the bill, and with
great
good humor assured the voung man :
“You will do, sir, and get through the
world with your profession without
any advice from me.

REAL ESTATE

0Ct23-tt

YOUNG GENTLEMAN with the highest cre(lemials wishes to obtain a situation as nook
Keeper, or General Clerk, in some mercantile house
in this city. Address Box 1668, Portland P. O.

octgdtf

REMO

K.,

A

Violin, Guitar and Banjo Strings.

PIANO-FORTES, ORGANS & MELODEONS

R.

Wanted!

good assortment of
Musical Instruments !

paired.

lirand Trunk

and board.
at 17 Federal st

gentlemen

a

for sale and to le^f together with a great variety of
Toys and Fancy articles, Pictures, Picture Frames.
&c., &c.
53T* Piano-Fortes and Melodeons tuned and re-

REFINERY,

Boarders Wanted.

Store No. 96 Exchange Street,
formerly occupied by J. D. Cbeney, webre maybe
fouud all the

at the

October 31-tllm

REMOVAL.
COBB

SS^ets,

SUGAR

Gentleman and

Full instruction given, and satisfaction guaranteed.
With these assurances, your careful and candid
examination is most respectfully and earnestly solicited.
M. J. CHAPIN & CO, Agents,
NO Exchange Ml., Portland, Me.
Machines of all kinds repaired.
sepl5d&w3m

ami

quality,

first

A pleasant

BEST.

BAKKKLS- suitable

20 OOO ,FL°UR
for
OppoKite

Music of the

ATTENTION

Portland,

MEDICAL.

HfJJflBCoT

A

IF

rpHE

Wanted.

SEWING MACHINES

Popular

ao6dif

of a furnished office or desk room, near the
Post Office. Address “A. H. F.,” Box 42.
November 5. dtf

EAGLE

WEED

SAMUEL E.

Me.

WANTED.

Would inform his friends and the public
that be lias remov- d to tbe

PARTICULAR

AN

REWTOVAI>.

THE

Office No. 1, Moreton Block,

Wanted.
1, FEW weeks work, commencing November 15th,
r\ by an accountant who is tamiliar with nearly
all classes of accounts, and who has the best of City
relerence as to ability.
Please address P. o. Box
1610.
novlld4t

ol Dec.
ocl9eod4w

received into
family
PUPILS
cipals where they enjoy the privileges ol
ant

man.

remedy

the 2d

on

C67

Real Estate Brokers, Commission
Merchants and Auctioneers.

d3t*

conven-

(Established 1856.)

“Whete is your evidence?” asked the young

reHe“

November 11.

NorridKcwock, Maine.

everything.

pledged, to

THREE

EATON

Martin

were concernbe
eswas

pecially

unfurnished looms, within a lew minutes
walk of City Haft, by a married couple with no
lanrly. Good rental will be given tor suitable apartments. Apply by letter to
II. B.,” Press Office.

ME.

and

evidence.

Whenever eating and drinking

Wanted,

veil

care

assented.

man

A Young Man to Collect Bills. Salary $16 00 per
week; must deposit $200 tor monies entrusted
to his care; will raise salary after three months.
Address A. K. JOSE, 635 Washington st., Boston.
nolldlt
Mass.

PLEASANT, healthy,
to health, habits,
ient,. Constant
SITUATION
g
The
and iu'ellectual culture.

lawyer.”

The. young

uovl2-dlw*

WANTED.

1

Boys

as

tention.

REV. GEO. A. PERKINS, Principal.

It is probable that every lawyer of any note
lias beard of tbe celebrated Luther Martin, of

success as

for

AT GORHAM,

Mlorj for l.awyein.

Good

School

Family

1934 with tull address and

nol2dlw*

situation

A

TIT INTER SESSION WILL COMMENCE ON
\y WHlnr^tla), Nov. £3th.

WiUiavi Byrd,

to Box

Wanted.
Bookeeper bv a young man wbo can
furnish satisfactory references.
Letters addressed C. H. B., at this office, will win prompt at-

TORSE V, President.
no9d3w

H. P.

Kent’s Hill, Nov 3,1808.

answer

references.

Sumo have too much, yet still they crave;
1 dttle have, vet seek no more,
They are but poore, though much they have;
And lam rich wbb little store.
They poor, 1 rich; they beg, I give;
They lacke, 1 lend; they pine, I live.

•

he

general Agent for the State ot Maine for one
A of file best Labor Saving Machines, for household use ever Invented, entirely new—se is to nearly
every family.
A retpousible, nrst class business
Apply immediman will be liberally dealt with.
O. D. LEE,
atelv
95
Federal
St., Portland.
Exchange,
Inventor’s
novl2 d3t*
I

Win‘er Term ol this Institution will com
mence TUESDAY. Dec 1, 1868. and continue ten

MISCELLANEOUS

GEO. B. DAVIS &

WANTED!

Academy 1

Bri^gton

a

REAL ESTATE.

_WANTED

SCHOOLS.

Poetry.

DIC.

Ul KOI**’

RREAT

EIROPEAK

CATARRH REMEDY.

Electro Medical Instruments.

Warrnntrd to Cure that l^oalhnouie I>|a

II ALL’S

CATARRH is a disease Utile understood by physicians; in fact many say there is no cute for it; but
hundreds will testily t having been entirely cured
by using ijR. DUBOIS’ CATARRH CO.vlPQt!N|\
Patients will not have to use more than otae ot two
packages before they receive a benefit. Severs cases
have been cured

and Galvanic

Magnetic

ASP

>

Batteries,

Philosophical Instruments
the
ale

best in

by

raay4<JGm
A

!

I'.mHles Mid institutions, for
LOW ELI. & SENTEK.
_GO xebange Street.

use

ease.

lor

BEAUTIFUL LINE OF CLOAKS

Cloakings and Cloak Trimmings,
ot

every description, just opened at
LEACII A PARKER’S,
3 Peering Block, dongre*. Hi.
Ladies’ and Children’s Cloaks made to order,
oci31d2w
i and satisfaction guaranteed,

BY I7MI.YG ONE PACKAGE.
This Remedy has met with (/rent success in Europe
and has cured thousands qf the worst cases.
Catarrh causes Dropping in the Throat. Hawktog
and Spitting, Sounds in the Head, W. ak Eyes, Dearness, Headache, Tightness across the Forehead, Neuralgia Hoarseness, Canker, Bronchitis, He»rt Disease, Asthma, and finally ending in the great terror
ot mankiud—CONSUMPTION. Sold by aU Druggists. Prlco fit per package.
Wholesale Agents, Geo.C. Goodwin A Co 38 Hanover st, M. S. «urr A Co., 26 TTemont st., boston.
DR. H. W. DU BOIS, Proprietor, 7i Friend street.
Boston, where the Remedy may be tested, irae ok
expense. Send for C • rcWar.
Mpt2**od3m&w

